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FORWARD
The Skylab pro8ram was established to determine _an's ability to
live and work in space for extended periods; to de_ermlne and evaluate
man's physlolos_cal responses and aptitudes in the space envir.aaent and
his postfllght adaptat_-on to the terrestrlal environment; to _xtend the
science of so._ar astronoay beyond the limits of earth-based observations;
to develop improved techniques for surveying earth resources from space;
and to expand the knowledge in a variety of other scientific and techno-
losical resimes.
The program actlvl_y was planned for four distinct phases of opera-
tion:
d
a. The placement of a Saturn Workshop into earth orbit;
b. The first visit, intended for a period of 28 days;
e. The _econd visit, intended for a period of 56 days (extended to
59 days); and
d. The third visit, also intended for a period of 56 days, but now• planned for a period of 84 days.
This report cormt4.tutes the Johnson Space Center's evaluation of the
second visit. The report contains the inforemtion available 30 days after
the completion of the first manned visi[.
A Unified Skyl._b Nission Evaluation Re_rt Is planned to be published
by NASA Headquarters after completion of the third visit.
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!_ 1.0 INTRODUCTION
This report contains an evaluation of the operational and engineer-
ing aspects of the second visit and includes the performance of experi-
ment hardware that is under Jonson Space Center management; the crew's
evaluation of the visit; and other vislt-related items of interest such
as medical aspects and hardware anomalies. Scientific results will be
reported in accordance with reference I. Launch vehicle performance will
", be reported in volume III of the Unified Skylab Mission Evaluation Report.
_ The command and service module consisted of basic hardware developed for
the Apollo program and is described In reference 2.
The International System of Units (SI) is used in this report. Un-
less otherwise specified, time is expressed as Greenwich mean time (G.m.t.)
in hours, minutes, and seconds, or _ hours and minutes. ..
4
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2.0 SUMMARY
The second visit space vehicle was launched at 11:10:50.5 G.m.t.
i (7:10:50.5 a.m.e.d.t.) on July 28, 1973 (first visit day) from Launch "i
Complex 39B at the Kennedy Space Center, Florida. The vehicle was manned
by Capt_n Alan L. Bean, Commander; Owen K. Garriott, Scientist Pilot;
and Major Jack R. Lousma, Pilot.
The space vehlcle, consisting of a modified Apollo command and ser-
vice module payload on a Saturn IB launch vehlcle, was inserted into a
231.3 by 15_.7 kilometer orbit. Rendezvous maneuvers were performed dur-
ing the first five orbits as planned. During the rendezvous, the command
and service module reaction control system forward firing engine (quad B)
oxidizer valve leaked. The quad was isolated. Statlonkeeplng with the
Saturn Workshop began epproximately 8 hours after llft-off with docking -"
being performed about 30 minutes later.
The crewmen experienced motion sickness during the first three visit
days. Consequently, the Saturn kTorkshop activation and experiment imple- ._
mentatlon actlv_tles were curt_lled, By adjusting the crew's diet and _I
_ maintaining a low work load the crew was able to complete the adjustment ....... ". "
to space flight in 5 days, after which the flight activities were returned
to normal.!
On the sixth day, the service module reaction control system quad D
,. engines were inhibited and the isolation valves closed because of another ;
leak. Acceptable control modes and deorblt and entry procedures were de- /
fined consistent with the ccnstraints imposed by the two reaction control
system problems. --":
The first extravehicular activity was delaye,d to visit day I0 because i
r' of the crew's motion sickness. The extravehicular activity lasted almost
6.5 hours during which time the crew changed tb_ Apollo Telescope Mount . ._
film, deployed the twin-pole sun shield, inspected and performed repair '_:
work on the S055 (Ultravlolet Spectrometer) experiment, deployed the $149 _' . '
' (Particle Collection) experiment, and installed _he calibration shield H.._., ......:
from experiment $230 (Magnetospherlc Particle Composltlon). _:=_,%t_,,_,_....._...._:_
A second extravehicular activity was performed on visit day 28 and . :-_*' * ::
lasted 4 hours and 30 minutes. The tasks accomplished Included the in- :-::"':_,_/1
stallation of a rate 8yro package, the deployment of a therme_ shield ma- _._,-_ _
terial sample, the retrieval and replacement of the Apollo Telescope Mount ,.,:_ _,_ :.
work station film, the temporary stowage of the experiment S149 (Particle _ ........
Collection) in the fixed airlock shroud and redeployment at the sun end,
and the removal of the aperture door/ramp latch from two Apollo Telescope ::--'iL_i!:'i:_i_
IO
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,. A third extravehicular activity was accomplished on visit day 57 - !
, with a duration of 2 hours and 45 minutes to retrieve the expended film
I on the Apollo Telescope Mount solar experiments and experiments $230
and S149.
. ,_
i Earth Resources Experiment Package activities inc1,:_ed 39 passes
with a total of 930 minutes of data. All experiment coverage was normal ._
with the exception of the loss of experiment S193 (Microwave Radiometer/
Scatterometer and Altimeter) when the antenna failed to operate during
data pass 29. .-
A series of medical experiments was accomplished which assessed the ..
effect of a 59-day duration space mission on the crewmen. Included were
a hematology and immunology program, a mineral balance assessment, an
evaluation of the changes in ho.lnonal and associated fluid and electro-
lyte parameters, the extent of bone mineral loss, the cardiovascular ef-
fects utilizing the lower body negative pressure experiment and the vec- .:,
. torcardiogram, and an assessment of the metabolic activity.
Four astrophysics experiments were successfully performed: experl-
ment S019 (Ultraviolet Stellar Astronomy); experiment S063 (Ultraviolet ._
and Visible Earth Photography); experiment S149 (Particle Collection); C-_ :, i
and experiment $230 (Magnetospheric Particle Composltion). Data were _/_ /
- obtained for studies of the habitability and crew quarters, and crew ac-
tivitles and maintenance. In addition, several experiment M509 (Astro-
naut Maneuvering Unit) sequences were performed. _
.!
, ., On the last visit day the command module was reactivated and the -)
crew performed the final Saturn Workshop closeout. Following undocking
and separation the coemand module entered and landed in the Pacific Ocean
approximately 300 kilometers southwest of San Diego, California. The :_
landing was at 22:19:54 G.m.t. on visit day 60, (September 25, 1973).
The recovery ship, the USS New Orleans, retrieved the command module and i
crew 42 minutes after landing. The total flight time was 1427 hours 9 , !.
minutes and 4 seconds .... .._
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3.0 Sk'YLAB PARASOL
The Skylab thermal parasol provided adequate thermal shielding for
! the unmanned Orbital Workshop between the first and second manned visits.
i A redesigned and improved thermal parasol was launched with the
second vlslt spacecraft. However, it was not deployed as the deployment
would require that the exlsting parasol, deployed during the first visit
(ref. 3), be Jettisoned. The possibility of reverting to the same thermal
posture as prior to the deployment of the first parasol was too great had
problems developed during the deployment of the second parasol. There-
fore the twin boom sunshade, developed by Marshall Space Flight Center
was deployed (fig. 3-1) over the parasol during the first extravehicular
activity of the second visit.
At the time of first visit report (ref. 3) publication, the testing .
of the thermal parasol material had not been completed. Also, eacly in
the second visit, samples of the parasol canopy material were exposed to
sunlight. Part of these samples were retrieved on a later extravehicular
activity and returned for examination to provide a basis for Judging the
validity of the ground simulations of sunlight that were being used to
C) access the degradation of the canopy material. The remaining samples ...._will be retrieved _ud returned after the third v_sit to provide a final
..... confirmation of the long-term exposure simulations.
The degradation trends established during the first visit continued
-- through the simulation to the end of third visit equivalent exposure.
The leveling off at about 50-percent loss of strength and elongation
remained unchanged throughout the remainder of the testing.
Examination of the material samples returned at the end of the sec-
ond visit indicate that the simulation methods used were valid and pro-' ,"
duced acceptable results. The final conclusive validation of the simu- -"
lation methods will be withheld until the remaining samples are returned '
and evaluated follmring the third visit. "_
1974011377-019
Figure 3-1.- Artist's conceptof deployedtwin-boomsunshade. •_
. ,
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4.0 SCIENCE
, 4.1 SOLAR PHYSICS AND ASTROPHYSICS
} Four solar physics and astrophysics experiments were performed Ex- :
J periment S019 (Ultraviolet Stellar Astronomy) and experiment S063 (Ultra-
violet and Visible Earth Photography) _ere performed using the anti-solar }
scientific airlock. Experiment S149 (Particle Collection) was exposed
between visits in the anti-solar scientific alrlock. Solar exposure of
experiment S149 was achieved by extravehicular deployment during the visit.
Experiment $230 (Magnetospheric Particle Composition) is a passive experi-
ment that required extravehicular retrieval of collector foils during the
visit.
_ 4.1.i Experiment S019 - Ultraviolet Stellar Astronomy
Two film canisters were used during this visit and 272 exposures were
_ taken. Thirty frames of data could not be exposed when the fllm advance _
lever became /noperative on one canister. A postfllght examination of the
malfunctioned canister showed that one of the internal limiting screws had .
loosened and caused the mechanism to jam. (See section 17.2.6 for addi- !
tlonal details.) •;'_
On visit day 24, a problem occurred within the articula_ed mirror i_
system of the experiment. The system failed to retract after the second
- use on that day. It was retracted on the following day. Details of this
anomaly are contained in section 17.2.4.
Detexioration and debonding of the numerals on the articulated mirror
system tilt indicator occurred. This condition was predicted prior to the _
launch of the Orbital Workshop but insufficient time remained to make a _
permanent repair. Guards were installed to seal the numerals within the
counter assembly and prevent contamination of the experiment or vehicle. ,' _
A preliminary inspection of data on the film shows that hundreds of . '_
• stellar spectra have been recorded, many with detailed emission and/or _
' absorption lines. Exposures taken without using the prism on several ji_=_;:_,/_
nearby galaxies show positive results and are of 8ood quality. _:_, ''r" [_'_
Radiation foggin 8 was observed on most of the photographs , but it
did not de,fade the quality of the spectra for accurat_ spectrophotometry. _
The radiation fosging was apparently caused by the sensitivity of the ul- r__ _
traviolet film tO temperature and radiation. This film i_ _on_aine_ with-
in the film vault excep_ durin_ Operational u_e to m_ni_t_¢ the effects of ;!i
radiation. Alao, film calibration siides w_thSn the canisters are _utiJ- _
_ ised tO determine the desree of fos$in_ for data p_ocessins,o _;_
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4.1.2 Experiment S063 - Ultraviolet and
Visible Earth Photography °
l
; Photographic data from experiment S063 was acquired in three modes.f
The experiment assembly I mode (ozone photographs) was accomplished ini
the normal simultaneous manner at the antl-solar scientific airlock and
the wardroom window. Th_ experiment assembly II mode (twilight airglow
horizon) was accompllshed using the experiment S063 artlculated mirror
system adapter and the articulated mirror system at the antl-solar scien-
i tlflc airlock. The third mode consisted of hand-held photography of tar-
i gets of opportunity with the 35-,,, camera at the Orbital Workshop win-
dows. The objectives of the experiment were accomplished, although some
minor procedural problems contributed to some loss of data. The back-
ground fog, mostly from particle radiation, of all the black-and-whlte
film averaged 1.06 density with the maximum exposure density of about
2.3. The resultant low contrast and density range reduced the data con-
tevt of the exposures. However, color photography was very good and
should yield excellent results when the analysis is complete.
4.1.3 Experiment $149 - Particle Collection
Experiment S149 was deployed on the experiment T027 extension boom d'_ :
from the anti-solar scientific airlock at the end of the first visit and
remained deployed until shortly before docking on the second visit. The
cassettes were closed by ground command after a total exposure time of
34 days and 9 hours. On visit day 4, the motor drive/cassette support
unit"was retracted and the cassettes were removed. Operation of the ex-
periment during the anti-solar exposure was normal. Deployment of another
set of cassettes during an extravehicular activity was required because
the solar scientific alrlock was still being used by the parasol. The
cassettes were attached to the motor drive/cassette support unit and de-
ployed during the first extravehicular activity. The motor drlve/casse_te
,, support unit was retrieved on the third extravehicular activity after a
solar exposure time of 46 days and ii hours• The sampling surfaces were
free of contamination, and a preliminary analysis of the surfaces shows
craters resultin s from the impact of mlcrometeorites.
4.1.4 Experiment 3230 - Magnetcspheric
Particle Composition ,•
The experiment was lauDched stowed under a handrail in the exterior
of the Airlock Module. Photographs taken of the experiment by the first •
visit crew showed discoloration 'of the two outer (exposed) foils (fig.
4-1) This discoloration was not expected and the contamination 8ource r' _ '
,/,,( , • +,
_' _'_ _ I
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will provide a protective area on the foil that can be used for calibra-
' tion and multiple exposures on the same foil. (The shields will be re-
moved on the first extravehicular activity on the next visit.)
The contaminated (discolored) foils were removed on the first extra-
vehicular of thi_ visit and the calibration shields placed on one of the
inner foils. The inner fell without the shields was retrieved on the last
extravehicular activity of the mission. K
The foil collectors were received in excellent condition. The foils
were removed from their backing and they have been returned to the prin-
cipal investigator in Switzerland for detailed analysis. The analysis
of the contaminated foils will be greatly complicated. Partial flux data
+ may not be retrievable but isotopic composition data may still be useful.
t
i 4.2 MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS
!
' The planned series of medical experiments tot the second Skylab visit,+
was accomplished and, in addition, some special tests were performed. A
more realistlccomparison to crew baselines resulted on this visit because ++-
the internal Orbital Workshop temperatuureswere normal. The m_dical ex- ___ _
perlment hardware performea satisfactcrily with only minor intermittent
problems. The glossary in appendix D contains the definitions of many
of the terms used in this section.
\
i 4.2.1 Experiment M071 - Mineral _alance
I
I
Rigid control of protein, calcium, sodium, potassium, phosphorus and
magnesium intake was necessary to accomplish the objectives of experiment
M071. Dietary control planned around crew preferences began 21 days prior
to launch and extended through 18 days after landlng. The chemlcal coN-
position of the potable water was also carefully controlled and the volume
of the water intake was recorded. Feces and urine ware collected during
the control period for complete evaluation. Blood was also collected for
analyses. Daily caloric intake for the inflight period was originally
planned to be 250 to 300 kilocalories below that consumed during the 21-
day preflight stabilization period. This planning was based on Apollo
experience. After an evaluation of the first ViSit crew commntsand
data, the crew was allowed to eat more than the planned inflight caloric t
levels. The data from the first two visits show that nutritional re- 1
I
quirements in zero g and one S are basically the same, Ana+!yMs of the
early inflight and late infltsht urine samples show a 79 percent increase i
in urinary calcium excretion. Urinary nitrogen losses were comparable to i
towardthoseofthebedbasellne.reststudi with a transient increase followed by a return (b++ i_ii.ii_+
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Stereophotogrammetry was undertaken in c_njunction with this exper- I,
iment to document changes in body volume. A comparison of the stereopho-t
' _ tographs taken on the day after landing and the preflight photographs te-
l vealed a disproportionate loss of bcdy volume below the waist. This rep-r sents muscle mass as well a fluid loss.
l
4.2.2 Experiment M073 - Bioassay of Body Fluids
Blood and urine samples collected before, during, and after the visit
were analyzed to evaluate endocrine functions for the second visit. This
report reflects a preliminary evaluation of the early and late inflight
urine analyses and incomplete evaluations of the preflight and postflight
blood and urine results. Trends based upon these analyses revealed that:
a. The urinary sodium was increased by a moderate to marked amount
during the initial inflight period.
b. The serum sodium was not changed.
c. The Scientist Pilot sustained a significant loss of extracellular
fluid.
d. The urinary potassium was slightly increased,
e. The serum potassium was not changed.
f. Total exchangeable potassium was_slightly decreased in two of
the crewmen.
g. There was no suppression _. blood levels of aldosterone infllght,
contrary co that observed in bed rest studies.
h. The postflight serum cortisone values were decreased relatlve to
previous space fllght experience.
i. Epinephrine levels in the urine were elevated early in the flight
and postfllght periods.
J. Noreplnephrlne levels were somewhat higher early in the visit
end during the postfllght period in two of the crewmen and throughout :"
the visit as well as in the early postfllght period in the third crew-
man.
1974011377-025
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4.2.3 Experiment M074/M172 - Specimen and Body _-
, Mass Measurement :
Two experiment M074 (Specimen Mass Measur_i_t) devices were used to
measure masses of fecal and food residues. The electronics module which
failed on the waste management compartment mass measurement device during
the first visit was replaced by this crew.
The experiment M172 (Body Mass Measurement) device was used satis-
factorily by the three crewmen. Calibration ploblems associated with un-
stable calibration masses on the first visit were rectified by using the
new mass restraints. The body mass measurement device was ralibrated
kthree times during the second visit.
_i 4.2.4 Experiment M078 - Bone Mineral Densitometry
!
I
Postflight bone mineral measurements of the right distal radius and
ulna (bones of forearm at wrist), when compared to preflight values ob-
i rained from the three crewmen, showed no significant mineral losses. The
only significant mineral loss occurred in the left central os calcis (the
heel bone) of the Scientist Pilot, but this appeared to be within the
predicted limits previously determined by bed rest _tudies.
4.2.5 Experiment DLu_I - Lower Body Negative Pressure
Experiment M092 was performed on the Commander and Filot 16 times
each and on the Scientist Pilot 17 times. During the first 20 days, the
intervals between tests were generally longer, as much as 5 days, with
four tests on each crewman being achieved during that period. Thereafter,
the tests were conducted on each crewman every 2 to 4 days.
The first Inflight tests on the Scientist Pilot on visit day 5 and
on the Commander on visit day 6 were terminated early because of presyn-
copal symptoms. During the fourth test on visit day 20 and the twelfth
test on visit day 46, the Commander developed presyncopal symp=oms late
in the final phase and, therefore, the tests were terminated early. The
resting and stressed heart rates of the crewmen remained slJghtly to mod-
erately elevated ah_ve their preflight ranges throughout the flight. A
trend toward normal ranges appeared to be developing during the last three
weeks of the visit.
The resting calf circumference in the crewmen declined rapidly dur-
ing the early part of the visit in a pattern much resembling that seen
in the first visit crewmen. Calf circumference loss continued but at a
decreased rate during the remainder of the visit. The increase in leg
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volume during the performance of lower body negative pressure tests was
greater during the flight than during the preflight period. The magni-
, tude of difference between inf!ight and prefl[?ht values did not reach
that seen in the first visit crewmen.
Cardiovascular responses to the lower body negative pressure on the
: first postflight examination resembled those seen after the first visit.
The second visit cre% appeared to reach their preflight status somewhat
• earlier than the first visit crewmen with heart rate responses in the
crewmen falling within the preflight range in the tests 5 days aft_
landing.
With the exception of the failure of one leg band to calibrate prop-
erly (see section 17.2.2) the hardware performed satisfactorily.
_ Special lower body negative pressure tests were conducted primarily
to measure lower limb blood-flow during exposure to negative differential
pressures. The purpose of these tests was to better understand the hemo-
_ dynamics related to the exaggerated leg volume changes _bserved during
the inflight phase of experiment M092. The tests were performed once on
the Scientist Pilot and twice on the Commander and Pilot.
( 4.2.6 Experiment M093 - Veztorcardiogram '
Experiment M093 was performed ]6 times each by the Pilot a,d Com-
' mander and 17 times by the _cientist Pilot.
,,
Resting heart rates were slightly elevated and an increase in P-R
interval, which was not clinically significant, was seen in the crewmen.
Other observed changes in waveform duration, azimuth, and magnitude were
inconsistent and also without clinical significance.
By 9 days after landing, the ,"ignitude of the QRS vector of the crew-
men remained slightly elevated, but all other observed inflight changes
i had returned to preflight values. :
_ 4.2.7 Experiment MII0 Series - Infllght Blood Collection
The blood withdrawal and plasma separation system was used eight , .
\ !_ times on each crewman. Beginning with the third weekly blood withdrawal, ,_
,,, SiX blood hemoglobin determinations were performed. Six urine specific :
i gravity determinations using the refractometer were also performed on as
many samples [rom each crewman. In addition to the blood returned in the i
automatic sampling processors three blood sampling vials per crewman were i,
used to fix Led cells for re_urn and analysis. One of these small vials !
had leaked fixative solution and a spare vlal was used.
7"_, ,
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The eight venipu_ctures per cre_nan were accomplished without dif-
ficulty, yielding 88 millillter_ of blood per crewman as planned. Prelim-0
ir,ary data from the early postflight samples are summarized in the follow-
ing paragraphs.
: 4.2.7.1 Experiment Hlll- C_togenetlc Studies of the Blood.- This
experiment was conducted to determine the genetic consequences of long
duration space _light. The prefl_%ht and postfllght cultures were satis-
factorily prepared and the specimens were adequate for the proposed eval-
uation. Analysis of this material has not been completed.
4.2.7.2 Experiment MII2 - Hematology and Immunology,- This expecl-
ment was conducted to assess the changes in humeral immunology. Pl_sma
proteins and Immunogloblns showed no change from preflight levels. Serum
complement factoc C3 and lysozyme likewise did not show changes in the
postfllght samplps. In vitro antigenic stimulus showed significant de-
pression of ribonucleJc acid (RNA) and deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) syr,-
thesis rates in the samples taken on the day of landing, but on the third
day after landing, the rates had returned to normal.
4.2.7.3 Experiment MII3 - Blood Volume and Red Cell Life Span,-
This experiment was conducted to determine effects of weightlessness on
plasma volume and red blood cell populations. The average reduction in
red cell mass of 12.3 percent was comparable to the first visit findings. : _
However, by 14 days after landing, most of this loss had been restored.
This restoration rate is considerably faster than that observed in the
first visit crew. Plasma volumes were reduced by approximately lOper-
cent in the three crewmen. From body weight data and otner hematologic
data, a significant amount of this loss had apparently been regained by
the 14th day after landing.
4.2.7.b Experiment MII4 - Red Blood Cell Metabolism.- This experi-
ment was conducted to determine metabolic and/or membrane changes occur-
ring in the red blood cells. In the postflight samples, a decrease in
intraceliular reduced-glutathione has been observed. The significance
of this finding i_ under study.
: 4.2.7.5 Experiment MIlS _ Special Hematologic Effects.- The red
blood cell count, hemoglobin and hematocrlt values were found to be slg-
i nJficantly reduced during the postfllght period, reflecting the changes
observed in red cell mass and plasma volume. The spec±flc gravity of the
red cells shifted slightly toward heavier (older) cells in the landing
day determinations, but was essentially normal on the day after landing.
This is believed to represent a fluid shift consistent with a plas,_ vol-
_ ume change. Red blood cell osmotic fragility was not significantly dif-
.... ferent from preflight values.
i
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White blood cell counts as well as differential counts showed a nor-
' mal reaction _o the st_'ess of deorbit and entry with an increase in neu-
, trophils. Beginning with the third inflight blood collection, hemoglobin
and urine specific gravity determinations were made by the Scientist Pilot !
" using equipment from the inflight medical support system. The elevated
hemoglobin and urine specific gravity values found at the time of this
and subsequent blood draws tend to support the assumption that the plasma l
volume loss occurs early in the visit and persists.
4.2.8 Experiment MI31 - Human Vestibular Function i
Motion sensitivity and oculogyral illusion testing were accomplished
three times on the Commander and six times each on the Scientist Pilot
and Pilot. Spatial localization testing was also performed three times
on each of the three crewmen. The hardware operated satisfactorily.
4.2.8.1 Inflight.- Upon initial entry into weightlessness, the three I
crewmen experienced motion sickness symptoms, the most severe in the Pilot.
Complete remission of these symptoms occurred after approximately visit I
day five. From that point on, the crewmen were dramatically refractory
to motion sickness symptoms as provoked by the experiment protocol.
By the midpoint in the visit, both the Scientist Pilot and Pilot were
able to perform the maximum required number (150) of head movements at the
maximum rotating chair speed (30 revolutions per minute) with no symptoms
of illness. These crewmen continued to perform at the maximum motlon sen-
,_ sitivity protocol for the remainder of the visit with no significant dlf-
ficulties. Although he had not originally been scheduled for the motion
sensitivity test, the Commander began to participate as a subject midway
through the visit, and like the other crewmen, quickly advanced to the
maximum motion sensitivity protocol level.
The six oculogyral illusion tests performed by the Scientist Pilot
and the Pilot demonstrated a slight increase in their ability to perceive
the illusion when compared to preflight tests. The three tests the Com-
,_nder performed showed essentially no change from the preflight baseline.
Three spatial localization tests were conducted by each crewman. A
preliminary analysis of these data indicates slight shifts in localization
and sllght increases in variabillty rclative to preflight measurements.
4.2.8.2 Postfllaht.- The three crewmen were far less susceptible to
motion sickness on the first two days after landing and five days after
landing, as compared with their preflight baseline tests. A further test
performed on the Scientist Pilot and Pilot 17 days after landing indicated
that these crewmen h_d r_turned to the upper range of their preflight sus-
. ceptlbillty. The Commander was not tested on the 17th day. A minimum
/
i
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of one additional motion sensitivlty test on each of the crewmen will be e
required to deLermlne the time course and completeness of their return to
' baseline levels. No significant changes relative to preflight baselines
were noted with either the oculogyral illusion or the spatial localiza-
i tion test in any of the crewmen.
4.2.9 Experiment M133 - Sleep Monitoring
Twenty of a scheduled twenty-one sleep monitoring runs were accom-
plished on the Scientist Pilot. Problems occurred on one run when the
sleep cap electrodes were lacking a sufficient quantity of electrolyte
to conduct the output signal.
The early thermal problems of the Orbital Workshop dried out elec- "
! trolite fluid in the cap electrodes. For this reason, the Scientist
i Pilot used an electrolyte resupply kit to rejuvenate the cap electrodes .
i_ prior to each usage
+ Initial observations show the data to be of high ouallty and a pre-
liminary evaluation indicates the following:
' a. the time required to get to sleep (sleep latency) averaged 0.2 i _ ....
: hour preflight and 0.29 hour inflight. \_,
b. The absolute total time in bed (rest time) both preflight and in-
flight was the same, 7.5 hours. The total sleep time averaged 6.4 hours
preflight and 6.7 hours inflight.
c. A summary of sleep-stage characteristics (table 4-1) shows that
sleep latency increased slightly inflight, but total sleep rose a small
: amount. The inflight tendency was toward a lighter sleep in that stages
3 and 4 showed a small decrease while stage 1 increased. Stage REM shows
a,slight change, averaging 14.7 percent before and 16 percent during the
flight. None of the observed changes should alter the performance capa- --
billty.
4.2.10 Experiment MISI - Time and Motion Study
Photographic coverage of 29 activities was accomplished during this
visit and these data are being analyzed. _._. i
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TABLE 4-1.- SLEEP STAGE CHARACTERISTICS
Stage Prominent features
i
W Electroencephalogram contains alpha activity
(Wakefulness) (8 to 12 hertz) and/or low voltage, and mixed
frequency activity. Relatively high tonic
electromyogram and eye blinks are often pres-
ent in the electrooculogr_m.
1 Transition stage from wakefulness to sleep.
i Low voltage, mixed frequency electroencephalo-
gram activity without rapid eye movements.
Prominence of activity in the 2 to 7 hertz
range with presence of slow eye movements.
2 Presence of sleep spindles (12 to 14 hertz)
and g complexes (wave form with negative
sharp wave immediately followed by positive
component) on a background of low voltage,
and mixed frequency _.activity.
1 3 Moderate amounts of high amplitude, slow
wave (2 hertz or slower) electroencephalo-
gram activity.
\
• . 4 Large amounts of high amplitude, slow wave
electroencephalogram activity.
REM Low voltage, mixed frequency electroencephalo-
° (Rapid eye gram in conjunction with episodic rapid eye
movement) movements and low amplitude electromyogram.
Sleep stage associated with dreaming.
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4.2.11 Experiment MITI - Metabolic Activity
t
i
' The experiment support hardware functioned satisfactorily and all
! objectives were accomplished. Nine runs each were accomplished on the i !
i Commander and thc Pilot and ten runs were accomplished on the Scientist i: Pilot. The ergometer was utilized approximately 20 minutes per day per
cre_nn_n as an exercise device. During a_ exercise period on visit day |l
_.0, the ergometer load module began maktug excessive noise and eventually t
began to freewheel (no load)• (See section 17.2.7 for a discussion of i
this anomaly. ) After a one-hour cooldo_n period, the ergometer functioned !
properly and continued to operate satisl"actorily for the remainder of the _
visit. The addition of an adjustable bar restraint for encircling the
ergometer rectified the restraint problem reported on the first visit.
The crew's inflight physiological response to mechanical _ork ap-
proached preflight baseline ranges after their initial exposures and re- J
rosined within these ranges throughout the remainder of the visit. Imme-
diately post_light, all crewmembers exhibited a significant decrease in
their response to the experiment protocol as compared to preflight or in- _ :_
flight responses. The most obvious indications of this were elevated
heart rates, increased oxygen consumption, and decreased cardiac output
for _he same work load. These changes were of the same order of magnl- r_ "!
tude as observed on the first visit crew, but returned to normal more ()
rapidly. Preflight baseline range values were reached 5 days after _-"
landing.
4.2.12 Experiment S015 - Zero Gravity Effects i
on Human Cells _
' The experiment S01§ hardware operated normall._ and the initial cell --_ ':
photographic data analysis indicate excellent results. The experiment !
package was originally designed for operation during the 28-day duration tii ii/i_ i_..
of the first visit and was to be installed in the command module. How-
ever, the experiment was removed from the command module to make room for
other required equipment to resolve the thermal problem that existed in i. -_ _,
the Orbital Morkshop prior to the-first visit. As a result, the experi- : i._
't ment hard,-are was redesigned to operate on the $9-d_y duration second I_ i__ _ :_ _._
visi-t. The expertment hardware was returned to the principal investiga- |_._'_-_.._,._...__"_._,,. .._ _ ._,
tor for cell analysis 1 day after the landing of the second visit space- l_:_;/_: _ _'
craft. • '
0
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4.2.13 Experiment SO71/S072 - Circadian Rhythm -
of Pocket Mice and Vinegar Gnats •
Two experiment assemblies were activated and loaded with live speci- _
mens 6 days prior to launch. One experiment assembly was ivstalled in
the command and service module 3 days prior to launch. The other experi-
ment assembly was op@r•ted in a laboratory at the Kennedy Space Center
for 29 days to provide comparative data fo._ the flight assembly.
Experiment measurema_ts were functioning and the system parameters
were normal prior to • failure st about 34 hours after launch when all _
data were lost. (A detailed discussion of this anomaly is presented in
section 17.2.1.) None of the scientific objectives _ere accomplished.
4.2.14 Visual Light Flash Phenomena
The first and second visit crewmembers experienced visual light
flashes •e reported on previous flights. Only casual observations were ',_
made by the crew during their pre-sleep period and these were of about
the same frequ_.cy and character as previous observations. .
1_m curreat hypothesis is that the flashes are caused by heavy cos- :.
mic particles. MoLar of the flashes are believed to be caused by partlcles i
interacting directly with the retinal rou cells, although Cerenkov radi-
ation may also be a contributing factor.
Heavy cosmic particle effects ar_ not believed to be of any .signifi- ,_
cant biological concmm for these relatively short flights. Even for :,
longer duration flights_ the particles may prove of little consequence be-
cause of their relatively low intensity. However, the mechanism respon- ,_
sible for this phenomenon is still unk_Jwn. A light flash test is plan-
ned for the third visit.
t _",,
_+,3 EARTH OBSERVATIONS
'f //
This section describes the performance of the Earth Resources Ex- :,
perlment Package during the second visit. Specific a_ensor evaluation ::'
performance is conta_ned rin reference 4. Thlrty-nine Earth Resources _ --' _, :,
Experiment Package dat;_ passes were performed with the spacecraft in the ._.,4__
Z-axis local vertical attitude and five passes were performed in the :,, _ ! ,, /
solar inertial attitude, The Earth Resources Experiment Package diagnos- _";_;! i_._"
tic downlink Unit w_s _used on 14 occasions to provide data for real-time ; ,_,_,
• nalysis and troubles_ooting = _.r_"-v,_,_
. '21-:-,
i;x i.
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4.3.1 Experiment sIg0A- Multispectral
Photographic Facility --
i
The Multlspectral Photographic Facility performance was satisfactory.J
! Approximately 1850 frames were exposed at each of the six c_mmra stations.
The overall sharpness and resolution of the photograph 7 was good _
The reseau lines are clearer and there is less evidence of emulsTon or _.
base scratches than found on the first visit film. In addition,' less
reseau plate contamination was noted. In isolated instanco_s, a particle
would float under the reseau plate, causing a small diffuse shadow on the
..... film image.
Like the first visit, some interlens contamination of particulate
material was observed and some film scratches were found on the final
'_ three film loads. Some electrostatic discharge markings similar to
' those of the first visit occurred on some black-and-white infrared film. -'" i-
..... Five percent of the photography was lost during the fifth Earth Re- .,!
-_ -_. sources Experiment Package pass because of procedural errors. -
On the final two film loads at station 6, during two Earth Resources "i
Experiment Package passes, a single spurious frame advance occurred be- ) ...,.
t_een commanded exposures, but this caused no loss of photography. See -
..... section 17.2.8 for details on this anomaly.
S
Some frames exposed at the fast shutter speed exhibit a lack of proper
_ contact between the film and the reseau plate at the format corners. _
• Either a tardiness of pressure platen operation or a loss of resiliency
_f the elastomer foam platen pad would cause this lack of contact. /
A
4.3.2 Experiment SI90B Earth Terrain Camera
The experiment was used during 33 Earth Resources Experlmen_c Package '
passes, 6 special passes, and 1 lunar calibration pass. Because of the i_......
can_rats high resolution capability and ease of operation, the camera was ,
' used for real-time photographic" tasks b_-.ond the planned Earth Resources ,, ,_ _--
Experiment Package coverage. I._'_:i. ,, ii,
+ second pass. the camera system was automatically +shut down by the thermal _,,
switch in the shutter drive after exceeding the 30-minute continuous op-
_ eration limit, Procedures were, modified on subsequent passes to prevent li _'_'_ '_'
reaching the tim limit, f _'; _
On visit day 47, the camra's clock lock knob came loose and was ,' _%_,_
-.,_ lost. These parts will be made available for the third visit. .L_ ,: ,, :
_ _L'_.'_, _ _,_
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4.3.3 Experiment Sl91 - Infrared Spectrometer -"
i Experiment S191 performed satisfactorily. The data reviewed were i
I within expected limlts and in good agreement with the data from the first '
visit. The acquisition and tracking of targets with the viewfinder track
inn system was accomplished.
_o
On visit day 12, the operation of the aperture door was reported as
erratic with the closure time approximately 50 percent greater than nor-
mal. During postflight debrieflngs, the crew further defined the door
operation as continuous motion with the speed of operation varying.
(Section 17,2.3 contains details of this anomaly.) .Topreclude a failure
of the door mechanism, the door was left open on the ninth Earth Resources
Experiment Package pass and was not closed until after the final pass.
No discernible degradation in spectrometer performance resulted from
leaving the door open for the 40-day period.
Pictures obtained wlth the data acquisition camera using color film P
. were an improvement over those taken with the black-and-white film during ._
the first visit. Data acquisition camera performance was good, but two
procedural problems occurred. The camera was mounted improperly (rotated ,.
90 degrees) during four passes. On two occasions, improper alignment of
C_ the film perforations with the indexing stripes on the magazines caused ..'_. =improper framing. Approximately 40 pictures were affected. A shortage
• - of the prescribed film occurred because 13 additional passes were con-
ducted. The final passes used film that had a slower exposure rating _
_ and, as a result, some of those frames were under exposed.
. <
- The television camera was operated on passes 14 and 21 with the view-
finder tracking system and operation was normal.
4.3.4 Experiment S192 -Multlspectral Scanner
The experiment performed satisfactorily. The quality of the data
was improved by two actions taken by the crew to correct conditions which
existed during the first visit. Fir%t, the cooler-detector was seated .,_
, correctly in its mount and, second, the attenuator was readjusted. '
The data show that the high readings experienced on monitors A2 -'J_>
(band 1-automatic offset control) and C4 (band ll-automatic gain control) _ ,_'-
during four consecutive Earth Resources Experiment Package passes were /_,,i:,_,;_
caused by the alignment llght-emittlng diodes being inadvertently left :, i_L
on. Imagery data from these passes exhibited dark and light stripes at _ .....•
a frequency of 1.5 kilohertz. The intensity of the stripes varied from ,:_!_:_::, _
band to band with increasing intensity toward bands 1 and ii. Ground :_ _2,'_-_
testing has confirmed that the llght-emlttlng diodes will cause this el- _!:,:;:_'r_,
i: ;,_.<i jp_ fect if turned on during a data taking period. The same problem also I,_/_/'_"_::L.;_,,:__
.,:_=,_t occurred during one pass on the first visit. :_ _:_,%
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%The banding (low-frequency noise) was prevalent in the thermal
channel imagery. Extensive analyses and ground tests have shown that °
the low frequency noise that results in this banding is caused by the
I/f noise (amplitude inversely proportional to frequency) of the detec_
tor, which is a fundamental limitation of solid state devices. Limited
preflight testing of the thermal channel, necessitated by schedule con-
straints, prevented detection of this problem prior to launch. New ther-
mal detectors with better 1/f noise characteristics are being considered
for the next visit. Data processing techniques have been developed to
reduce the effects of banding.
A herringbone pattern was present on some of the imagery, and was
caused by a 20-kilohertz noise induced into the data on the four attenu-
ated bands during both visits. The noise can be reduced by modifying the
grounding in the attenuator, A new attenuator with better grounding is -
planned for the next visit. The herringbone noise can be removed with
data reduction techniques.
4.3.5 Experiment S193 - Radlometer/Scatterometer/Altimeter '
Performance through pass 28 was satisfactory and was quite llke that
of the first visit: two altimeter mode 3 data frames were still missing,
altimeter mode 5 compression network remained inoperative, and the antenna ( ) "
continued to exhibit an inability to reach the maximum scan angles. The
radiometer automatic gain control saturation during altimeter operation
was avoided by a procedural change." Saturation of the radiometer auto-
matic gain control occurred once during scatterometer only operation.
The altimeter nadir alignment functioned within its +9 milliradian
accuracy and the return pulse shapes were noticeably better immediately
after an alignment. However, like the first visit, vehicle attitude er-
rors resulted in distorted pulse shapes.
During the 29th pass, a receiver malfunction light came on and the
equipment failed to function p_._perly for the rest of the visit. Analysis _ '
showed that antenna control was lost. Consequently, no usable science _r
data were obtained from this experiment occurrence of this failure. This I__'_!_:::i"
anomaly is discussed further in section 17.2.5. '
4.3.6 Experiment S194 - L-Baud Radiometer ,'"l
The L-band radiometer, which is passive, continued to perform satis-
factorily. The electronics enclosure temperature was several degrees
colder than the design level, similar to the first visit. Tests have , \.
established that adjustments for low temperatures will be required in
processing the data .,
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_ 4.3.7 Tape Recorder
The primary tape recorder was used to record the first 36 passes of
iI Earth Resources Experiment Package data and the recorder performance was
normal. The secondary tape ;ecorder was used for the lest three passes
and the performance was similar to the first manned visit in that the
data recorded on tracks 3 and 13 were of marginal quality. (A low signal- i
to-noise ratio existed eat,slng data dropouts.) Data on tracks 3 and 13 Iwere marginal during all three passes and data on track 17 was marginal
for three 1-mlnute intervals. In any event, the data are recorded redun-
dantly on other tracks. Consequently, no data were lost.
During the last Earth Resources Experiment Package pass, the second-
ary recorder tape motion light flickered on three separate occasions dur-
ing the 1.524 meters-per-second recording mode. This condition was also "
noted during the first visit and is discussed in section 17.2.4 of the
first visit ceport. Recording heads characteristically incur a buildup
of debris followed by an instantaneous self-cleaning action. Consequently,
this type of problem with the recording track is not abnormal. The heads
are cleaned after the completion of each Earth Resources Experiment Pack-
age pass and the tape path is cleaned after removing each reel.
Returned tapes were examined visually. The tapes do not appear tobe as tacky as those from the first visit; however, six of the thirteen
tapes frcm this visit occasionally had a dark, sticky material d_spersed
across tbem.
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I 5.0 ENGINEERING AND TECHNOLOGY EXPERIMENTS 1
: I 5.I ENGINEERING ]
/ !'
' f
i _ The engineering experiments performed were the M487 (Habitability 1
and Crew Quarters), b1509 (Astronaut Maneuvering Equipment), and M516(Crew Actlviti s/Maintenance). Only experime t M509 r quired se of
i special hardware. The technology experiment T053 (Earth Laser _eacon),
_ was approved and scheduled during the mission and required no flight
hardware.
5.1.1 Experiment M487 - Habitability and Crew Quarters
Objectives of the experiment were accomplished _md, in some instances,
additional data were received. The visceral awareness experienced by this
second visit crew hampered the total environmental adaptation and the es-
tablishment of routines to handle the daily nonexperimental functions.
Numerous common reactions were noted by both the £irst and second visit
crews concetming various aspects of habitability such as: low illumina-
_ tion levels, messy food operations, ease of mobility, pleasing perform-ance of hygiene equipment, and the necessity for concurrent sleep periods.
However, there were marked differences of opinion between the two crews
concerning certain aspects of habitability:
I a. The Apollo Telescope Mount chair was not used.
_ I b. The shower use was very limited; however, sponge baths were used.
c. The firemen's pole was removed as unnecessary.
d. Different ensemble combinations of clothing were adapted by each
crew as the standard uniform-of-the-day.
I
e. The first crew changed foot.are daily as the chores dictated,
, whereas this crew wore triangle shoes almost exclusively.
I Some indications of personal preference are indicated, but the dif--
\ _ ferences exhibited require further analysis to insure that improper de-
sign did not contribute to the lack of desirability of use.
The environmental instrumet_ts were used more by this second crew and
certain instruments were used to troubleshoot equipment operations, such
as the digital thermometer to _easure the gyro slx-pack temperatures,
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One significant procedural change effected by this crew with regard
to the experiment M487 subjective questionnaire debriefings will be im-
I
plemented on the next visit. Previously, the entire crew had been sched-
uled to participate in the debriefing, but these crewmen chose to answer
questions individually, and the data returned was such that the practice
will be continued.
5.1.2 Experiment M509 - Astronaut Maneuvering Equipment
Six runs were completed with a total flying time of 8 hours, although
only four runs were scheduled. On one of the two additional runs, the
Commander performed some exploratory maneuvers for which he trained. On
the other run, the Scientist Pilot, who had no prior training, demonstrated
the ease with which a person familiar with spacecraft maneuvering tech-
nlques can adapt to flying the automatically stabilized maneuvering unit.
Some data were lost because of telemetry dropouts and Airlock Module tape [
recorder malfunctions.
The functional objectives were completed except the suited run. The
stiffness and inertia of the suit's llfe support umbilical caused the pro-
pellant consumption rate to be high and also affected maneuvering preci-
sion.. Because of the umbilical, several maneuvers were not performed. _ ).,
On the next visit, a life support umbilical consisting of only the oxygen
hose will be used. Thirteen minutes of flying time using the secondary
oxygen package (no umbilical) was made and useful data were recorded.
Another difficulty during the suited run was that yaw rotation commands
" in the control moment gyro and rate gyro modes were tiring to maintain
because of the difficulty in gripping the hand controller tightly enough
with the pressurized glove to avoid slippage. Also, all data were slightly
degraded because the center of gravity was displaced from the thcusters
when position was cramped by a backspacer, intended for shirtsleeve runs
only, that was left in place. During the first experiment run, the re-
straint harness did not hold the Commander securely during rolling maneu-
vers. Supplemental restraints, consisting of two equipment tethers, cor-
rected the situation.
In general, the automatically stabilized maneuvering unit mode_ were
operated with great precision. Specific tasks included inspection, cargo
transfer, rescue, retrieval, tracking, tumble recovery, rendezvous station-
keeping, and docking. The Commander also flew with the hand-held maneuver- i
ing unit, but with less precision. Portions of the first and fifth runs
were flown by the Pilot. Although not a part of the requirements, the
data will be useful. I
The voltmeter and battery tester launched on this visit were used to i
verify that the battery cells and total voltage levels were within limits
prior to use. The maneuvering unit was not operated on internal power (.) _
I
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" during the first visit because of the uncertain condition of the nickel-
cadmium batteries after the high temperatures experienced during the
, first i0 days after the Orbital Workshop was launched. The battery tests,
developed for this flight, showed that the cell balance was good.
The control moment gyro yaw wheel B, which was slow in spinning up
on the first visit, gradually improved on this second visit and finally
operating normally.
5.1.3 Experiment M516 - Crew Activities/Maintenance
Excellent data were obtained and five of the seven objectives of the
experiment were accomplished. The quality of the data was enhanced sig-
nificantly by p!_otographing the troubleshooting and repair activities.
i Additional data were obtained wlth a 122-meter cassette of 16-mm film
from the first visit on which maintenance activities were photographed _
late in the mission.
i 5.2 TECHNOLOGY :
: 5.2.1 Experiment T053 - Earth Laser Beacon
A series of tests were conducted on this visit using the earth laser
beacon station located at the Goddard Optical Research Facility, Greenbelt, _I
Maryland. The tests were to gather baseline data on laser visibility and
ground st_tlon operational performance. The earth laser beacon station
met the operational requirements. The first visual sighting of the beacon
by the crew was on visit day 54. The laser beacon was visible for 5 min-
utes during which the Orbital Workshop reached a maximum elevation angle
relative to the laser station of 0.768 radian. The laser power trans-
mltted was a continuous 10 watts at 5145 angstroms; the laser beam's full
angular divergence was 0.002 rad_an. The visibility was excellent with
clear skies and low humidity. The _econd visual sighting occurred on
visit day 55. The laser beacon was vlsible for 2 minutes and the Orbital
Workshop reached a maximum elevation angle relative to the station of
0.855 radian. The laser power _ransmitted was a continuous 2.5 watts at
5145 angstroms and the beam divergence was 0.002 radian. During this pass,
the crew reported that the laser source appeared as a llne of multiple
beams rather than a point. The appearance of multiple beams will be in-
vestigated further on the next visit.
O
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6.0 FOOD AND MEDICAL OPERATIONAL EQUIPMENT
F
6.1 FOOD
The food system launched aboard the O_bital Workshop s:_ported the
second visit crew adequately. An inventory of the remainin_ food was made
and maintained during the visit to support plans to extend the second visit
for 3 days beyond the 56 days, and also to extend the third visit.
The phenomenon of an i,Lcreased taste threshold by the _rew was the
same as experienced on the first visit. Basically, the food had a blander
taste in orbit than on the ground. Increased salt consumption was allowed
to correct some of the bland taste. As a result, the crew consumed nearly
all the onboard salt, and the sodium chloride tabJets were also used to
augment the salt supply. A special taste evaluation kit will be launched
for the next visit to obtain data to better characterize the condition.
Some of the repGrts on the taste and appearance in the food were:
1
a. Strawberries - brownish in color, soft, and lacked flavor
b. Asparagus - brownish in color, with more stalk than top
c. Pork loin - unpalatable to the Scientist Pilot and therefore not
eaten
d. Bread - unpalatable and the Pilot ate it only when jam was avail-
able
e. Tuna salad - umpalatable and therefore not eaten.
Ground tests are continuing on the control and flight food items.
These tests have shown no harmful bacteria, toxins, or other chemical con-
stituents. Because the flight items were subjected to high temperatures
before the first visit, eight additional food items were returned by the
second visit crewmen for furthe= evaluation.
A redesigned salt and spice kit will also be launched on the next
visit. The crew reported difficulties in using conventional shakers and
i bottle-type dispensers, and made recommendations for dispensing spices.
These recommendations were incorporated into the specially designed kit.
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6.2 MEDICAL OPERATIONAL EQUIPMENT
#
The medical operational equipment performed satisfactocl]y.
6.2.1 Inflight Medical Support System
Problems were encountered with usage of two items of the infllght
medical support system beginning with visit day 20:
a. Inflight t_moglobinometer readings w_re higher than those ob-
talned preflight. For this reason, a calibration shift of the hemoglo-
blnometer was suspected. The device was returned and postfllght analysis
has indicated that the unit functions properly.
b. Urine specific gravity measurements were accomplished from visit
day 30 through the end of the visit using the urine refractometer. At-
tempts to reca!ibrate this device durlng the flight resulted in a value
nearer the desiled level; however, the unit was returned for pogtflight
analysis and calibration.
A cahbzatL_ hemoglobinometer and urine refractometer are being f _ .
launcFod f#r the next visit. Syringes, ethanol, vials, and llke medical
items used by the crew to clean the magnetic tape recorder head, support
other scientitic demonstrations, and perform equipmest maintenance will
be resupplied.
6.2.2 Ooerational Bioinstrumentation System
The operational bioinstrumentatlon systems were used during launch,
_xtravehicular activities, a suited experiment M509 run, and entry. Good
electrocardiogram and impedance pneumograph data were obtainea during these
periods and no loss of data was experienced.
6.2.3 Exerciser
In response to crew comments on the first visit, an exercise device
i was launched with the se-.ondvisit crew to provide back and leg (calf)
i conditioning. The device functioned normally, except for pull rope break-
• age. This anomaly is discussed in section 17.3.1.
O
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7.0 COMMAJ_D AND SERVICE MODULES
n
This section contains the performance evaluation of the co, and and i
service _odule systems.
7.I STRUCTURES AND MECHANICAL SYSTEMS i
, _:
The command _,,oservice module vehicle structure and mechanical sys-
tems performed satisfactorllJ. 1
7.2 THERMAL
i
i
i The co,and and service module thermal control system configuration
differed from the first visit spacecraft only in that the thermal tape
; used on the electrical power system radiators was deleted. I
The second visit spacecraft temperatures followed the trends of the
_ first visit. Temperatures were within acceptable limits. Table 7-I com- :i
; _ pares the service module reaction control system temperature limits to
the flight data. The descent battery maximum temperature when switched
:% on to tne bus was several degrees cooler than the first visit because of
lower Beta angles reducin B the solar heating.
_r
i 7.3 ELECTRICAL POWER, FUEL CELLS,BATTERIES AND CRYOGENIC STORAGE
7.3.1 Electrical Power Distribution
_ The power distribution system performance was satisfactory. Afterdocking, the command and service odule was powered down to the planned
_ quiescent power level of approximately 1300 watts. Upon _[epletion of
_. fuel cell reactants, the command and service module received power from
the Saturn Workshop power sources. Power management was normal.
Two discrepancies occurred. The first was noted on the second visit
day when the cryogenic hydrogen tanks were configured with the tank i fans
and heater off and the tank 2 fans and heater in automatic for faster tank
2 depletion. However, pressurization cycles were noted in tank i, and
tank 1 began to deplete at a .faster rate than tank 2. On visit day ii,
the tankb were reconftgured with the tank 1 fans and heaters in automati=
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TABLE 7-1.- SECOND VISIT REACTION CONTROL SYSTEM TEMPERATURE DATA
, t
: i
Temperature, °K |
_ Category/name Limit Recorded
'' tMaximum Minimum Maximum Minimum
Quad A
Engine package 394 286 355 297
Oxidizer line 352 267 317 286k
Helium tank 333 267 311 292
Fuel tank 332 272 312 296 .-
Quad B
Engine package 394 286 Sensor failed
Oxidizer llne 352 267 298 273 -
i Helium tank 333 267 295 279
Fuel tank 332 272 296 283
Quad C _ _) -_.
Engine package 394 286 338 296
Oxidizer line 352 267 299 274
Helium tank 333 267 298 278
Fuel tank 332 272 299 280
Quad D
Engine package 394 286 338 296
Oxidizer line 352 267 298 268
Helium tank 333 267 298 286
Fuel tank 332 272 298 282
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and the tank 2 fans and heaters off. Pressure cycles and fdster dep!e- -
tion were then apparent in tank 2, leading to the conclusion that the
' wiring for the two tanks wa_ interchanged. Section 17.1.3 contains a
discussion of this anomaly.
, At 3:20:21 G.m.t. on visit day 8, a master alarm occurred in the com-
mand and service module at approximately the same time that an electrical
short circuit of about 250 amperes occurred in the Orbital Workshop. All
; command and service module system data were normal at the time. Circuit
analysis disclosed that a short circuit current to structure, anywhere in
the total space vehicle, would have to traverse structure and re-enter
the ground return system wlring through the vehicle ground point in the| command module. Although the resistance of the path through the command
module is small, 250 amperes provides a change in voltage between the ve-
hicle ground point and the Multiple Docking Adapter interface of about
2 volts. Since many of the command module caution and warning returns
are referenced to various points along this path, a momentary voltage -
differential occurs on the caution and warning channels. Analysis con-
cluded that the Orbital Workshop short caused the spurious master alarm
in the command module.
" 7.3.2 Fuel Cells .-.,.
gt
 Fuelcell performance was normal Fuel cell 1 was on bus A and fuel
cell 3 was on bus B at launch. The buses were placed in parallel on theL
second visit day and remained in that configuration through fuel cell
shutdown, on visit day 20. Low fuel cell loading and low radiator tem-
peratures caused the fuel ccll 3 condenser exit temperature to be suf-
ficiently low to trip the master alarm on the second visit day. The
; alarm was inhibited late in the second day to preclude recurrent alarms.
Later, from data analysis and system observation, the radiator area con-
trol valve was changed to reduce the radiation area from eight panels to
five panels. The fuel cell radiator temperature and the condenser exit
temperature then stabilized within the normal operating ranges.
i The fuel cells provided 20 700 ampere-hours of energy from llft-off
, _ through shutdown at an average bus voltage of 29.3 volts. '
\ 7.3.3 Cryogenic Storage .
The command and service module cryogenic oxygen and hydrogen tanks
were loaded 2 days before lift-off. Oxygen tank 2 was intentionally off- .
loaded to 77 percen_ capacity prior to launch to preclude tnfllght vent-
ing. '
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The thermal performance of the cryogenic hydrogen and oxygen storage .
systems was normal and the wiring problem mentioned in section 7.3.1 had#
no effect on the system function.
When the fuel cells were shut down, the hydrogen vent was opened and
the residual hydrogen was vented overboard. The cryogenic oxygen system
was managed, after fuel cell shutdown, by flowing oxygen through the poly-
choke orifice into the command module with occasional overboard venting
through the command module side hatch vent. Cryogenic hydrogen and oxy-
gen quantities are summarized in the consumables section of this report.
I.3.4 Batteries
i
_ The entry and postlanding batteries, pyrotechnic batteries, and de-
scent batteries performed normally.Command module entry batteries A and B were charged during the count-
down and once after docking. These oatteries supported the launch, all :
service propulsion system maneuvers, and the service propulsion system
checks. Entry battery C was placed on the main buses with batteries A
and B to support the total command module power requirements through en-
try, landing, and postlandlng. Entry battery usage between undocklng and _'_ ,.
landing was 62 ampere-hours. The estimated capacities remaining at land-
ing were: battery A- 25 ampere-hours; battery B - 23 ampere-hours; and _
battery C - 30 _mpere-hours.
The service module descent batteries supported the primary power re-
qulrements of the command module. Descent battery 1 delivered 407 smpere-
hours, battery 2 dellvered 52 ampere-hours, and battery 3 dellvered 359
ampe_-hours up to the time of command module/servlce module separation.
Battery 2 was placed on main bus A with battery I approximately 4 hours
prior to command module/servlce module separation to minimize the temper-
aturas of batteries I and 3. The maximum battery 1 temperature of 340" K
was well within the temperature limit. Total estimated usage was 818 .
• mpere-hours of the rate(: 1500-ampere-hour total capacity. The predicted
usage was 830 ampere-hours. Pyrotechnic batteries A and B performed the
required pyrotechnic functions. , - ;
•
, -j
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i 7.4 COMMUNICATIONS AND TELEVISION
' i !
7.4.1 Communications !
j The communications system satisfactorily supported the second visit, i •
Performance of the V'dF ranging system was commensurate with preflight '
predictions. VHF ranging system operation was limited to the phase of +
each orbit where the Orbital Workshop ranging antenna beam was pointed 3
toward the command and service module because the Saturn Workshop was in
a solar inertial attitude during the rendezvous. _
The video tape recording of the web formation experiment contained
noisy audio because of a hand-held microphone problem. This anomaly is
discussed in section 17.3.6.
A problem was experienced with the up-data llnk. Failure of one _,
real-time command relay to respond caused the data storage equipment to
rewind when the tape stop command was se_t. This anomaly is discussed ',
•- in section 17. I.4.
f
After landing, salt water collected in the connectors on the docking
tunnel, shorting out the exposed pins for the keying function of audio ...._.
panels 6 and 9. This keyed the VItF transmitter covtinuously and prevented _.
reception by the crew. Crew procedures for the third visit w_ll be re-
vised to preclude recurrence of this problem. ,-
- 7.4.2 color Television Camera
TWo color television cameras were resupplled for the second visit.
Each performed as expected except for the following problems;
t +a. The color wheel filter in the backup camera stalled when first
used during the predocking inpsection. _nual rotation of the filter_
wheel restored normal operation. _
, b. The primary camera failed during the second extravehicular activ- :
ity as the result of overheating. •
c. Later in the visit, a video_cape recorder dump contained no video.
The problem was isolated to an open circuit in the camera power cable. ++_,-,
d. One of the two monitor cables developed an intermittent condition " r
and had to be replaced with the spare cable. _"
L
These anomalies are discussed in sections 17.3.3, 17.3.4, and 17+3.5. ,+_,>::,,
, _ A television camera will be resupplied for the third visit. ' +....;
_+++++'+.,,./,._+.+ ._ .-.),,". "_
'+.: ..+.,.+,+:+ _,._+¢s._+-:,_+.+,
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7.5 INSTRUMENTATION AND DISPLAYS .
t
The instrumentation and displays performed satisfactorily with the
exception of the following four problems.
a. The command module reaction control system helium manifold pros- +
sure indication oscillated between 57.9 newtons per square centimeter and ;_
61.4 newtons per square centimeter on the eighth and ninth visit days.
Sec=ion 17.1.9 contains a discussion of this anomaly.
b. The oxidizer interface pressure indication was reduced from
110.3 newtons per square centimeter to 93.1 newtons per square centimeter
during loss of signal between 4:56 G.m.t. and 5:00 G.m.t. on the 59th
visit day, Section 17.1.7 contains a discussion of the anomaly.
c. The indicated pressure for the service module reaction control
system C oxidizer manifold unaccountably increased 6.2 newtons per square
centimeter during the duration of the visit. The problem is characterls- ,_
tic of the gradual loss of the transducer reference cavity pressure.
d. The service module reaction control system quad B engine package
temperature measurement was intermittent for approximately 4 hours and {_ ..,. :
eventually failed, off-scale low, on the 17th visit day. This anomaly "-
is discussed in detail in section 17.1.5.
7.6 GUIDANCE AND NAVIGATION
The performance of t_. guidance, navigation, and control system was _
normal. At the completion of the launch phase, the onboard computer in- i
dicated an orbit of 225.7 by 153.9 kilometers had been achieved. Analy-
sis of launch data indicates insertion errors of plus 1.59, minus 3.54,
and minus 0.94 meters per second in spacecraft X, Y, and Z axes, respec-
+ tlvely. These compare favorably with previous missions and indicate nor-
mal performance during the launch phase.
Just prior to the first phasing maneuver, the crew reported that the ,i
optics were uncontrollable during the star check which was performed prior _,-; _+_iy t, _+ j %
to ignition. A star check is accomplished by manually driving the optics :.... ,
to a ground-speclfied shaft and trunnion angle and confirming that the I ,.
i star was within the field of view. A satisfactory star check confirms ' • _that the vehicle is at the proper attitude for the maneuver. The optics
were uncontrollable in all of the three selectable drive rates. The op- _i_-/i"
tics performed normally fo]Iowlng the phasing maneuver. The cause of theproblem was a combin tion of a procedural de%iation and a d sign change. ", '
o _ ,, .i'. - +_+'&.)..+
• , _(+) '_;:':.+.,+++;+_.+_;.... ',_,+
,, • , , :"+.+'_+;,_+:+++
, ', +_++_.,...... . _':u,++.',_+
++++_+.++.++_;+_+,++++,_,+,+
/ ++'++.+::/,_+,#+,;.++_+.+_.++++..+.
'+++_:;+.+..+_++_.,+ '+7'+++++",) .:m++' +.+_.J+_e+++,.,"+.
• , _.,+ +++., _ +,+ ,+:., ++,,++++,
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The design change was made durlng the Apollo program to incorporate
a rate-aided-optics drive feature to assist the astronaut during lunar "
' _ orbit landmark tracking. The change connected the output of the digital-
' _ ! to-analog converter to the motor drive amplifier during the optics manual
mode. The computer uses the digital-to-analog converter to issue two
j ! types of signals. Alternating current outputs are used for optics drive
commands and the direct current outputs are used for service propulsion
system engine gimbal drive commands. The type of output is controlled
by relays which change in response to discrete signals issued by the com-
puter. The rate-aided-optlcs feature combined manual commands with com-
puter commands, using the digital-to-analog converters in the optics man-
ual mode. The rate-alded feature is not available in the Skylab computer
programs; however, the hardware is still wired for this feature. During
the main engine thrusting computer program, the computer issues a discrete
signal (disengage optics digital-to-analog converter) to.configure the
system for engine gimbal control. This discrete, in addition to config-
uring the digital-to-analog converters, also switches relays in the optics
electronics that changes the feedback loop from a velocity type to an ac-
celeration type. Before the design change, the discrete could not have
| switched the relays in the manual mode; however, now, anytime the optics
are in the manual mode and the computer discrete is issued, the feedback
loop of the optics will not be configured properly and the optics will
_, not be controllable. The crew deviated from normal procedures by perform-
tt P_ o
ing the star check later than normal during the pro-ignition checklist.
The computer issues the discrete during the thrusting progr_m_ at the
time that the astronaut _xercises an option to perform a gimbal drive
test. If the optics are used after the gimbal drive test option, and
prior to exiting the thrusting program, the optics will be uncontrollable.
Table 7-11 summarizes the platform alignments and table 7-111 sum-
marizes the maneuvers during the visit. The spacecraft control config-
uration was modified because of the reaction control system quad failures
discussed in section 7.7. Sufficient control authority existed in all
axes to adequately control the spacecraft and the crew reported no diffi-
culty in performing any maneuvers. The single deorbit maneuver was per-
formed in the modified control configuration with normal results.
During the command module/servlce module separation sequence, unex-
pected vehicle attitude excursions of 0.19 radian yaw left and 0.07 radian
i pitch down were experienced. The reaction control system thruster inhibit
switches were not configured in accordance with the checklist. This in- _.
hibited automatic attitude control and the crew had to manually control
' the vehicle using the direct switches. Once control of the vehicle was
I, regained, the configuration error was corrected and no further problems _
were encountered during entry. The cause of the unexpected attitude ex-
cursions is not known. A detailed analysis of the separation dynamics
was hampered because the telemetry system was configur_ in low-blt-rate
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data mode. All system performance before and after the event was normal
and a postflight check of the reaction control system thrusters showed
' normal operation.
The spacecraft was guided to a successful landing at 30 degrees
i 47 minutes north latitude, 120 degrees 32 minutes west longitude as in-
dicated by the onboard computer.
7.7 PROPULSION
7.7.1 Service Propulsion 6ystem
The service propulsion system operations were normal. Slx maneuvers
i were accomplished with a total firing duration of 39 seconds. Five of
the manel_vers were performed for rendezvous with the Orbital Workshop.
I The total firing duration for these five maneuvers was approximately 21seconds.
During the docked period, system parameters weze normal. On visit
I day 59, the indicated tank pressure shifted approximately 17.24 newtons
per square centimeter downward. This shift was attributed to a faulty _ _,
| signal conditioner. Section 17.1.7 contains a discussion of this anomaly. _
7.7.2 Service Module Reaction Control System
Prelaunch servicing was normal except the propellant samples taken
from the _erv_clng ground support equipment prior to loading in the space-
_raft showed a slight out-of-tolerance condition on particle count and
size. A few particles were found that exceeded both the allowable size
and number. Chemical analysis of the potential effects of the condition
indicated no potential flight problems and a waiver was approved. The
propellant loads were normal and are shown in section 7.10.2.
The systems were activated before llft-off by filling the propellant
manifolds using propellant from the propellant storage module. Systems
pressures and temperatures were normal at this time. The systems were
first used during the separation maneuver from the launch vehicle and
were configured to feed propellant from the quad propellant tanks to in-
crease the quad ullage volumes prior to swltchln 8 to the propellant stor-
age modul_. The quad A engines were swltched to use propellant storage
module propellan_.q with 115.21 kllograms of usable quad propellants re-
m_inlng. Quad B wa_ isolated before being switched. Quad C was switched
with 121.56 kilograms _'emainln8 and quad D was switched with 82.1 kilo-
grams remaining. System data during the first use of the system were
normal. !
!
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Approximately 3 hours into the mission, the quad B helium source i "
} pressure and propellant utilization data indicated an abnormal propellantl
usage. These data, together with the spacecraft rate data and manifold !
pressure data, gave positive indications that the positive yaw (B-3) en-
! gine was leaking oxidizer. The crew also reported a "snow storm" on the
j _ right side (quad B side) of the spacecraft at the same time. Quad B was
isolated from the rest of the system about 3 hours after llft-off. De-
tails of this anomaly are given in section 17.1.1.
i At 10:47 G.m.t., on the sixth visit day, the quad D engine package i
temperature had decreased sufficiently to cause a caution and warning I
alorm. Service module propellant pressures and system temperatures indl-
I cared that oxidizer was venting within the quad D engine housing. Thequad was isolated about 1 hour and 20 minutes later by closing the pro-
i pellant isolation valves. Details of this problem a_e given in section
• 17.1.2.
i Rules were established as a result of these problems to limit theuse of quads B and D to emergency atti ude control, emergency translationcapability (assumes a service propulsion system and either a quad A or C
failure), and during the command module/service module separation maneu-
ver (service module jettison controller function).
i( The quad A and C engines were used for attitude control and for back-
up deorblt capability after separation from the Orbital Workshop. Both
i quad A and C and the propellant storage module propellant feed systems
were used during this period Systems data verified normal performanc_
up to loss of data at command module/service module separation. Propel-
i iant usage data are shown in section 7.10.2.
On visit day 9, the crew was requested to reconfigure the service
module reaction control system propellant isolation valves to insure
against a single point failure trapping the propellant storage module
propellant in the tanks. During this operation, the propellant storage
module propellant manifold pressure experienced an unexplained 8.3 new-
tons per square centimeter drop. This was believed to be caused by a
reverse flow leakage through one of the quad C oxidizer isolation valves.
' This condition did not affect the system'8 performance.
At about 15:45 G.m.t. on visit day 17, the quad B engine package
temperature measure=_ent failed off-scale low. After the failure, heater
operation was established by monitoring the electrical bus currents. A 1
discussion of this failure is given in section 17.1.5.
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7.7.3 Command Module Reaction Control Eyqtem
i
All of the propellant loadlngs were normal (see section 7.10.2).
The system hel_um pressureq and temperatures were normal throughout the
quiescient portions of the visit. Changes in system pressures noted
j were a result of system temperature changes.
Checks of the engine valve temperatures prior to command and service
module/Saturn Workshop undocklng showed acceptable temperatures ranging
from 275° to 302° K. No preheating was required prior to system activa-
tion.
System activation was accomplished prior to undocking. The activa-
tion and entry checks were normal. The command module/service module
_eparation was accomplished normally and the command module reaction con-
_ trol system was used for attitude control until drogue parachute deploy-
' merit. F
The command module reaction control system was reported to be in a
i normal condition after landing and command module recovery by the prime
recovery ship team. The systems were depressurized normally onboard the
recovery ship. System safing, propellant offloading, and system decon-
tamlnation was accomplished normally.
7.8 ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL SYSTEM
The environmental control system performed satisfactorily during the
command and service module active and quiescent phases of the mission.
Several failures and minor operational discrepancies were noted, but none
had any significant consequences.
During the potable water chlorination procedures, after the post-
• sleep activities on the second visit day, the crew reported leakage
through the buffer ampule when the refilling operation was attempted.
i Inspection indicated that the end plate (piston) remained depressed while
_ water leaked through the ampule bag and filled the injector. Apparently,
the ampule bag was torn as the buffer was injected. Ampule bag failures
have occurred on recent flights, and have only created a nuisance.
The carbo_ dioxide sensor failed to respond to changes in carbon di-
oxide level throughout the mission. The sensor output _as essentially
constant at 0.017 newton per square centimeter from th_ prelaunch suit
i loop oxygen purge to spacecraft landing. On vlslt day 2, the sensor out-
put spiked to 0.144 newton per square centimeter for 1 second and activ-
ated the master alarm (trip point was 0.i01 newton per square centimeter).
The carbon dioxide caution and warning alarm was subsequently inhibited.
Section 17.1.8 contains a discussion of this anomaly. _ 1
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After the environmental control system was configured to the quies- °
, cent mode and the primary coolant system temperatures had stabilized,
data indicated that the primary water/glycol accumulator quantity was
decreasing at a rate of about i percent per day, indicating a leak. On
visit day 22, the accumulator quantity was adjusted from 26 percent tc
about 50 percent with coolant from the resercuir. Accumulatc: quantity
decay continued, but at a reduced rate of about 1/2 percent pLr day.
During the 7-day check on visit day 27, the Commander found about one-
third of a pint of liquid by panel 382 in the command module. The water/
glycol accumul_tor quantity stopped decreasing on visit day 31, and there
was no further indication of leakage throu h the end of the visit. Sec-
tion 17.1.6 con_:ains a discussion of this anomaly.
The crew reported that upon opening the postlanding ventilation
valves after re_ching stable I condition, the cabin pressure decreased,
a vapor cloud occu red, and a small amount of water came in the post-
landing ventilation valves. At approximately 800 feet during descent,
i_ the procedures require the cabin pressure relief valves to be closed and,
if the crew is suited, the direct oxygen valve opeued. ?he postlanding
_ inspection revealed that the direct oxygen valve was approximately 40
percent open and the surge tank was empty, consequently, the crew may
have iucorrectly opened the direct oxygen valve and pressurized the cabin
slightly above ambient. Had this condition occurred, upon opening the
postlanding ventilation valves, the cabin would have depressurized. De-
pending on the cabin pressure, temperature, humidity, and the atmospheric
temperature and humidity, a cloud of water vapor could have occurred in
the cabin at depressurization. The data are not available to fully as- _i
sess this possibility. Also, the construction of the command module for- •
ward deck and the interface of the postlanding valves allows a small
amount of water to collect at the valve openings and when tilevalves are
activated, the water will enter the cabin.
7.9 SPECIAL STOWAGE
Replacement items and additions were stowed in the second visit com- _
mand module for a variety of reasons. These were to replace failed or
degraded equipment; to replace items with improved designs; to provide i
for an extended mission; to provide for changes in planned activities; I
to replenish supplies being depleted due to usage rates greater than an-
ticipated; to replace lost items; to provide items for crew comfort; and
to provide for improvements in communications, television, anu photog-
raphy. Also, there wece some items that were originally scheduled for
first visit _wage that were held over for the second visit because of
_ stowage priorities. Approximately 15 percent of the special stowage items
_ were the result of the heat damage problem. Changes to the launch stowage
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configuration resulted in a gain of 166.83 kilograms of stowage weight.
Command module weight and center of gravity for launch are shown in0
table 7-1V.
All available secor visit command module stowage locker space was
: used. In addition, the following items were stowed on top of the aft
bulkhead lockers: a pa,asol sun shield of improved design, a rate gyro
package. =md ,=_e_men boots. The stowage arrangement is shown in figure
7-1 ior the launch configuration and in figure 7-2 for the return con-
figuration.
7.9.1 LaurAch Stowage Relocations
Deviations from the planned stowage caused cons._derable relocating
of command module stowage items. The crew was briefed on all changes as
the items were repositioned. Training hardware was used to demonstrate
tl:epackaging and stowage feasibility. Couch stroking envelopes result-
ing from worst-case land and water landing are shown in figure 7-3. The
; following table shows the functional areas from which the launch stowage
configuration changes emanated.
Area Weight, X axis, _ axis, Z axis,
= kilograms centimeters centimeters centimeters
Second visit baseline 728.91 2636.95 5.28 i.30
,_, launch stowage
Operational additions 182.50 2586.08 -6.02 25.86
Science additions 90.7J 2582.14 22.96 8.41
Operational deletions -102.84 2581.71 31.85 12,88
Science deletions -i0.15 2656.18 -42.67 28.22
Miscellaneous addit ions 6.58 2586.48 O.00 -12.45
Actual launch stowage 895.73 2623.87 1.14 0.84
4
i. ('1
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7.9.2 Return Stowage
The majority of the additions for return stowage were added for post-
flight analysis purposes. N_ne delivered items were deleted from the re-
turn stowage list. The following table shows the functional areas from
which the return stowage changes emanated.
Area WelBht, X axis, Y axis, Z axis,
• kilograms centimeters centimeters centimeters
, Second visit baseline 790.05 2623.19 3.20 2.92
return stowage
Operational additions 14.65 2583.36 6.78 -)5.7G
Scienc_ additions 38.71 2594.79 -4.06 53.87
Operational deletions -16.61 2592.37 56.34 26.37
Science deletions -7.70 2619.50 -54.64 27.86 ,
Miscellaneous additions 5.68 2586.48 0.00 -12.45
b
Actual return stowage 824.78 2620.92 0.36 3.78
.. ,
7.9.3 Stowage Differences
The second visit launch and return stowage differences from the nom-
inal configuration are listed in tables 7-V and 7-VI.
i
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TABLE 7-IV.- COMMANDMODULEWEIGHT AND "
, CENTER OF GRAVITY
Item ActUal Limit
i
Earth launck weight,
kilograms ........... 6085 6124
Z-axis center of gravity at
earth launch, cer_i_eters . . . 9.19 8.94 ,
X-axis center of gravity o-=
high altitude burnout, _-"
ten Imeters .......... 2847.85 2847.34
Descent or main parachutes
weight, kilograms ....... 5854 a 589_a
Landing weight, kilograms .... 5612 5659
aThe weights are applicable to a high altitude abort ca_e with _ ') '"
the command module in the launch configuration.
\
I
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TABLE 7-V.- SECOND VISIT LAUNCH STOWAGEDIFFERENCES °
I
!
Item ] Reason -
j Addl tions
A2 locker bag To provide stowage space for
loose items in A2 locker
Modified boots (12 pair) To replace crew boots having
worn toes
Urine collection transper To replace first visit usage
assembly with bags, clamps
and hose adapter (3)
Personal hygiene resupply Resupply due to heat damage
kit
35-ram flash battery bag Camera battery replacement
as s emb ly
General purpose tape (2) Anticipated usage was exceeded
Hasselblad fuse package To replace blown camera fuse
Water dispenser valve To replace failed valve
• assembly (2)
Rubber band package, Anticipated usage was exceeded ..........
large (4)
, l
Infllght medical support Drug resupply due to heat
system cans A and B damage
Food resuppl_ pack, Resupply due to heat damage
catsup (3) ',.
AM tape recorder (2) To replace failed unit\
Triangular shoes modlflca- To repair worn shoes toes
tton kit
Btmgee cord (12) Anticipated usage was exceeded _, '
Television camera, with To replace failed unit
lens port cover
_:_
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TABLE 7-V.- SECOND VISIT LAUNCHSTOWAGE DIFFERENCES - Continued
Item Reason
Television lens, with caps To replace failed component
Disposal bag, E699 (17) Anticipated usage was exceeded
Waste management compart- Design improvement item
ment, foot restraints (4)
Double clipboard tethers (2) Design improvement item
Earth Resources Experiment Design improvement item .-
Package book tether (2)
Tool ratchet handle To replace broken component
Inflight me?ical support To replace unscheduled usage
system heat sink
Locker door decals To allow relabeling of lockers
!( _ to reflect crew changes "
Iodine tablet package To replace broken item
i assemb ly
i Medical injector To replace item inadvertently
returned by first visit crew
i Suit umbilical system: To replace failed components
i loop heater, flexible hose• (2), power cable, and con-
,_ fro1 box
Coupling and expander for To defrost window
wardroom window
Airlock module vent valve To replace failed component
Screen
\
Calibration cartridge for To replace failed component i .
carbon dioxide detector
\
Infllght exerciser, modifi- Design improvement item "'_ ,
cation kit (2)
i i =i
i ' 2
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TABLE 7-V.- SECOND VISIT LAUNCH STOWAGE DIFFERENCES - Continued
I
, Item Reason
, !
, Rate gyro package: To replace failed components
distributor, bracket with
rate gyro processor (2),
L-shaped rate gyro processor
(4), intravehlcular activity
cable set, test cable assem-
bly, tool kit, and extrave-
hicular activity cable as-
sembly
Electrical power controller Required for Apollo Telescope
derived rate control assem- Mount pointing
bly: cable, 30.5 centime-
ters; cable, 45.7 centime-
ters; and connector tool
with bag
Tongue depressor To replace lost item _.._
Vitamin pill vial To replace broken item -
5-mm lens for th..16-mm To allow close-up photography
data acquisition camera
Velcro kit To replace peeled velcro re-
tention
Wardroom foot restraint Design improvement item
Sphygmomanometer To replace item returned by first
' visit crew
Stethoscope, with bag To replace item retuz_d by first
visit crew
\ Science demonstration To demonstrate zero-g phenomena
package t
Skylab parasol assembly For thermal control
Skylab parasol access For thermal control _ ,,
.:+,+.,._...... +_++_,:+'_+..
+ ' , Of+'
..+. + ,_._.++:+,.'.+
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TABLE 7-V.- SECOND VISIT LAUNCH STOWAGE DIFFERENCES - Continued 1
, _ Item Reason
35-mm film cassettes (7) To photograph targets of oppor_
1 _ tunity
70-mm film magazine (3) To photograph targets of oppor-
tunity
Capture latch release tool To open the command module hatch
i Multimeter and pin adapter For rate electrical circuitgyro
check ..
! Command module umbilical For contingency standup extrave-
tether hicular activity -
Polaroid camera bracket, For Apollo Telescope Mount
with bag; persistent image pointing
scope, with bag; polaroid
camera, with shield; lens
, and bag, and polaroid film
(26)
Swiss army knife, with pouch To replace lost item
Haze filter for 300-mm lens To photograph targets of oppor-
tunity
Wrist tether (3) For use during thermal sail de-
ployment
Friction ring package for For thermal sail deployment
thermal sail
Flight data file update To provide for previously un-
foreseen requirement ",
\ Shirts, socks and underwear For crew comfort
Hardware kit: nuts and For miscellaneous repairs
bolts
\
Dynamic exerciser To increase crew exercise capa-
bility '
1974011377-065
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TABLE 7-V.- SECOND VISIT LAUNCH STOWAGE DIFFERENCES - Continued
Item Reason
Gyro-sLabilized binoculars To observe targets of oppor-
tunity
Haze filter for 70-mm To photograph targets of oppor-
camera tunity
Parasol fabric sample To evaluate environmental deg-
radation of the parasol material
Hand-held microphone as- To improve communications -
semb ly
Water service quick discon- For contingency command module
nect water dump
Chest exerciser To increase crew exercise capa-
bility
Food spice kit To improve palatability of food _ "
Aftershave lotion (3) By crew request
Food package (3) For three-day mission extension
Experiment S019, film To extend experiment capability
canister
Experiment M072, modified To replace failed electronics
specimen mass measurement package
device
Experiment SI90B, earth To replace failed component
terrain camera vacuum seal
assembly
\ Earth Resources Experiment Resupply due to heat damage i .
Package magnetic tape reel
(2) _
Mechanical seeder (ED 61/62) Resupply due to heat damage
1974011377-066
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TABLE 7-V.- SECOND VISIT LAUNCH STOWAGE DIFFERENCES - Continued
# i ,,
Item Reason
Experiment SO82E, film maga- To replace failed component
I zine, extreme ultraviolet
Experiment M092, leg volume To accomodate size of crew's
measuring band (4) legs
Experiment M172, food tray Design improvement item
spring clip (8)
Experiment M172, battery re- Design improvement item
straint spring assembly (2)
Experiment M133, tape can- Resupply due to heat damage
ister and two tapes
Experiment M509, battery To check batteriec _^
voltmeter adapter
Experiment MI71 ergometer, Design improvement item i
restraint modification
Experiment MI31, rotating Design improvement item
litter chair modification
kit
Experiment S054, drive motor To replace failed component and
circuit breaker protective provide rate tyro package cir-
bracket cult protection
Experiment S192, gage, To correct experiment misalign-
scribe and shim ment
Experiment $230, calibra- To recalibrate experiment
' tion shield (2)
Experiment T027/S073, To replace failed cable/connector
\ Jumper cable and tool assembly
Experiment S015 and support To provide experiment hardware
hardware which was was deleted from the
first visit because of weIEht
limitations
i i |, H . i ,
(?
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TABLE 7-V.- SECOND VISIT LAUNCH STOWAGE DIFFERENCES -- Continued
I
Item Reason
Experiment S149; crank To deploy experiment during ex-
T handle, rod, clamp, extra- travehicular activity
vehicular activity extender,
and end attachment
Experiment S063 adapter To provide bolar-side scientilic
airlock data
Experiment T025: adapter, To allow use of camera during ex-
f-stop tab, protector cover, travehicular activity
remote control cable, and
thermal blanket for 35-mm
camera
Deletions
Intravehicular activity um- Anticipated replacement no longer
bilical and gage required
Secondary o_gen pack and Anticipated replacement no lopger
container required
Pressure control unit (2) Anticipated replacement no longer
required
Pressure control,unit Anticipated replacement no longer
container (2) • required
Liquid cooling garment (5) Anticipated replacement no longer
required
Fecal containment subsys- Anticipated replacement no longer
tern (5) required
Carbon dioxide absorber Anticipated replacement no longer
element (4) required
Boots (3 pair) Regular boots, replaced by mod-
i tried boots, listed elsewhere
Locker AI Removed to permit stowage for ex-
i . periment S082A
{
- ! (*)
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TABLE 7-V.- SECOND VISIT LAUNCH STOWAGE DIFFERENCES Concluded
e
Item Reason
Carbon monoxide monitor Anticipated requirement no longer
assemb ly exis ted
Experiment S020 film con- Capability no longer exists
tainer, with cushion
35-mm film _:assettes (13) For use with experiments S063
and T025
Experiment S183 film con- To replace failed unit
tainer
Locker B6 To accomodate the S015 experi-
ment hardware
f
( i
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TABLE 7-VI.- SECOND VISIT RETURN STOWAGE DIFFERENCES
Item [ Reason
Additions
Polaroid pictures of solar To allow scientific analysis of
televisiou monitor data
Liquid cooling garment To allow evaluation of leaking
condition
Fxperiment ED52 carrying To allow further -pJderweb
case, with spider studies
Hemoglobinome=er and urine To recallbrate before use on
refractometer third visit
Sample food For anaJysis of heat effects
Contlogency fecal bag (3) For medical analysis '
and perspiration samples
(6)
Experiment M092 leg band To allow evaluation of failed
component
Contingency fecal bag (4) For stowage of small parts
Tape recorder printed To allow evaluation of failed
circuits component
AM tape recorder belt (2) To allow evaluation of failed
component
Carbon dioxide passive To allow evaluation of failed
filter inlet (2) component
: Experiment S055 door ramp To allow evaluation of failed
component
• Experiment b1553 sphere Experiment was completed on
i forming second visit
a
i,
i
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TABLE 7-VI.- SECOND VISIT RETURN STOWAGE DIFFERENCES - Continued
i
•Item Reason
Experiment M479/M553 hatch Part returned for analysis
; view port shield and camer_
port shield
Experiment M518 cartridge Experiment was completed on
container B with 15 cart- second visit
ridges
Experiment M518 cartridge Experiment was completed on
: container A with 15 cart- second visit
i ridges
Orbital Workshop television To allow evaluation of failed
camera power cable component
7
Parasol material sample To evaluate environmental deg-
radation of parasol material
Experiment $228 detector For ground analysis of component
Clothing module log cards To allow evaluation of usage
_, Command module water ser- Inadvertently omitted from stow-
vicing quick disconnect age llst
Experiment SI90A film cas- To return for film analysis
sette
i
Inflight medical support For additional scientific eval-
system canister wl_Jh fish uatlon of subject
Command and service module Inadvertently omitted from stow-
guidance and control check- age list
list and systems checklist
Locker A3 To replace locker A4 per rate .
gyro processor
_. Experiment S019 film can- Experiment data
ister
Ex_erlment S015 package Experiment data
.! "
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TABLE 7-Vl.- SECOND VISIT RETURN STOWAGE DIFFERENCES - Concluded
#
Item 1 Reason
Deletions
Experiment S183 film car- Was not launched
ousel
Television camera front Shortage of return space
lens cover
Television camera rear Shortage of return space
lens cover
Television camera zoom lens Shortage of return space
Television monitor Shortage of return space
Experiment M555, specimen To save weight
cushion with bag
Locker A4 Lid removed before launch
Locker B6 Make room for experiment S015
Experiment S020 film can- Not launched
ister
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7.i0 CONSUMABLES
0
The command and service module consumable usage during the second
visit was maintained well within the redllne limits. Specific system
_ usage is discussed in the following paragraphs.
t "
7.10.1 Service Propulsion System
_" The service propulsion system propellant and helium ].oadings and
consumption values are listed in the following table. The loadings were
calculated from gaging system readings and measured dens_tles prior to
llft-off.
_ -
•_ Propellant, kilograms _
I Cond ition ....
i Fuel Oxidizer TotalLoaded 867 1398 2265
.:" Consumed 430 691 1121
( Remaining 437 707 1144 k _
Helium, kilograms
: Condition ....
Storage bottles Propellant tanks
i ill
Lo_-ded 19.3 14.2
Used I.9 -I.9 "
: Remaining 17.4 16.i
! 'o
\ -
\,_
i
., . .-q .....
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7.10.2 ReactionControlSystemPropellant
' Service module.- The propellant utilization and loading data for the _
service module reaction control system _re as shown in the following
table. Consumption was calculated from telemetered helium tank pressure
histories and was based on pressure, volume, and temperature relationships.l
Propellant, kilograms
Condition
Fuel Oxid Iz er Total
i J
Loaded
Quad A 49.9 101.9 151.8
Quad B 49.9 102.2 152.1
Quad C 49.9 I00.9 150.8
, Quad D 50.0 i01.3 151.3 --
c
;" Propellant storage 228.3 458.1 686.4 ",
module
!
! Total 1292.4
aUsable loade i 1180.3 --
Consumed 348.4
;I Remainingat command 831.9
module/service mod-
ule separation
aus_ble propellant is the amount loaded minus the amount trapped
wlth corrections made for gaging system errors.
! I ,
o 9
i
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Command module.- The loading of command mcdu_ a. reaction contr._l sys-
tem propellant was as follows:
Propellant, kilograms
i Condition ..
,: Fuel Oxidizer Total
Loaded
System 1 19.8 41.0 60.8
System 2 19.6 41.0 60.6
Total 39.4 82.0 121.4 I
I
Consumed 23.6 a I
t
abased on amount of propellant off loaded. !/
i
7.10.3 Cryogenic Storage System
The total cryogenic hydrogen and oxygen quantities available at
( llft-off and consumed during the flight are as follows. Consumption• values were based on quantity data transmitted by telemetry. _
i
Condition Hydrogen, kilograms Oxygen, kilograms
Available at lift-off
Tank 1 II.6 147
Tank 2 ii.6 114
Total 23.2 261
Consumed _-
Tank i 11.6 93.6 .-.
Tank 2 11.6 102. i
Total 23.2 195.7 _,:...J_,_' -:
Remaining at fuel cell _ /" ' "' .
shutdown _ ' '
- , .
Tank 1 0 53.4 \_ " •
Tank 2 0 11.9 _ .., ,
Total 0 65.3 " - ,......
'' t i H t J tt i _ ,'
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7.10.4 Water
o
_ The water quantities loaded, produced, and expelled during the mls-
slon are shown in the following table.
J
_ Condition Quantity, kilograms
Loaded (at lift-off)
Potable tank 6
Waste tank 8
i Produced in-flight
Fuel cells 2181
Lithium hydroxide canister 2Metabolic activity 4 _
J
i 1 Total loaded and produced 238
• Stored in Orbital Works_op 22
Lost as urine 9 _'-._
Evaporator usage i0
• Remaining at c,_man_ module/
_ service module s_ _ration •
_. Service module tank 157
Potable tank 16
Waste tank i0
Total expelled and remaining 224
Balance 14a
i
avalue added to compensate for the inaccuracies of the transducers :,_
and uncertainty of the data. _'
\ "I
_m
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8.0 CREWEQUIPMENT
, i
8.1 EXTRAVEHICULARMOBILITY UNIT
J
The extravehicular mobility units performed satisfactorily. The ex-
travehicular mobility units, in whole or in part, were used in the follow-
, ing activities:
a. Launch and boost phase - visit day 1
b. First extravehicular activity - visit day i0
c. Experiment M509 (suited run) - visit day 21
d. Second extravehicular activity - visit day 28
--r
e. Experiment T020 (suited run) - visit day 48
f. Cooling evaluation for third extravehicular activity - visit
day 50
_,i g. Third extravehicular activity - visit day 57
P _ m
h. Undocking preparations
All three crewmen were connected to the suit umbilical system 1 water
loop during the first extravehicular activity. Both Airlock Module pri-
mary coolant loop pumps were operated to provide greater heat removal
capability. Water was delivered to the liquid coo$ing garments at 285.4 °
to 287 ° K. The average calculated heat lo_d rates"during the extravehlc-
ular activity were 306.7 watts f5r extravehicular crewman 1 (Scientist
Pilot) and 298.3 watts for extravehicular crewman 2 (Pilot). The Pilot
increased his water diverter valve setting once at the ground's sugges-
tion when telemetry data indicated the heat load in the gas system was
high. The extravehicular mobility unit pressures were maintained through-
, out the extravehicular activity at about 2,46 newtons per square centime- I
ter for the Scientist Pilot and 2.42 newtons per square centimeter for
the Pilot. During status checks, both crewmen reported 2.48 newtons per
\ square centimeter cuff gage readings. The duration of the first extrave- •
hicular activity was 6 hours and 29 minutes.
The extravehicular mobility unit performance w_s normal during the
suited experiment M509 (Astronaut Maneuvering Equipment) operation. The
first set of maneuvers was conducted with cooliug and life support oxygen
supplied through the life support umbilical. The life support mnbilical
was then disconnected and oxygen was supplied from the secondary oxygen
0 "
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pack. The secondary oxygen pack was used to depletion and lasted between
, 19 and 20 minutes. _le llfe support umbilical was reconnected for the ,
remaining maneuvers. The suit pressure, while on the llfe support umbil-
ical, was maintained at 2.52 newtons per square centimeter, During maneu- _
vers with the life support umbilical attached, the inertia of the umbil-
ical greatly affected the operation of the astronaut maneuvering unit.
The duration of the intravehicular activity, from donning station egress
to station ingress, was i hour and 56 minutes. %
Because of the loss of fluid in the Airlock Module primary coolant
system, all three crewmen were connected to suit umbilical system 2 water
loop and the secondary coolant system was operated with twJ pumps during
the second extravehicular activity. Water was delivered to the liquid
cooling garments at 285.4 ° to 287 ° K. The average calculated heat load
rates during the extravehicular activity were 291.2 watts for the Pilot
(the Pilot performed the 8yro-cable installation) and 294.0 watts for
the Scientist Pilot (the Scientist Pilot performed all other extravehic-
ular activity tasks). The extravehicular mobility unit pressures were
maintained at the same level_ as the previous extravehicvlar activity, t"
The duration of the extravehicular activity was 4 hours and 30 minutes, i
During the post-extravehicular activities, the Commander reported that I
one of the tubes in the liquid cooling garment was leaking. This liquid i!
cooling garment was returned for postfllght analysis. See section 17.3.2 C _i _
for a discussion of this anomaly. !
i
The extravehicular mobility unit performance was normal during the i,
suited experiment T020 (Foot Controlled Maneuvering Unit) activity. Prior r
to this activity, a life support umbilical had been stripped to leave only
- the oxygen hose. This resulted in negligible life support umbilical in-
ertia effects on the maneuverlng unit. Some of the maneuvers were per-
formed on only the secondary oxygen pack (life support umbilical discon-
nected). The secondary oxygen pack was used until a pressure of 1379
newtons per square centimeter was reached.
After the second extravehlcular activity, the Airlock Module second-
ary coolant system was not modulating properly. As a result, gas cooling
was to be used during the third extravehicular activity by the three crew-
men. However, the normal gas cooling procedure was not desirable for ex-
travehicular crewman 3 (Pilot) in the Multiple Docking Adapter because
\ this would dump excessive gas into the Multiple Docking Adapter. A test
was conducted by the Pilot to evaluate a method of drawing air through
the open suit using a po_r module blowar and the suit drying hose. The
Pilot believed that drawing air through the neck ring and out the.suit
oxygen outlet port would be marginal but adequate for metabolic cooling.
The method of blowing air into the suit m_d out through the neck ring _,
was also evaluated, but the first method proved best, confirming ground _
test conclusions.
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The extravehicular crewmen reported that gas cooling was adequate
for the third extravehicular activity because of the low work rates. The
' average metabolic rate for extravehicular crewman 2 (Commander) was cal- '
culated as approximately 268.4 watts, based on oxygen gas temperatures.
A reliable analysis of the metabolic rate for extravehicular crewman i
(Scientist Pilot) at the fixed alrlock shroud was not possible because
J of the low work rate and the length of llfe support umbilical stowed in
the alrlock, but an average metabolic rate was estimated to be 208.0
watts. The extravehicular mobility unit pressures were consistently main-
tained at about 2.42 newtons per square centimeter for the Commander and
2.46 newtons per square centimeter for the Scientist Pilot. During status
checks, the Commander reported 2.52 newtons per square centimeter and the;
Science Pilot reported 2.55 newtons per square centimeter cuff gage read- -
ings. The duration of the third extravehicular activity was 2 hours and
41 minutes, i%
8.2 CREW PERSONAL EQUIPMENT _
The crew was satisfied with their personal items. Gar!qents were
satisfactory in terms of both fit and comfort. Quantities were suffi-
cient, with the exception of socks. Additional socks are being suppliedto allow a daily change.
The crew used very little of their off-duty activities equipment ex-
cept for their tape recorders. The crew reported an inability to cut off
" the speakers when the earphones were used. Procedures for acnleving pri-
vate listening were transmitted to the crew, as well as techniques for
cleaning the capstan roller to achieve better fidelity.
Fogging of the goggles contained in the experiments TO20/Mb09 head
protective assembly occurred. This was alleviated by use of the anti-
fogging solution stowed in the Orbital Workshop extravehicular mobility
unit maintenance kit. i
The crew, in order to free their hands during work periods, evaluated
, the head-mounted light stowed with the infllght medical support system
equipment and were satisfied with the results.
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9.0 BIOMEDICAL
_L
I
9.1 INTRODUCTION
This section contains a preliminary evaluation of the biomedical as-
pects of the preflight, inflight, and immediate postflight phases of this
59-day visit. Each crewman is officially credited with 1427 hours and
9 minutes of space flight. Capital letters and italics are used in this
; section for scientific nomenclature in accordance with government stand-
_ ards.
i 9.2 FLIGHT CRIW HEALTH STABILIZATION
The basic nealth stabilization program, originally begun on Apollo 14,
and modified for the first manned visit to Skylab, was also instituted,
with minor changes, during the premission phase of the second visit. The
progrm, was ill operation from 21 days prior to the launch of the second
visit until 7 days following crew landing.
2 Personnel required to be in personal contact with the cre_nnen or to
work in an area with the crewmen were divided into two groups. Those per-
sons who had to approach the crewmen within 2 meters were identified as
class A primary contacts and were required to wear surgical masks when in
the presence of a crewman. Others who worked in the area were identified
! as class B primary contacts. All primary contacts were given a thorough
! physical examination to ascertain their freedom from infectious diseases.
Vaccinations were given to update any required vaccine. The health status
of the primary contacts was monitored through a rigid and continuous re-
porting and medical examination program. Those indivlduais actively car-
tying infectious disease agents were not allowed to return to the primary
i contact areas until they were free of the infectious agents. No infec-
tious diseases were experienced by the crew during the preflight'and post-
flight periods.
(
\ 9.3 CREW MEDICAL TRAINING
The three crewmen received extensive training in the use of the in-
flight medical support system. While the original plans called for 6
hours of infl_ght medical support system emergency equipment training in \.
addition to the clinical medical training, 2 hours were deleted because ' A
of the earlier launch date. However, the crew's knowledge of the equip-
_-.) ment, especially that of the Scientist Pilot, was adequate. Thorough
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training in the use of the therapeutic equipment and medicatlous on board,
the crew was considered to be able to treat most minor to moderately
, severe illnesses or injuries which might occur, and also to stabilize the
condition of a crewman should a more serious condition occur. The infllght
medical support system was not needed for the treatment of major illnesses,
but certain pieces of diagnostic and laborato_, equipment were ,_ed for
the fllght-planned experiments discussed in sections 4.2.7, 8.2, 9.4, and
9.5.
9.4 ENVIRONMENT
The Orbital Workshop environment was near the optimal level during
; the second visit. Until the twln-pole sunshade was deployed, high beta _
angles produced elevations of temperature in the wardroom and experiment
I_ compartment areas as high as 300 @ K on visit day 4. This elevated temper-
ature caused some difficulty in arranging a comfortable configuration of
the sleeping bags during the early portion of the visit, and some dlffi-
culty during periods of high work rates when using the ergometer unless
a fan was turled directly on the crewman. The Orbital Workshop atmosphere
was controllcJ as follows:
, Environment Maximum Mean Minimum _ _
Ambient pressure, newtons per 3.86 3.52 3.24
square centimeter
Ambient temperature, °K 298.7 295.9 293.7
Oxygen partlal pressure, new- 2.69 2.41 2.28
tons per square centimeter
Carbon dioxide partial pressure, 0.093 0.067 0.040
newtons per square centimeter
Dew point, °K 282 284.3 286.5
t
Relative humldity, percent 57 46 38
' 1
\
A sllghtly over-rlch oxygen enviroument of up to 2.7 newtons par square
centimeter was provided prior to conducting the crew maneuvering experi-
ments because these experiments increase the atmospheric nitrogen con_ent.
0
2r., ..
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Early in the visit, the crew noticed that the light levels through-
out the Orbital Workshop were too low. A flashlight or the medical head-
, lamp was kept at hand to illuminate areas where a detailed examination
was necessary. Ambient sound levels were low excent when the ergometer
was in operation. The use of the communication stations as well as di-
rect communications were difficult during medical experiments or personal
J exercise periods.
The large space contained within the Skylab cluster offered both mo-
bility and privacy to the crew. Early in the visit, the freedom of motion
afforded by this large space may have contributed to the motion sickness
that was experienced.
The wardroom food pedestal with its related food appliances =L_dthe
_ waste management compartment efficiently provided for the basic biological
necessities. The use of the wardroom pedestal as a desk proved it inade-
quate.
9.5 CREWHEALTH "
9.5.1 Preflight Period
The full medical protocol was to have started 60 days prior to flight.
The shortened preflight timellne, necessitated by the earlier launch date i
caused rescheduling of certain medical procedures; however, beginning with .,
30-day preflight examination, the schedule of examinations proceeded as
planned. Results of the preflight series of examinations beginning 5
days prior to flight verified that the crew was in excellent physical
health and psychologically ready for the visit. The preflight examina-
tions and history reviews revealed nothing of significance to crew health
and safety or the planned operational aspects of the flight.
9.5.2 Ynflight Phase
The launch phase of the flight produced a maximum huart rate of 150
beats per minute from the Commander, 138 beats per minute from the Scien-
tist Pilot, and 128 beats per minute from the Pilot. There were no sig-
nificant arrhythmlas or other medical abnormalities. Shortly after or-
bital insertlonD the Pilot began to experience motion sickness. This
sickness persisted and was aggravated by movement. One hour after or-
bital insertion, the Pilot took one anti-motion-slckness capsule, a com-
bina_.ion of scopolamine/dextroamphetanLine. Relief was obtained from the
medication and the Pilot was able to participate in the activation of the
i Orbital Workshop following docking. The heavy workload necessary to meet
: the strenuous demands of the activation procedures eventually aggravated
/
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the motion sickness. Following a meal, the Pilot vomitL_. Tilevomitus
was collected in a plastic bag, welghed, and frozen for return and anal-
' ysis. The Commander and the Scientist Pilot also experienced some motion
sickness d'.ring the early phases of Orbital Workshop activation, a condi-
tion for which these crewmen also took the anti-motion-sickness capsules.
The malaise experienced by all crewmen caused a loss of work time Jn thet
first 3 days of the visit until the symptoms subsided. After app:oxi-
mately 2 more days, the crew overcame the residual weakness. The crew
activity of visit day 1 lasted apprcximately 21 hours. Partly because
of this long workday and partly because of the motion sickness, the time-
lines of visit day 2 were eased considerably. Beginning with visit day
3, however, the crew operated essentially on premission timelines, awaken-
ing at ii:00 a.m.G.m.t, and retiring at approxlmately 3:0C p.m.G.m.t.
To reduce stomach awareness and to maintain nutrition, the eating
schedules of the flight plan were changed during the first 7 days of the
mission, allowing the crew to eat more frequent but smaller meals.
Nasal congestion, which had been noted during the first visit, became
very evident on the voice communications between the end of the third day
and the early portion of the fourth day. The congesti_,n, barely notice-
able to the crewmen themselves, caused no discomforl or operational con-
straints, but persisted throughout the visit. The condition became [e_s
noticeable neac the end of the visit. The Scientist Pilot used oxymeta-
zoline on two occasions to determine the effectiveness of this medication
in reducing the nasal congestion. Within an hour after landing, no traces
of any nasal quality could be detected in the crew's speech.
A circadian shift of 4 hours was made to accomodate the long and ar-
duous deactivation phase. The crew was awakened 2 hours earlier on visit
day 51 and again on visit day 53; the crew had retired 1 hour earlier be-
fore each of these early _wakenings. To assure adequate sleep on these
occasions, the crew elected to take a sedative, either secoba'bital or
chloral hydrate.
Many things were noted by this crew that had been previously exper-
ienced and described by the crew ; the first visit; i.e., the change in
posture, the change in the tone oi the neck and sh ,ulder muscles, and the
eventual return of a normal or preflight appetite, accompanied by a slight
loss of taste discrimination. The crew did not complain of a peculi_c\
iodine or chlorine taste in the water of the Orbital Workshop or command
module, but stated that the ready-to-drink beverages were much mo_e an-
pealing.
The food system performed its dual function of being both a life sup-
port system and an essential component of the mineral and body fluid ex-
periments. The opinion of the crew regarding the effectiveness ec the
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food system is summarized by the comment of the Commander who stated that,
"As long as man eats as scheduled, exercises, and gets sufficient sleep,
, he can -tar in space indefinitely."
The only problem noted with the food system involved dispensing water
soluble =ondlmencs from the containers. This form of container was ex-
tremely difficult to use because of the inability to control fluid flow
in zero gravity.
Vitamin pills were provided to compensate for the thermal degradation
of nutrients illthe food resulting from exposure to the Orbital Workshop
elevated temperatures after the launch of the Workshop. No gastrointes-
tinal distress was reported; constipation and diarrhea were not problems.
Oversll co,ments of the crew concerni1,g food sys_.em organoleptics were
highly favorable, in spite of the fact that the crew experienced the same
bland taste response as the first crew.
Much more time was afforded this crew for personal exercise, and the
time was enthusiastically used. The Commander and Scientist Pilot each
averaged over 3600 watts per day during ehelr 59-day stay, while the Pilot
averaged over 6400 watts per day. The crew used the ".icycle ergometer,
and the special Mark I, Mark II, and Mmrk III exercisers p_ovided for
( this fligh_ (appendix A). The Mark I unit is a floor-mounted unit with a
rope and handle, lqlerope is wound on a variable clutch and spool mech- '
anism with a spring return. The unit can be used in zero-g much as a
floor-mounted pulley could be used in _.ne-gand provides an isok_netlc
t_pe of exercise The Mark If exerciser is basically two handles between _.
which one to fi_e spulngs can be attached. These springs can be stretched
ac_'oss the chest, or behind the back, or one nandle can be secured beneath
the foot, enabling the hands and arms to perform barbell- or dumbell-type
exercises. The Mar_ III exerciser is he basic unit used on earlier
Apollo flights. The stress pro_,ided to the long bones and supporting
tissues by these exerci.=e devices perhaps prevented the appearance in
this cre_ of the foot and leg pa_estheslas described by the first visit
cr.,w.
The hemat, ogy series experiments were accompllshed eight [,ms as
scheduled. Using equipment from t,leInfllght medlcal support system, the
speu_.fi_ gravity of urines and determinations of hemoglobin were made fol-
;owing the blood sampling perlod_. These experlme, ts will pro_,_de valuable
\ information concerning boL'v fluid losses in the study uf the dehydration
in zero gravity.
Illnesses _ther than the previously described motion sickness were
limited to mild de_matologic problems. A sty, which developed on the \
Pilot's left upper lid on visit day 29, was t_eate.1 with a combination
&_tiblot_c ointment which the Pilot obtained from the command module med-
icsI accesso-'les kit. During the last week of the visit, the heavy use i
.
i i
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of wet wipes and b_ocide wipes caused a drying and cracking of the cuti-
cles and some callouse areas on the hands of all three crewmen. A light
yellow staining of the calloused areas of the palms and fingers was also
noted. About 3 days before entry, the Pilot experienced some drying of
his lips and a fissure developed within the left lateral portion of the
: lower lip; this was treated with the combination antibiotic ointment
(neosporl.n ophthalmic ointment).
A simple attempt at sweat sampling was initiated by the observation
that even though the crew sweated profusely, the sweat dried without the
expected residue. The Scientist Pilot had tasted his sweat and was sur-
prised to find it was not balty. This i_= an especially interesting ob-
servation in view of the apparellt changes in mineral controlllng hormones
and other variations in mineral balance. The crew use_ wipes to ob.tain _
sweat samples after exercising. These wipes were placed and sealed in a
: fecal bag and _eturned for analysis. Five samples were returned.
9.5.3 Ent_'T and Postflight Phase
t
r_
The crew of the second visit were active for approximately 15 hours?
prior to landing. This long workday had been preceded by about a 6-hour
sleep period. The Scientist Pilot took an anti-motion-sickness capsule { _ _
approximately 40 minutes prior to the service propulsion system deorbit
m,_neuver. The Commander and Pilot took anti-motlon-slckness medication
approximately 5 to i0 minutes after the maneuver. Between 20 and 30 min-
utes after landing, the pulse rate readings of the three crewmen were 88
beats per minute for the Commander, 70 beats per minute for the Scientist
Pilot, and 62 beats po-rminute for the Pilot. The command module hatch
was opened approximately 45 minutes after landing and blood pressures
readings were taken while the crew was still in the command module. For
the Scientist Pilot, the readings were 120/70 recumbent, 150/90 sitting
and, later, 170/95 while standing in the lower equipment bay. For the
Pilot, the readings were 145/70 rect, mbent and 165/80 sitting. For the
Commander, the readings were 145/85 recumbent and 150/80 sitting. The
orthostatic countermeasure garment was inflated during these measure-
: ments; however, the garment of the Scientist Pilot did not hold prassure
at 2.33 newtons per square centimeter as was planned.?
All three crewmen exited the command module without assistance but,
_ because of some unsteadiness and for ,sons of safety because of the roll
of the ship, the crew was supported _ escorted to the seats on the ele-
. vator platform. The Scientist Pilot seemed a bit more vigorous and stable \
than the Coumander and Pilot. The Commander seemed most noticeably dehy-
_. drated. Each crewman had inflated his orthostatic countermeasure garment
prior to landing. As stated, the Scientist Pilot had difficulty maintain-
ing pressure in his garment. The gage indicated 0.53 newton per square
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centimeter when the command module hatch was opened. The garment was r_-
pressurizea to 2.33 newtons per square centimeter prior to taking a blood
e
pressure measurement, but after egress and arrival in the operational
medicine laboratory of the Skylab Mobile Laboratories, the pressure read-
ing was again 0.53 newton per square centimeter.
Following the microbiological sampling, the blood was drawn for the
hematology experiments, and the isotope injections were made. The crew-
men were then taken to the ship's X-ray department, with the orthostatic
countermeasure garments still inflated, where X-ray film were taken to
determine cardiac size. The stand test was performed on return to the
Skylab mobile laboratories. The Scientist Pilot and Pilot had no diffi-
culty completing this test, but the Commander, on the first attempt to
stand for 5 minutes, developed definite presyncopal (faintness) symptoms.
Following a 5-mlnute rest, the Commander performed a successful stand
_ test. The crewmen were again X-rayed for cardiac size, this time with- I
out the orthostatic countermeasure garment.
All three crewmen performed both the lower body negative pressure !
i experiment and the metabolic activity experiment without difficulty. The 1
Pilot had a mild presyncopal episode, from which he recovered rapidly, l
foil=wing the third (highest) level of exercise during the metabolic ac- _
tivity expe-tment. The Pilot was given medication because of a complaint |
of early motl,m sickness, and all of the other tests were completed with- )
out difficulty. The entire landing day postflight medical protocol re-
qulred 7 1/2 hour_ of the crew's time, resulting in a 22-1/2 hour workday. J
The Pilot required another anti-motion-sickness capsule on the day
after landing, and had no further difficulty after the recovery ship was
secured a_ pier side. In spite of the Pilot's slight motion sickness on
the ship, all three crewmen showed a marked decrease to motion sensitiv-
ity when tested in the rotating litter chair the second day after land-
ing. The crewmen initially showed a decrease in postural equilibrium.
The Scientist Pilot had apparently _egalned his ability to balance on
one foot with his eyes closed by the ninth day after landing, but the
Commander and Pilot were still slightly below their preflight equilibrium
status.
The deconditionlng, due to prolonged zero gravity, was present, but
was less than had been expected. The three crewmen were back within their
preflight data "envelopes" during the lower body negative pressure and
metabolic activity experlmonts 5 days after landing.
The deep tendon reflexes of the three crewmen showed a marked in-
crease in magnitude and sensitivity. The reflex, as measured at the
Achilles tendon, showed a signif%cant decrease'in reaction ti_e. The
characteristics of the reflexes had returned to preflight lev,_ls by 5'
C_ days after landing.
V
m
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A sensation of sore muscles along the margin of the sternum was a o
common complaint the day after landing. The crew also stated that the0
knee joints, while not painful, did not feel secure. They stated in var-
ious ways that the joints felt lax, or had lost some of the "padding"
within the joint; however, this was in no way disabling. No flight-
•i related major musculo-skeletal problem occurred. The Commander, prior
to going to bed following the landing day examination, attempted to move
a heavy suitcase and lost his balance (apparently due to the roll of the
ship). The Commander experienced immediate pain in the lumbar muscles;
this pain persisted and severely limited back motion. X-rays and a neu-
rological examination did not reveal any significant findings. The Com-
" mander's opinion, as well as that of the examiner, was that an old chronic
back strain had been aggravated.
Weight changes experienced by the crewmen from launch to recovery
_I are as follows:
)
i Crewman Weight loss, Body welght, _.
4 kilograms percent
3ommander 3.9 5.6
Scientist Pilc_ 3.5 5.68 ( _ :'
Pilot 4.2 4.74
Strength testing conducted the day after landing showed some losses
in the lower extremities, as expected, but to a lesser ex==nt than that
observed in the first visit crew. Changes in arm strength varied from
a very slight loss to a slight gain. These findings are attributed to
the addition_l exercise equipment and the vigorous exercising activity "'
of the crew.
Standard :linical audiometric tests were performed on each of the
crewmen on both the day of landirg and 9 days after land._ng. An addi-
tional test was performed on the Pilot the day _fter landing. An analy-
sis of the preflight and postflight audiogr-_ indicated that the Com-
mander demonstrated essentially no hearir_ threshhold changes on the day
\ of landing. Relative to the Scientist Pilot's preflight baseline, no
significant heating changes were noted at any time. The Pilot did have
a significant negative threshold shi_t at several frequencies in the left - _ -
ear when tested on landing day. However, when retested 24 hours later.
the corrected audiogram was ezsentially the same as that recorded in pre-
flight tests. Of the conditions noted at the preflight testing, nelther ,.:,
the Commander's typical aviator's hlgh-frequency hearing loss, partlcu-
larly in the left ear, nor the Pilot's very significant hearing loss _
" , L2:'_"_j
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above approximately 6 kilohertz in both ears, had been aggravated in any
manner as a result of the flight.
i
The fol'owing findings were noted during the postflight ocular exam-
ination. Intra-ocular pressure was down in all three crewmen as much as
0.06 newton per square centimeter on the day of landing. _ressure in-
i creased later, but still had not returned to the preflig., levels when
measured 9 days after landing. All crewmen had _ reduction in binocular
steroscopic acuity the first day, but the acuity returned to preflight
levels by four days after landing. In one case, the left superiol visual
field was contracted and in the other two cases, the retinal arteries ap-
peared to be attenuated upon examination on the day of landing. The via- "
ual field had returned to normal by 9 days aft=r landing. Contraction
of the superior visual field was also found ia all of the first visit
crew.
9.6 METABOLIC RATES
Metabolic data were collected during the three extravehicular activ-
ities, one intravehicular period, and nine inflight metabolic activity
experiments. The metabolic activity data were obtained from monitoring _the heart rates and liquid cooling garment temperatures.
No problems were reported nor were any apparent from the metabolic
data. Metabolic rates obtained during this visit are shown in the foilow-
x
ing table. •
Metabolic rate, watts
Duration,
Activity hr :mln ScientistCommander Pilot TPilot _
l
..... First extrs,;ehtcular 6:29 - 280 309 '
Second extravehicular 4 : 31 - 294 358 "
, Third extravehicular 2:41 260 210 - ;
Intravehicular 1:56 152 - "- " "
\
,t,%-_.
The nine inflight metabolic, activity tests were conducted- 5 to 8 :___  @ _days apart durln F th_ visit. Physiologic response to _echanlcal work ap-
proached the preflight baseline ranges and remained within those range_ .#"
for the remainder of the flight. Immediately postflight, the crewmemberL_ _,;-__:
exhibited a significant decrement in response. The most obvious indica-
tions were elevated heart rates, increased oxygen comsumption, and de- ii.,_
creased cazdiac output for the same work load. These changes were of the ., _i_
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same order of magnitude as observed in the first visit crew, but returned
to normal much sooner. The preflight baseline _ange values were reached
' 5 days after landing. _
9.7 RADIATIONi
_Radiatton dose predictions for the crewmen were made prior to the
vist'_. The predictions were based on first visit dosi_etry measurements
assuming that space radlptton environment was unchanged. Operational
radiation measurements from personal radiation dosimeters, Van Allen Belt
dosimeters, and electron-proton spectrometer were received daily to pro-
vide data Lo assess the crew dose. Comparison of crew do._ages to the
skin, eye, and blood forming organs are as follows:
_" Crewman Tissue aproJ ection blnfltght _ostfltght
_ (rein) (rein) (rein) -_
- - B- t i i j '_
Commander Skin 6 to 15 7.59 7.01
Eye , 4.6 5.06 5.14
Blood forming 2.4 2.74 2.90 __'_t_.i
organs ._
Scientist Skin 6 to 15 9.23 9.78 _
....' _ Pilot
Eye 4.6 5.19 6.65
Blood forming 2.4 2.76 3.75
organs o
t Pilot Skin 6 to 15 7.73 7.47
Eye 4,6 5.19 5.89 _
Blood for_Lng ' 2.4 2.76 - 3.33 q
organs
i i i
SThe projection was for a _6-day udssion and adjusted for 60 days. - ;_ ' _'
\ blntegrate d ' . , ,°_:,active readout through the ,end of the visit. ' " "_,
,: Cpasstve dosimeter readouts through the end'of visit.
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Each crewmember wore a personal radiation dosimeter from launch
through the first 4 days of flight, during all extravehicular activities,
' and during entry. At all other times, the personal radiation dosimeters
were placed at specific locations as follows. Commander - anti-solar
: ! scientific airlock; Scientist Pilot - experiment compartment wall; and
j _ Pilot - sleep compartment. The personal radiation dosimetecs functioned
well.
The radiation survey meter was used by the non-extravehicular activ-
ity crewmember during each extravehicular activity and the data are part
of the operational measurements. Two unscheduled readings were recorded
by the Commander during the extravehicular activity on visit day i0. A
radiation survey prior to visit day 5 was not done because of the decrease
in crewmen workload over that period.
'_. A passive dosimeter was planned to be worn by each crewman through-
out the visit. However, because of the discomfort associated with wear-
- ing the dosimeter, the Scientist Pilot wore a dosimete_ only during ex-
travehicular actJ_ities. During most of the remaining time, the Scientist
Pilot's dosimeter was stowed in the sleep compartment. The Commander and
Pilot either wore or carried their dosimeters in the hip pocket for the
major portion of the visit. However, many times during the visit, these .
F dosimeters were not on the person because they would float out of the) hip pocket In addition, two passive dosimeters remained in the film '
vault in drawers B and F from the time of vault activation on the first L
visit to the end of the second visit. All five passive dosimeters were
returned. Each passive dosimeter contains lithium fluoride thermoluml-
nescent chzps, nuclear emulsions, high atomic weight particle detectors
and neutron activation foils. The thermoluminescent readings of these
dosimeters were:
Crewman/location Reading, tad
Commander 3.67
Scientist Pilot 4.75
, Pilot 4.21
Film vault drawer B 4.68
\
_ilm vault drawer _ 3.71 _"
|imml
S
_" _ ",_"_'i .
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9.8 TOXICOLOGY
I
There were.no significant toxicological problems experienced. The
presence of carbon monoxide was not checked because the carbon monoxide
detector tubes left in the Orbital Workshop from the previous visit were
considered nonfunctional.
The leakage of two heat exchanger fluids occurred during the visit.
These fluids were Coolanol 15 (in the Multiple Docking Adapter) and water/
glycol (in the conanand module). There was no toxicological problem asso-
ciated with the Coolanol 15. There was a potential toxicity problem _.ith
aerosols and fumes of ethylene glycol in the command module and necessary
steps were taken to clean up the ethylene glycol.
9.9 MICROBIOLOGY
Microbiologic studies covered three areas of interest; namely, the
" _ preflight and postflight crew microblology, the crew oral microbiology.
and the infllght medical microbiology.
: To determine the microbial burden of the crew, samples were obtained (_ • '
from each crewman from the throat, feces, urine, and body (eight swabs)
during the preflight and postflight periods for bacteriological, mycologi-
: cal, and virological m,alyses. The medically important bacteria isolated
from specimens taken on the morning of launch and on the day of recovery
are listed in table 9-1. ,
Preliminary analysis of the landing day microbiology samples indi-
cates no increase in the presence of medically important bacteria, al- •
though there was some spread of previously identified microorganisms with-
in the crew. The relatively few medically important bacteria isolated
on the day of launch may be an indication of the effectiveness of the
Flight Crew Health Stabilization Program.
, Preliminary clinical evaluation of oral microbiology and immunology ,,
indicates that all second visit crewmen maint;ined h_gh levels of oral
health. The Scientist Pilot did not use toothpaste inflight and the first
\ postflight examination revealed a significant amount of staining of all
teeth. Resumptiun of normal postflight oral hygiene methods with tooth-
paste resulted in the removal of this stain. A summary of findings are
as follows •
r
a. Elevation' of carlogenic streptococci (Strep_odooou8 mutans) in ,.
_" the Pilot and Commander upon examination at landing.
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b. Elevation of enteric organisms at landing, especially in the
, Pilot. (Klebsiella pneumoniae, Pseudomonas species, Enterobacter species.)
c. Consistent presence of Staphylococcus aureus in saliva of Com- 1
mander preflight, 1 x 102 colonies par milliliter. S. Aureus was pres-
ent in the saliva of each crewman 5 days before launch in similar concen- i
' trations and in all but the Scientist Pilot at landing. Staphylococcus i
aureus was slightly increased above the 5-day preflight examination fo_ i
the Commander and _ilot. i
i
d. Protein values of saliva were lower than normal readings for this i
laboratory, beginning 5 days before launch and after landing. This is not I
a common finding and is unexplained at the present time. Salivary flow I
rates were slightly increased at l_nding. I|
_. In contrast with ground tests and the crew from the first visit,
salivary immunologlobulin A wao not increased at any time during the sam-
piing period for this crew. i
These changes indicate trends only and statistical significance has i
not been verified. I
The
inflight microbial samples of the crew, environment, and air were _ Jl'_'
obtained as scheduled. Examination of the preliminary data shows a sig-
nificant increase in the number of isolations made from the second visit
samples when compared to first visit data (table 9-11). A significant
increase was also observed in the microorganism cellular count per square
centimeter of surface area in the Orbital Workshop when compared to that
obtained on the first visit. Stc_hylococc_s a_eusj Pseudomo_zc_sae_gin-
osa_. and beta hemolytic streptococci were isolated from second visit sam-
ples. Staphylococcus a_eus was found in three of the fifteen inflight
environmental samples and in five of the fifteen end-of-vlsit environ-
mental samples. Staphyloaoucus G_sus was also isolated from one of the
four samples from each clewman. The isolation site of each of the three
medically important organisms is shown in tables 9-111 and 9-1V. Al-
though the total area sampled is small, the individual sampling sites are
distributed throughout all the areas of the Saturn Workshop. The high
percentage of sites at which S. _r_eu8 was isolated, indicates that this
organism may be present in significant numbers, partlcularly in th_
"living quarters." The characteristics of the microbial flora within the
Saturn Workshop are changing; however, the final direction and magnitude
of the changes are not understood at this time. I
Air sample counts are shown in table 9-V. No significant increase _,'
in microorganisms were observed in the Orbital Workshop air. Both the
5- and 10-mlnute counts at _ ", site ware vell within the count range ob-
served in the ground _e.,'
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TABLE 9-11,- MICROORGANISMSISOLATED FROMSATURN WORKSHOPENVIRONMENTALSAMPLES
l
First visit Second visit
Microorganism Prefllght End of End of
Mid-vlsit Mid-vlslt
i visit visit
Bac_ l Zus panto then ieua i 0 0 0 0 t
_i ! Zu8 ,q.p. 0 0 0 2 2
Corynebaoterd._ Sp. 0 0 0 I 0
Evans group A 0 1 0 0 0 a
Evans group B 0 0 0 1 0
Evans group D 2 0 0 0 0 1
Evans group G 0 0 0 1 0
Herbals vaginicola 1 0 0 0 0
•, _.erococeu8 Sp. 0 1 0 0 0 _
. Subgroup 1 0 0 0 3 1
Subgroup 2 0 0 I I 2
Subgroup 3 0 0 0 0 4
Subgroup 5 0 0 0 1 1
Subgroup 7 2 0 0 0 3
(-'! P_to_oo_s _rbiZZ_m 0 0 1 0 0rop_.o_baa_z,i c_,nes 1 3 0 2 7ept co eus n_3_ 2
1 Peeudomonaa o_r_noaa 0 0 0 1 0
\I 5tc_hy _ooooeue aw_eus 1 0 2 3 5
I 8#aphy_oaooeus apidez_,n_is 0 1 0 0 0Subgroup II 5. 5 4 4
I Subgroup IV 2 I 0 i i
Subgzoup V 0 1 1 2 2
Subgroup VI 0 0 1 0 I
a_v_p_;oeooo_ 0 0 0 0 1
Streptooooous mi_C.e 0 0 0 0 2
Total isolations 15 9 12 23 35
Averasa concentration, 0.15 x 102 0.25 x 102 0.98 x 101 0.9 x 103 0.17 x 104
organismm per square
\ centimeter
t
\ !
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, TABLE 9-V.- COUNTS OF VIABLE PARTICLES IN
SKYLAB AND SMEAT AIR (MICROORGANISMS PER CUBIC METER)
Area First visit Second visit
Experiment station (i0 rain) 106 67
&
Experimen_ station (5 rain) 88 71
OrLIL=I Workshop hatch (i0 min) 6': 5(
Orbital Workshop hatch (5 min) 191 120
Ground test range (i0 min) 138 to 883
Ground test range (5 min) 131 to 565
\
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i0.0 PILOT'S REPORT
B
This section contains a discussion of the overall second visit as
related by the crew of Cu_nander Bean, Scientist Pilot Garrlott, and Pilot
Lousma. A fi_l assessment of the hardware used during the Skylab mission
r_quires consideration of inputs from all crewmen. Care must be taken to
sort out those items which are individual points of view from those which
represent a confined crew assessment. The thoughts, comments, recommenda-
tions and suggestions presented fo_ this report must be weighed with the
reports and comments of the crewmen from the first and last visits to
permit an integrated overall assessment of the Skylab vehicle.
i0.i LAUNCH_RENDEZVOUS, AND DOCKING
i0.I.I Launch
The 3uiting up, spacecraft ingress, and system status checks were
completed smoothly with only minor differences from the expected opera-
tions. Launch vehicle ignition noise and prellft-off vibrations were
moderate and somewhat distracting. Lift-off was easy to discern and was
characterized by rapid and distinct vibrations. After the first 5 to i0
seconds of flight, the ride was not unJike that of a well tuned Model A
Ford moving rapidly over a rather bumpy road. The crew's opinion was that
the events occurred somewhat faster than anticipated. The first stage
engine shutdown and staging were nominal with second stage ignition oc-
" cutting, subjectively, slightly later than experienced in the command
_odule simulator. The second stage ride was much smoother, and t!:_ sen-
sation of speed was _bout the same, subjectively, as that experienced in
the simulator. Launch escape tower/boost protective cover Jettison was
executed on time; however, in future spacecraft_ the number of automated
launch-requlred events should be maximized and each one should have a
manual backup capability. Comparison of the onboard computer readouts _
with cue cards was a satisfactory technique for monitoring the launch
trajectory.
As the spacecraft approached orbital velocity, the g meter, r@ther
than the lighting of the No. I engine light, was monitored to verify en-
gine cutoff velocity. Automatic cutoff was verified earlier by this tech-
nique and, thus, an unnecessary manual shutdown command was prevented.
Preseparation checks went smoothly and were completed approximately
2 minutes prior ¢o separation, which was completed on tlmewith little
sensation of acceleration forces. After turning the spacecraft aroundj
the S-IVB stage (fig. I0-I) appeared stationary at a distance of approxi-
mately 30 to 90 meters. Determining the exacc range, even th_ "[ose to
g ,
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Figure 10-1.- s-rPB stage after spacecraftejection.
\
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the S-IVB stage, was la,posslble because of the unfamiliarity with the °
, exact vehlcle size and the lack of any reference objects; however, main-
taining the relative F_sltion of the two vehlcles In the up/down and left/
right planes was very simple. The attltude-hold feature of the spacecraft
control system provided an exceptionally stable reference.
t
I0.1.2 Rendezvous
The rendezvous tlmellne was =tralghtforward and easily followed.
Coordination with ground control was smooth and all rec;ulred data were
transmitted from the ground on time.
:, Several events occurred during the rendezvous that prevented a com-
pletely normal sequence. Prior to the first phasing maneuver, the space-
craft was not aligned along the orbit track, but was yawed about 0.5 ra-dlan to the right. No apparent reason for this misallgnment, other than
a possible accidental striking of the hand controller, could be found.
• The spacecraft was returned to the zero-yaw position immediately. Shortly
thereafter, fireflys coming from the vicinity of the service r.odule were
observed through the rlght-h&nd window. After discussions with the
ground, the service module reaction control system quad B was deactivated.
_ _{" An abbreviated troublesi_ootlng procedure was performed over the next few
minutes and the forward-firing thruster on quad B was found to have an
oxidizer valve stuck in the open position. This quad was isolated for
the remainder of _he visit.
Immedia, ely prior to the first phasing maneuver, a horizon check was
attempted through the forward window. The horizon was not within plus or
, minus 0.O1 radlan of the proper window mark, but closer to the 0.6 radlan
window mark. Discussions with the ground revealed that the llght/dark
demarcation line was not the horizon, but the terminator. Future crews
should be made aware of this similarity, and also that the ouboard data
should reflect both the real horizon llne and the terminator llne.
Since the spacecraft apparently failed to pass the horizon check
because of the confusion concerning the horizon, the Scientist Pilot at-
i tempted to perform an inertial measuring unit star check using _he optics.
_: However, the optics could not be driven manually. The phasing maneuver
\ _ was made on time using the previous inertial measurement unlt attitude,
since the inertial measurement unit had been recently aligned and agreed
closely with the gyro display coupler. After the maneuver, the optics
performed normally. Thls discrepancy was reported to the ground, and the
ground later indicated that the optics were wsrking normally. Section 7.6 \
contains a discussion of thls discrepancy.
I
' i i
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All rendezvous maneuvers were executed on time. The service propul-
, slon system had a solid inlt._al stmrt transient each time it was fired.
However, the subjective feeling wan that the engine started about I to
I I/2 seconds later than the l_Itlon time.
The rendezvous was completed following the nomlual timellne. All
alignments were satisfactory. VHF ramvslng lock-on was accomplished nor-
mtlly and the flashing light beacon became visible in the optics about
$ I/2 hours after llft-off. The ground-computed ranges for acquisition
of both the VIIF and the beacon rare accurate.
As a result of the qumd B propellant leak, the reaction control sys-
tem auto switches were reposltloned to provide up and down translation
during braklns. The terminal phase initiation meuver wss e_ecuted nor-
sally with very small reslduaJs. Information on tLe m_nitude of aU en-
sine flrlnss and the res_Itlng residuals are contalnod in section 7.6 of
, this document.
The commlnd module computer and the backup charts "".re in close agree-
ment for the "_rst mldcourse correction. 8owever, foz the second mldcourse
correction, the comsnd module computer solutions _ndtc_ted 2.44 asters
per second forward, 0.18 meter per second right, and 0.91 meter per sec-
ono up, whereas the backup charts indicated 1.0 meter per second forward
_. and 0.76 meter per second up. The command module computer solution was
selected as the best and the maneuver was executed. The computer solu-
tion values were larger than expected. Also unexpected was the fact that
the cosmand module computer and backup chart solutions differed so greatly.
Postfllght investigation has shown that these widely differing solutions
i were not the result of an Infllght procedural error, but were inherent in
the integration calculations of the command module computer.
The V]IF range and range-rate information displayed on the comBand
module computer showed that the spacecraft passed the 1.85 kilometer
braking g_te at a nominal 9.1 meters per second. From this point until
statlonkee_Ins with the Workshop, braking was almost continuous because
only the Cwo-quad mlnus-X-axis thrvqtlng capebillty existed. The almost
continuous thrusting precluded the VHF from presenting accurate range-
rate Informatlon to aid in the braking maneuver.
10.1.3 Stationkeeping and Dockin_
The transition from braking to 8tationkeep_n@ was not easy to define.
It w_ obvious when the relative motion bet_men _.he command and service
module and the Saturn Workshop _ad decreased to zero| howeverj accurate
distance _terminatton still wa_ not possible. The best estimate of the
separation distance is about 60 meters on the minus Z side of the Workshop
(fig. 10-2). Because of the difficulty in accurately deter_ntng ranses O_ i
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Figure 10-2.- SaturnWorkshopand thermalparasolprior to docking.
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by eye, the range-rate must be reduced to near zero prior to the point
where it is possible to visually estimate the closing rate. The separa-
tion distance had to be reduced to less than 30 meters before left/right
or up/down velocities, an well as closing or opening velocit:.es, could be
I easily determined. Starting from a position near the minus Z axis scien-
tific airl_ck, a flyaround inspection of the Saturn Workshop was made end-
i ing at the front of the Multiple Docking Adapter about 1 radian above the
plus X axis. The television transmission became partially obscured b=_
cause of a stuck color wheel during the flyeround inspection. The space-
craft was flown too near the thermal parasol _hich was extending from the
plus Z scientific airlock. Thruster gas striking the parasol caused move-
ment that might have resulted in parasol damage. Consequently, the com-
mand and scrvice module was immediately flown away from the area of the
parasol even though addi_ional thruster impingement occurred during this
process.
Maneuvering to the pre-docking position in front of the Multiple
Docking Adapter was easily accomplished. However, to get a good llne-up
with the docklng target, the spacecraft was positioned a little further
away than had been required in the simulator. The two forwardmost Apollo
Telescope Mount solar panels appeared to extend beyond the Multiple Dock-
ing Adapter further than was simulated, and it would be easy for the space-
craft to encroach upon the envelope of the two panels. _
Docking velocity was estimated to be less than 0.3meter per second
at probe contact. After probe contact, plus X thrusting was performed
until the capture latches locked. The required reaction control system
thrusters were disabled, the command and service module was m_re precisely
aligned in the roll and yaw axes, and the hard dock was completed. After
a successful hatch integrity check, the con_uand module tunnel hatch was
removed. An inspection showed that all of the docking latches had fired.
Although three of the latch locks were not fully seated against the Mul-
tiple Docking Adapter docking ring, the bungee cords were properly par-
allel to the X axis. The latches were allowed to remain in the config-
uration in which they were found.
10.2 MISSION ACTIVITIES
\ i0.2.1 Saturn Workshop Activation
The Workshop was _ound to be as the previous crew had left it, with
no noticeable mold or fungus and no items adrift. Generally, activation
of the Workshop required more time than was planned preflight. The pri-
mary cause was motion sickness which reduced the speed with which tasks
could be accomplished. In addition, some unexpected troubleshooting tasks
; j (2
i
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were performed. Several unplanned tasks were performed upon request from
the ground, and some additional unplanned tasks became obvious as activa-
tion progressed. The cumulative time of the additional work lengthened
i the activation tlaellne by about 1 day. The crew's desire to remain on
the tlmellne cbmpromlsed regular eating and eTerclslng hours and this,
in turn, adversely affected the crew's overall feeling of well-belng.
More tasks were planned and were accomplished than were actually
necessaw to make the Workshop livable on the first activation day. More
time should have been set aside for the activation. Rather than planning
the activation minute-by-minute, those tasks which required accomplishment
in a specific order should have been identified and 3 or 4 days should
have been set aside to perform the tasks. The crew could have slept in
the command module, had the Workshop not been ready for occupancy. Addi-
tionally, some familiarization time should have been allotted immediately _-
i after entering the Multiple Docking Adapter to permit the crew to become
acquainted wlth the location of various items and to acquire the neces-
sary equipment (such as the timer, tar _, triangle shoes, etc.) to begin
the activation. Also, addltlo_,al tlv_e should have been allotted for un-
planned trouble_hootlng and for accomplishing other unscheduled tasks.l
The following paragraphs discuss come of the problems that were ex-perienced during activation.
I_ Activating the water system required more time than expected because,
I in flushing and purging the water lines into the waste tank, the wastetank pressure would rise above the maxLuum permlsslble value. Each time
the pressure was exceeded, the water dump was temporarily terminated to
i allow the pressure to reduce to an acceptable value. Thus, the water
system purge was accomplished in a cyclic fashion, taking substantially
more time than originally planned.
The food transfers were performed as planned. The command module
food was eaten first and was no_ as palatable as the Workshop food. This
probably caused the crew to feel worse than they might have, if the Work-
shop food had been eaten as soon as posslble. The remaining command mod-
ule food should have been saved until sometime later in the visit.
Many of the items in the command module stowage lockers were not un-
loaded during activation; instead, the items were unloaded in a piecemeal
manner as they were needed throughout the visit. Thus, when returning to ]-- .
the con,sand module lockers to stow something for return, items remaining I_
there would float out, resulting in a situation where it was _asy to lose *
items as well as difficult to stow the used items. Also, the ultimate
disposition of some of the items that remained in the stowage lockers was •
frequently unclear. A better procedure mlght have been to completely un-
load the con,hand module at some time during the activation phase, thus
clearing the lockers for restowage on an "as desired" basis throughout
the visit. _
i
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Activation of the medical equipment was also performed in a piece-
meal manner and as a result, the status of the medical inventory was fre-
, quently not clear to the responsible people on the ground. This piece-
meal operation resulted in the mixing of the second visit medical sup-
plies with those from the previous visit, and also increased the general
difficulty inherent in locating items required during the second visit.
The similarity of the nomenclature on the condensate system hoses
caused confusion when they were used and also during troubleshooting.
Attaching a diagram of the condensate system to the holding tank would
have provided a helpful reference. The wetting of the condensate plates,
as prescribed in the checklist, appeared to be unnecessary as the plates
were still wet from the previous visit.
10.2.2 Typical Visit Day
p
A typical visit day began about 6 a.m.c.d.t. (Ii00 G.m.t,) and ended
about I0 p.m.c.d.t. The crew was able to accomplish much more work during
a day than anticipated preflight. This increased workload was maintained
on a 7-day-a-week basis; however, several guidelines had to be observed.
These guidelines were: the crew hadto receive sufficient sleep (in bed
on time and up on time), meals had to be eaten relatively near the plan- _,
ned time, and at least 1 hour of exercise per day was required for each _T _ _
crewman. The exercise differed between individuals. Yet, one constant
fa=cor was that the crewman had to feel that he had had a thorough work-
out. Adhering rather rigorously to these three requirements resulted in
a high energy level and good morale. When any one of these guidelines
was not followed, the crew felt the effects the next day as a lower level
of alertness.
10.2.3 Scheduling Techniques
?
The method of generating the Skylab flight plan (by transmitting the
plan via the teleprinter the evening before use) was a very effective way
to schedule crew activities Onboard planning of a day's work, either in
the crewman's head or with the aid of a pre-programmed procedures computer,
would not be possible because of the number of variables affecting crew
scheduling. There were a larEe number of variables in any day's decision
making. Also, the relative importance of the variables changed each day.
Factors that were pertinent to planning early in the flight were not the
same factors that had to be considered later In the visit, even though
the same experiment activities were candidates for the schedule. I_
i
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• IThe productive work accompli_;hed was increased by eliminating some
of the smaller tasks from the fllght plan such as housekeeping, out-the-
,_ wi:idow photography, and personal hygiene, and allowing them to be accom-
i plished on a crew convenience basis. There was rarely a time _Len at
_ least one of the crewmen could not break free for a 5- to !0-minute task.
The ccew could not completely agree on the amount of activities that could
_" be scheduled in the flight plan nor could any other crew probably agree.
Consequently, the iterative technique probably offers the only efficient
, solution.
The time required to perform an indlvldual task decreases as the visit
progresses. Not only is each task done more quickly, but moving from one
task to another is accompllshedwlth greater efficiency and skill. About
i twice as much time was required to perform a task the first or second
time than was required later in the flight. Task times decreased until
i a stable level was reached about the 15th to 20th day of the visit.
! 10.2.4 Presleep and Sleep Activities
i _ "esleep activities should begin approximately 1 hour prior to bed-
time and should be maintained at a low activity level and not encroached
upon by any other daily activity. Any time that meals were eaten or exer-
i( clse was performed during the presleep period, the crew could not get to _
sleep on time, thus, contributing to decreased efficiency the next day.
! Individual sleeping compartments were necessary in Skylab even with
simultaneous sleep periods. As the number of crewmen increase and around-
the-clock work becomes more desirable, indlvidual sleep compartments that
are light tight and soundproof become necessary.
Sleep was sound and restful in the Workshop throughout the second
visit. All crewmen noticed that sleep was even more pleasant as the beta
angle decreased and the Workshop temperature decreased. The sleep re-
straint is excellent _ecause of the adjustable levels available, varying
from no restraint at all to a rather rigid restraint not unlike that ex-
perienced on earth. The system also provided various levels of cover for
warmth; however, the volume of air space, which had been designed near
the foot area for easy foot motion, prevented body heat from raisin8 the
temperature of this area t_ pcovlde a comfortable condition for sleeping
\ at low cabin temperatures.
The sleep compartment airflow, entering through the floor and exitln E
through the ceillng, had tbe disadvantage of som_tlmss billowlng the lower
blankets and blocking the alrflow to the crewman's head. A more desirable
condition would be an airflow entering either from the side or from the
I top.
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Throughout the flight, all three crewmen were relatively tired after
a fairly hard day of work, and were ready for bed at i0 p.m. Houston time
, (3:00 G.m.t.). Two crewmen required about the same amount of sleep in i
flight as was required preflight, while the third crewman required I to
1 1/2 hours less sleep than he did preflight.
|
10.2.5 Postsleep Activities and Morning Chores
The second visit crew found that the best operational procedure was
to assign postsleep activities among the three crewmen and keep them
pretty much the same throughout the visit. The procedure simplified co-
ordination and minimized references to the checklists. This policy worked
well even when Earth Resources Experiment Package passes or Infllght blood
sampling experiment tasks were scheduled early in the workday. When ex-
: periments are conducted at the start of the workday, additional post-
_ sleep time must be provided to let the crewmen complete the items that
would normally be completed after waking up. This is particularly im-
portant with regard to urine sampling because, once breakfast has been
eaten, the previous day's urine bag can no longer be used.
The crew found simultaneous eating undesirable during the postsl=ep
period because of crowding in the waste management compartment. A natural -
sequence developed after the first few visit days. The Scientist Pilot _ 1
and the Commander weighed, then ate breakfast. Upon getting up, the
Pilot, weighed, shaved and obtained a urine sample. About the time the
Pilot finished changing his urine bag, the Commander would have completed
breakfast and begun the morning work in the waste management compartment.
When the Commander was through in the waste management compartment, the
Sclent:st Pilot would be finishing breakfast. Often, one crewman was
schedui_d on the Apollo Telescope Mount Just after wakeup and this fur-
ther si_plified the sequencing of morning ac,:ivities.
fh,_majority of postsleep activities were relatively simple and
stralgh_forward. An exception was that of weighing in the body mass
measurenent device (fig° 10-3), which required careful locking of both
shoulder straps, rlgidizlng the body (particularly the stomach), and
dlsengaF_ng the seat release slowly and carefully. The seat release
required ,he same deliberate technique used in squeezing the trigger
of a rifle
Measurin& and sampling urine was a time consuming task, but was not ,
difficult or uzpleasant. The equipment functioned as expected with a
minimum of spills and messiness. The most apparent advantage in urine
measuring was that each crewman determined the amount of urine voided
on a daily basis, thus measuring to a degree the water i_take of the
previous day. This capability is desirable in future programs because
of the difficulty in subjectively ascertaining whether or not a crewman ")_I
has drunk adequate liquids to prevent dehydration.
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Warm water was obtained in the waste management compartment by de-
pressing a spigot located in a stainless steel alcove. The dispenser was
' used for hand washlng. When water was squirted on the hands, it would
cling. Soap was then applied and, after washing, the soap and water
mixture was wiped cff with a towel. The soap _as retained magnetically
to the inside of the alcove, a very satisfactory design.
The waste management s_stem was an air-entralnment system which
worked very well and represented a significant improvement over the Apollo
system. No significant urine spills occurred, and the two or three small
ones that did occur were primarily the result of bag failures as opposed
to a system failure. The fecal collector worked well, but the air suctio_
could have been stronger. The waste management system is a credit to
those who participated in the design.
The morning chores on Skylab were much the same as they are at home.
Ingestible tooth paste was usually used when brusnlng the teeth, although
the tooth paste could not be swallowed because of the medical requirements.
The toothpaste was usually spit out into a tLqsue for disposal. Thus,
an off-the-shelf toothpaste would have been better from the crew's view-
point. _he Scientist Pilot used no toothpaste at all, but found brushing
with water to be adequate. Shaving was nolmally performed w/th a wlnd-up
mechanical shaver. Although shaving could be accomplished quickly and
the shaver was acceptable for use on Skylab, it did not provide a very
close shave. The shaver was not capable of cutting whiskers which were
more than one day old. At the end of a week, there would be several
whiskers which had grown to the leIAgth that required a standard safety
razor and shaving cream for removal. Shaving was closer wish a safety
razor, but took over twice as long as shaving with the mechanical shaver.
Also, the safety razor required careful cleaning with tissue at the com-
pletion of the shave.
10.2.6 Food Preparation and Trash Disposal
The capability to prepare food (fig. 10-4), eat the food from a tray
with a knife, fork, and spoon, and, following the meal, set a timer to
heat the food for the next meal, was a significant factor in being able
to live and work for extended periods. The addition of spices did much
to improve the palatability of the food and allowad the crewman to have
at least some control over taste on a day-to-day basis.
The food was stowed in chronological order by crewmen, that is, in
a meal-by-meal fashion. This technique made changes to menus difficult.
Fo. future long-duration missions, the fuod should be stowed in a pantry-
like configu:ation with all of the same types of food toEether. The pan-
try need not be close to the eating area, but, perhaps, in a nearby room.
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This would eliminate the traffic jan.that occurs in the wardroom when a
crewman is trying to select food while other cre_nen are attempting to#
prepare their food or eat. The pantry method of stowage becomes more
important as the number of crewmen increases and the standardized con-
trolled menu diminishes.
The containers were, for the most part, very well designed. The one
exception was the spoon bowl packs that allowed liquid _o migrate past the
cuttiej edge, resulL_ng in messy handling. The liquid drink containers
were reliable, easy to fill and use, and were a significant improvement
over the Apollo drink bags. Of the three or four drinks per day that each
crewman had, there was probably only two or three that leaked during the
entire mission.
The small button caps used to seal one water imlet port on some of
the food containers and on all of the drink containers were superJor to
the folded plastic covers used on the Apollo food.
None of the spices were in satisfactory containers. Ehe canned pep-
per was the best for use because tilecan could be squeezed, spraying pep-
per onto the food. Unfortunately, the pepper also tended to fly all over
the compartment. The bottles were the worst because the spices just under
the lid would escape when the lid was removed. The Scientist Pilot had to
essentially forgo the use of spices to avoid the time it took to put them
on the food. It appears that the best method of dispensing spices would
be to suspend them in a liquid in some manner, and put them in a flexible
bottle with a small opening similar to the plastic catsup or mustard bot-
tles used on earth. The spice could then be squirted onto the food at
close range with a minimum amount free floating in the environment.
The frozen meat was found to taste better if it was not heated as
long as recommended. There were differences of opinion among the crew
on whether or not the food tray heated the food sufficiently. An adjust-
able temperature control in future designs would allow each crewman to
select the desired temperature for the food.
The Skylab food, because o_ the varieties available, the improved
taste (frozen food in particular), and the visual appearance, was much
superior to the Apollo food. The ability to have all the food in a tray
at one time an_ sit down to an earth-like meal is much more enjoyable
than handling the Jndividual food items in plastic bags. The Skylab-type
food system should be the minimum acceptable design considered for future
spacecraft. The crew's ability to work day after day with high levels of
energy, efficiency, and morale could be largely attributed to the excep- \
tionally good food system,
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Disposing of food waste aboard Skylab was a time consuming and an
unpleasant chore• In view of the total amount of waste products that are
' generated, and the fact that waste must be handled more carefully in the
zere-g environment, design of the waste disposal system should have par-
ticular attention. Stowing used food cans and containers in larger cans
and then moving the larger cans at least once a day to disposal bags wasted
a lot of time and was very messy• In the future, the design should be
such that the waste need be handled only once. Some sort of simple com-
pacter may be the answer to this problcm.
Trash disposal was accomplished by placing all disposable items in
bags and putting the bagc lnto a single trash airlock. The bags could
not be filled teo full or the airlock mechanism could be Jammed during
the final disposal operation. The lid on the trash airlock was difficult
: to close and usually required a second person to stand on the lid and
push down so that the lid could be locked without additional bending of
the interlock pus_ £od on the locking handle. The trash airlock received
: careful treatment because the amount of trash collected during the visit
could not have been stowed elsewhere within the Workshop without impact-
ing operations.
The trash alrlock worked satisfactorily; however, the trash airlock
_" was a single-point failure item that, if it had failed, would have changed
.. the waste disposal task from an unpleasant situation to an almost impos-
sible one. Future space station designs should provide redunda_,cy in the
trash disposal system or be designed such that any jam could be repaired
by the crewmen.
10.2•7 Housekeeping
Housekeeping on this visit included :_1_umber of tasks such as dis-
posing of trash, vacuuming air inlet screens, cleaning various areas,
applying biocide, and replacing filters and other time-limited items. 1
In addition, a host of systems checks, tests, and configuration tasks _i
were included under housekeeping for lack of a _etter classification, i
These =asks were typically scheduled by the ground on the basis of pre-
arranged intervals such as 2, 3, 7, 14, or 28 days, as required.
Vacuuming of the Orbital Workshop mixing chamber screen, the waste
management compartment screen, and other environmental control system !
screens was performed on an as-needed basis, usually about every other !
day. Screens with large mesh did not require vacuuming since most of the I
debris passed through them. The fine mesh screens however, collected a
great deal of debris such as lint, food particles, hair, and paint chips.
The debris was easily removed with the vacuum cleaner. Future designs ,
should insure that fine mesh screens are well exposed for easy cleaning. 1
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A large amount of dust collected on the Orbital Workshop heat exchanger
plates because coarse protective screens were used rather than fine
, screens. The dust affected the heat exchanger performance.
Cleaning of various items and applying biocidewere tasks scheduled
by the ground. Requests were made to clean many items _dth water. In
other cases, requests were made to clean items with biocide wipes, which
were iodine-impregnated cloth pads. The messiest area in the Workshop
was the garbage collection area where used food cans and plastic bags were
placed after each meal. At the end of the day, this area would begin to
smell bad, and the garbage area was cleaned daily and wiped with biocide
wipes e_ery third day.
There were a number of systems checks which were also scheduled by
the ground, particularly the caution and warning system. These were
scheduled too frequently, and a better procedure would have been to check
these systems no more than once per month.
In general, housekeeping activities such as vacuuming of the screens,
cleaning, applying biocide, and performing some time-llmited item replace-
ments were scheduled more frequently then necessary. As the visit pro-
gressed, the time for performing these tasks was obvious to the crew and,
thus, it was unnecessary for the specific tasks to continue being sched-
uled.
During the early design stages a great deal of concern was expressed
about free water droplets and splashes, and the release of particles into
the atmosphere of the Workshop. In actuality, water droplets simply cling
to the walls and evaporate rapidly in the dry atmosphere. Particles col-
lect on the fine screens and can be vacuumed off readily. As the visit
progressed, it became obvious that it was not necessary to take special
precautions to prevent debris from being released.
10.2.8 Onboard Maintenance
Two major ouboard maintenance tasks that had been preplanned were
executed during an extravehicular activity: the erection of a twin-pole
sunshade and the connection of a rate gyro slx-pack. A number of other
smaller tasks for which no preflight training had been given were also
successfully performed during extravehicular activity. Flight results
show that any task that could be reasonably performed in the underwater
training facility could also be performed during extravehicular activity.
Several maintenance tasks were accomplished inside the Workshop dur-
ing the visit. These included the disassembly, inspection, and replace-
ment of the Airlock Module tape recorders, replacement and electrical con-
tinuity tests of the heated water dump probe, replacement of the video
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tape recorder and the removal of several cards from inside the recorder,
tightening of the chain linkage on the experiment S019 articulated mirror
, system, repair of an ergometer pedal, and electrical continuity tests of
cables which were exhibiting an int_.rmJttent condition.
The tools used to perform these maintenance tasks were, for the most
part, satisfactory for accomplishing the task; however, some of the spe-
cialized tools did not work as well as standard off-the-shelf tools. For
example, the _ocket-type tools fit very loosely. Some of the maintenance
tasks were not foreseen and, thus, specialized tools were not available.
In these instances, either an available tool was used or a tool was im-
provised to solve the problem. Not only should specialized tools be sup-
plied in future designs, but standard tools such as _ue might have on his
home tool bench should also be provided. This visit showed that, in gen-
eral, given the proper tools, any maintenance task that can be performed
on the ground can also be performed in space. In performing maintenance
tasks in zero-g, a method for containing and retaining tools and removed
parts must be provided. A solution would be a central work bench azea -
where the various components could be taken for maintenance, with tool
and component retention capability and good lighting.
I0.2.9 Clothing and Footwear
Used clothing items were dis.arded when soiled, since no onboard
laundry facilities existed. Enough clothing was provided to change socks,
T-shirts, and shorts approximately every other day. The crew preference
would have been to provide enough clean socks and shorts to change each
day. The brown durette turtleneck shirts were not used because they did
not absorb perspiration well, and they fitted more tightly, and were
warmer than the white T-shirts.
Trousers were provided on the basis of approximately one change per
week, and this was more than adequate. The trousers had three pouch-type
pockets and one flush pocket. The pouch-type pockets were used mostly
because they could contain more items. The flap on the scissors pocket
in the trousers was so short that the scissors were continually being
knocked out and lost.
The quantity of long-sleeved Jackets supplied permitted a change
' rate of about one every other week, bu_.one Jacket for every four weeks
would probably have been sufficient. The loops, snaps, and holes pro-
vided for c_,munications equipment were seldom used.
The two-piece trouser and Jacket concept was preferable to the one-
piece flight suit concept because a variety of &_ternatives was provided,
each of which was used at one time or another. The Jackets and trousers
had elastic cuffs at the wrists and ankles, so that the sleeves and trouser
-. [
i
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legs would nor ride up on the boSy in zero-g. Th_s visit showed that
elastic cuffs are unnecessary, as the clothing did not ride up when the
, cuffs were removed to provide better ventilation. Whether the snaps for ,
connecting the trousers with the Jacket were used or not used seemed to
make no difference. However, the snaps on the back of the clothing made
an uncomfortable pressure point on the spine during entry and should have
J been _emoved.
t
Two types of footwear were provided: soft boots, much like house
slippers, and triangle shoes. The boots were seldom or never used and
the triangle shoes were used almost exclusively. The triangle shoes were
made of heavy canvas and had a toe cap which prevented fraying and exce3-
; sloe wear. Each shoe developed a pair of holes above the heel as a result
of an i.nsertwhich wore through from the inside. One boot developed a
, lO-centlmeter tear parallel to the sole from loads exerted while pedal-
i ing the ergometer. Overall, the triangle shoes were comfortable and the
: better of the two designs. , -
10.3 COMMAND AND SERVICE MODULE SYSTEMS ;
• The command and service module systems performed satisfactorily with
the exception of the problems with the reaction control system quads B
and D discussed in section 7.7 and the coolant leak discussed in section
; 7.8.
i The fundamental lesson relearned from this flight is the need to
communicate information about unusual systems behavior as soon as the
condition is noted by either the "few or ground personnel. Examples of
this were: fireflys visible out of the right-hand window tha£ were mani-
festations of the quad B oxidizer leak; firef!ys seen from the Orbital
Workshop wardroom window followed by a rapid temperature drop in quad D
that turned out to be an oxidizer leak; and the discovery by ground per-
sonnel that the primary cooling system accumulator was losing fluid and
the condition showing up later as a glob of liquid behind a command module
panel. The unusual response of the optics to manual drive commands was
also an example where rapid coordination between the ground and crew re-
suited in a quick solution to a problem.
\ ;i The F-day command and service module system checks were extremely ira- •i
portant not only from the point of view of exercising dormant spacecraft ,
systems and components, but for periodically inspecting the spacecraft for
condensation and leaks. This visit showed that fluid leaks are not as
apparent in zero-g as they are in one-g in that the fluid does not tend
to colledt at the lowest point. Instead, it spreads out rather uniformly
along surfaces near the leak, and thus, does not always catch the obser- il
vet's eye. <-
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,_ An unexpected behavior was the growling noise emitted by the glmbal
, _ motors on the entry minus 5 day check. The noise was present during all
gimbal motor checks. At the time, the growling was attributed to normal
igimbal motor operation and, in a fully powered up command module, the7 noise would be obscured by the operation of pumps and fans. This provedtrue as no unusual noises were audible during entry.
The VHF private communication loop did not perform in a consistent
manner. The communications would be excellent through one Spaceflight
Tracking and Data Network site and at the next site, without touching the Ionboard switch configuration, no two-way communications would exist. Thisunsatisfactory behavior became more frequent near the middle of the visit.
: However, various changes were made in ground procedures and the condition
_ improved during the final weeks of the visit. Section 13.2 discusses this
problem in more detail.
%
The fuel cells performed perfectly. However, w_lile verifying the
spacecraft configuration prior to entry, several circuit breakers were
found that were not configured in accordance with the checklist. The
systems checklist for fuel cell shutdown apparently does not require re-
positioning of these switches in the quiescent configuration. The fitting
used to dump the command and service module waste tank into the holding
'I tank in the Orbital Workshop prior to fuel cell shutdown was not removed ..
at the conclusion of the dump, but remained in place until the entry quies-
i cent mode checklist verification was performed. The oxygen vent valve
andpressure relief valve were also not scheduled for removal after com-
_ pleting their usefulness, but were still in place during the entry qules-
i cent check. All of these fittings, switches, and circuit breakers should
be scheduled for removal or repositionlng as soon a_ they have served
their usefulness so that the command and service module is in the best
possible entry configuration in the event of rapid undocking and entry.
I While reinstalling the center couch on entry d_y, the lower frame
could not be raised sufficiently to align the lower and upper frame. A
I screw in each side of the couch shoulder break point was found partially
unscrewed, preventing the two faces at the shoulder Joint from aligning
properly. The screws were tightened, allowing the couch frame to be
i aligned and pinned.
l 10.4 SATURN WORKSHOP SYSTEMS OPERATIONS
!
The basic concept of ground control of the Workshop systems with an
onboard monitoring capabillty was a good one. The caution and warning
system alerted the crewmen to tlme-crltlcal systems problems_ and those
....-_' " _ ii_, which were not tlme-critlcal could best be handled by the _round anyway. I _ ""'_L j, - i
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This permitted the crewmen to maximize their time with the experiments.
Occasionally, the ground asked the crewmen to perform such tasks as ad-
Justing a potentlometer, throwing a switch, or changing a valve. These
were accomplished very simply and seldom interfered with other tasks.
j
i0.4.1 Caution and Warning Systems
The caution and warning systems performed normally. Typically, all
crewmen would ans_-er a caution and warning signal at night, but during
the work day, only the man closest to the caution and warning panel would
answer the alert. Several caution and warning parameters, such as molec-
ular sieve flow and Orbital Workshop interchange duct flow, were not as
time-critical as orginally believed during the early design phases. When
these alarms caused a nuisance, the caution and warning system w_s inhib-
ited and the ground alerted the crew to problems arising in other systems.
;nhibiting the non-time-critical caution and warning parameters caused no
problems.
10.4.2 Communications
Although the spacecraft was very quiet, sound did not propagate as
well at 3.45 newtons per square centimeter as it does on earth at 10.14 t _
newtons per square centimeter. As a result, the communication stations
were set at a relatively high volume to be heard throughout the living
area. All creamanhad to listen to all communications between the space-
craft and the ground so that they were kept abreast of the visit activi-
ties. When the communication stations were adjusted so that at least one
station could be heard in all parts of the spacecraft_ the communication
stations would interfere with one another when transmitting, causing a
loud squeal onboard and on the ground. The noise was unacceptable. The
communication boxes in the Orbital Workshop dome and the one at the ex-
periment M512 work station were never used.
After the third extravehicular activity, a higher-than-usual volume
was required on the intercommut_ication system to hear adequately. How-i
! ever, after increasing the volume, a motor-boating sound was heard on
i one of the channels. A ground-requested circuit breaker reconfiguration
appeared to solve the problem. However, the motor-boa_tn8 sound reap-
\ _ peared in the command module after the command module and the Saturn
Workshop communications umb_licals were disconnected on entry day. Thus,
the problem was in the command module system and is unsolved. Section
17.1.10 contaitm a discussion of this problem.
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10.4.3 Teleprinter
' The teleprinter was an excellent device and much more information
was received from this device than could have ever been received by voice
communications alone. Since the grolmd could operate the teleprlnte; any-
time the spacecraft was over a station, information could be sent whether
the crew was awake or asleep without tying up one of the crewmen to re-
ceive the communications. A minor problem was corrected when the black
drive roller came off the shaft of one teleprinter head and had to be
replaced.
10.4.4 Television
: The onboard video system had two operational shortcomings. One was
: that the video tape recorder power switch was located on the recorder in
': the Multiple Docking Adapter. When recording television, a crewman had -
to float to the Multiple Docking Adapter, turn the recorder on, and then
i float back to wherever the television picture was to be taken. When the
television transmission was completed, a crewman again had to float back
! and turn the power off. In a scene whlch required many different camera
positions or many short intermittent sc_nes to be taken, numerous tripq
!_ back and forth to the Multiple Docking Adapter proved troublesome and
time wasting. The second drawback was that no means existed to tell
; the video signal was being routed to the tape recorder or was being
blocked by an improperly configured switch. A "record" switch that could
i power the recorder and a green light that would illuminate only when the
\ _ signal _as actually being recorded would have saved considerable time_
[ i0.4.5 Tape Recorders
i Several tape recorders were replaced and the task was very simple.[
All tape recorder malfunctions resulted from belt problems. The drive
belt broke in two of the recorders and the tape pinch belt came off in
the tape drive system of the third recorder. All failures appeared to
be repairable had new belts been available.
!
The major problem wlth tape recorder operation occurred because the
i ground was unable to determine when the voice recorder was being used.
i The recorders were freque:_tly dumped while in use and the person using "
: the recorder at that time did not realize a dump was in progress Thus,!
information was occasionally not recorded when thought to be, and the
recording had to be repeated, The ground always notified the crew when
i a tape recorder dump was to be made but, usually, the crewman using the
i tape recorder could not or did not hear the ground call because he was
! . using the "record" channel and was not monitoring the upllnk voice
i( ) channel.
i
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I0.4.6 Environmental Control Systems ; -
J
The Orbital Workshop primary coolant loop failed because of a leak,
but the secondary coolant system performed satisfactorily. The availabil-
ity of only one coolant loop, however, required a change for the third
extravehicular activity in that air cooling was used for the suits rather
; than water cooling.
r,
Several coolant panels were removed while searching for leaks in the
primary coolant system. However, the panels were not designed to be re-
moved in flight and, therefu_e, were very difficult to remove because of
the high torque loads on the bolts which held the panels in place. Easily
removed panels should be used on future spacecraft.
; The temperature in the Orbital Workshop was usually quite comfortable.
It was a few degrees cooler in the Multiple Docking Adapter and in the com-
mand module than it was in the Orbital Workshop. The temperature in the
Orbital Workshop decreased a few degrees when the twin-pole sunshade was
deployed. The temperature change with beta angle was also quite notice-
i able, being a few degrees cooler and more comfortable at beta angles near
zero. The temperature in the Scientist Pilot's sleeping compartment was
a little higher than that in the other sleeping compartments, particularly
after Z-axis local _ertical maneuvers. The temperature was also a little
higher behiiLd the experiments M509/T020 area than it was in other Orbital
WorkshOp areas or on the rest of the Orbital Workshop walls.
10.5 VISUAL OBSERVATIONS AND L_qUSUAL EVENTS
Several event,,_worth recording occurred during the visit. On one oc-
casion, an unusual event was observed on the experiment S052 television
screen on the Apollo Telescope Mount. Periodically, spherical objects
were noticed drifting past the occulting disk, and the objects frequently
had what appeared to be a "black hole" in the center that looked like a
washer.
About I0 days before entry, a rather bright reddish object that looked
like a satellite was observed frorr the wardroom window. Upon closer ex-
\ amination, the object appeared to be brighter than Jupiter and had a very
definite reddish hue, although the incident sunlight was well above the
earth's horizon. The object was observed for about 10 minutes prior to
sunset. Its position changed very little in the wardroom window; at the
most, the angular change was 0.17 to 0.35 radian over the lO-minute ob-
servation period. As the Workshop went into darkness, the crew noted
' that there was a 5- to 10-second delay before the obJect's reflected I
light was also extinguished. The obJect's color definitely changed to a _t_iI
il
i
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more reddish hue during about the last 20 seconds of visibility. Based
on the 5- to lO-second delay in disappearance, the object's location was,
, perhaps, 55 to 90 kilometers from the Workshop. A variation in bright-
ness of, perhaps, plus or minus 30 percent with a lO-second peak to-peak
period was also noted, leading the crew to believe that the object was
rotating. This particular object was not observed again, i
' On two occaslons, a "blizzard" of small particles was observed.
These particles were the effect of the failures in the two reaction con-
trol system quads. The first was observed from the command module and the !
second was observed on the morning of visit day 6 through the wardroom
window. The event was _ very heavy shower of bright p_rtlcles streaming i
ing by the window and was readily identified as spacecraft venting. !
Following periods cf activity on the sun, several bright aurora were
i: observed from the structural transition section windows, un one occasion,
about visit day 45, a bright aurora was observed near the southern auroralL
_ zone on eac/_ succeeding orbit for 5 or 6 orbits. _
_ A number of sounds were heard _n the Workshop that were worth report- i
_" ing. Some of these sounds were due to thermal effects on the structure, _
and
were heard primarily before going to sleep because this was the qui- I
!_ etest time in the vehicle. One sound, which lasted for about 4 or 5 sec-
[_ onds, produced a rumbling noise llke rolling thunder. Thruster attitude
control system firings were very audible and sounded as if someone were
pounding on water pipes in a basement. A white plume, which was visible
outside the spacecraft, was produced at the same time. The sound of
ground-commanded dumping of o_gen into the Workshop was also very no-
ticeable as an intermittent, loud, hissing noise in the structural tran-
sition section area. When the nitrogen gas was released from the molec-
ular sieve valve actuators every 15 minutes, a clank and a momentary his-
sing noise were also audible. The sound of a continuous, hissing leak
was present when the suit drying blower was in operation. The refriger-
ation pump made a continuous high pitched whine, but the sound was not
loud or objectionable and was masked by other noises. The failure of
Apollo Telescope Mount coolant pump A was heard in the Airlock Module and
sounded llke an automobile water pump which was about to fail. The sound
was also described as being like air escaping under water. The liquid
cooling garment water pumps also made a rather harsh sound which varied
. in intensity with no apparent regularity when the pumps were operating.
\
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10.6 FLIGHT DATA FILE
#
The cormnand and service module onboard data files were excellent,
complete in content, and simple to read. The teleprinter format that was
used to update changes during the flight was, at first, difficult and time
consuming to use when incorporating changes because, in many cases, pen
and ink changes had to be made. Later, this approach was modified to ma_a
whole sections replaceable or to be taped In place. This technique was
superior because incorporating changes into the checklists was not only
faster and easier, but the changes were more readible when actually exe-
cuting a maneuver or performing an experiment. The teleprlncer pad change
must be sized properly to insure that the change will fit in the space
available in the checklist.
The plastic tubing that was shrunk over the large metal rings that
held individual checklists together served no positive retention purpose
and inhibited page replacement. The tubing was removed to facilitate
page changes and no accidental opening of the _-tal rings occurred.
The Saturn Workshop flight data file war an improvement over that
of the first Skylab visit, primarily because of the extensive use of cue
cards rather than checkl_st books for experiments that were conducted on
a repetitive basis. The cards were easier to read and were instrumental
in saving considerable crew time.
The transparent tape and tape dispenser were inferior to products
which are con=nerclally available. The tape was difficult to tear and
the dispenser's serated edge was unusually coars_ toothed, further con-
tributing to the difficulty in tearing.
A _onsiderable amount of time was expended incorporating checklist
changes and updates. The number of these changes probably could not be
reduced, but the time required to incorporate each change could be reduced
if some sort of desk were available. A food tray top was, used as a tem-
porary desk. A spring with attached clips stretched across the food tray
top and magnetic card holders from the entertainment kit were used to
restrain teleprinter checklist changes. Scissors, tape, and a pen were
stuck anywhere that could be found. This system was not completely sat.=
isfactory, but was better than nothing. A more complete desk to facili-
tate onboard paperwork should be provided on future vehicles. The desk
might even double as a workbench.
Flight data file configuration control was good, with the possible
exception of some Apollo Telescope Mount changes. Almost any changes
that were first discussed over the communication loop resulted in an up-
I teleprinter change to next day, exceptlinked the checklist the in the
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case of Apollo Telescope Mount operations where many improvements and
modifications discussed and agreed upon were never sent up officially.
' Some confusion was created in flight because all members of the crew were
not always aware of all conversations. In the future, official teleprinter
checklist changes should be trmlsmitted as soon after the change as pos-
sible. (Editor's note: The mission control personnel in charge of up-
_ i dating the crew's flight data file are aware of an4, have resolved this
problem by implementing changes as soon as possible after air-to-ground
discussions with the crew.) The format should be standardized to facill-
tare understanding and incorporation.
The Earth Resources Experiment Package site books were well designed.
The large-scale charts and photographs were the most useful for locating
the sites because only the major surface details were visible, just as
the major surface features were the only ones visible from orbit at ac-
, quisition. The closeup pictures and small-scale charts were excellent
aids in determining precisely where to point the camera at maximum zoom.
The best lazge-scale charts and pictures should be included in the Earth
Resources Ezperiment books.
The two orbital maps provided a simple means for determining the
position of the Saturn _$_' ,op over the earth's surface. Unfortunately,
f the maps did not provide a sufficient amount of detail to locate more
than the most general sites for photography. The book of smaller scale
aircraft-type world maps _iaced onboard for this visit was a great help
in correcting this deflc_ency, but more improvements are still required.
The maps were not designed specifically for orbital use. Consequently,
the features visible from space were not duplicated and this was, of
course, often confusing when searching for small specific points of in-
terest. Some consideration should be given to devising special charts
and maps for future space flights that show the primary features that
are visible from a specific orbital altitude.
i
The flight plan book was useful in that it served as one point where
all permanent messages were kept for future use. A listing of the current
problems was also kept in the book and was a useful reference as it al-
lowed the crew to stay abreast of the status of spacecraft systems. This
listing also reflected the ground analysis and status of each problem,
i.e., whether corrective action was in progress or a problem had been I
classed as a permanent failure. The reports kept other crewmen informed
_ and obviated a lot of discussion with the ground. The day/night station .
passage sections of the book were not used and _hould be eliminated as
well as the South Atlantic Anomaly times, which did not prove useful.
One device that was particularly helpful _or handling onboard data,
was a 30-centlmeter-long string with a snap hook at one end and a metal
ring at the other. One end of the string was attached to the checklist
f"
i
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and the other end to the crewman's garment. A rubber band was used to
keep the book open to the correct page, and this allowed the crewman to
, have _oth hands free to perform a function. When a function was complete,
the checklist could be retrieved easily and checked for the next step.
The only disadvantage to the string and rubber band scheme was that the
book sometimes caught on lockers or hatches as the crewman was floating
t pas_ and the pages were pulled out or the holes were torn open. The small
knee board is not acceptable because the checklist pulls free even more
easily. A better system is required that will keep the checklist at hand
and open to the proper place and leave both hands free for other work.
I0.7 SATURN WORKSHOP HABITABILITY
lhe following paragraphs present the observations concerning living
and working in the Skylab cluster. Additional information on the habit-
ability of the cluster is contained in section 4.0 of this report.
i0.7.1 General Arrangement
The normal one--g type compartments with the wall perpendicular to
the floor, such as in the Orbital Workshop, were superior to the rather
random cylindrical orientations of the equipment in the Multiple Docking
Adapter. The one-g arrangement was preferable in training because it al-
lowed an individual to work in a one-g field in the same manner as he
, would work in zero-g. But even in zero-g, a crewman tended to tnlnk in
terms of the same up-and-down and orthogonal references as on earth.
A person had to be well restrained and have his hands free to per-
form useful work. The triangular grid floor design and the one-g equip-
ment arrangement allowed a crewman with triangle shoes to assume a nat-
ural position relative to either a planned or unanticipated work site.
However, with the random orientation of the Multiple Docking Adapter,
securing oneself for work was different at each site and some convenient
box, handle, or protuberance was not always available to wrap one's legs
around.
The crewmen found that small living _paces such as the Multiple Dock-
' ing Adapter were rather crowded when more than one person was present.
The waste compartment and the airlock compartment are also good examples.
The sleep compartments were, for the most part, adequate in size
because, generally, only one person was using them. However, any future
space vehicle using staggered sleep cycles should have compartments that
are light tight and more sound proof than he Skylab invtallation.
!
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The airlock compartment had several design deficiences. Whe_ th_
compartment was being used as an alrlock for c::traveh[cul_r activiLy, _t
i
was relatively crowded and there were no good stowage restraints for ei-
ther the equipment that was going to be used during the extravehicular
activity or for the experiments retrieved during the extravehicular ac-
tivity. These items could only be secured with tethers as no specific
provisions existed for restraining the items outside of the crew opera-
ting envelope. Airlocks in future designs should provide good crew foot
restraints, and good stowage restraints for the pre- and post-extravehic-
ular-activity requirements.
A great number of power cables, television cables, tape recorder
cables, light cables, and fan cables were randomly routed throughout the
Workshop during normal day-to-day operations. No convenient way probably
eyists to install permanent connection points where different devices m,_
be used; however, some improvemeht to the present unwieldly scheme neeuo
to be devised in future applications.
10.7.2 Lighting
The lighting throughout the living areas was too dim to support pre-
" cise maintenance tasks or extended periods of reading. A brighter light
level is needed. Lighting was also, in some areas, misplaced. For ex-
ample, all of the lighting in the waste compartment was overhead, thus,
casting shadows under the chin and on the neck. This made shaving and
cleanup after shaving difficult.
10.7.3 Temperature
After the twin-pole sunshade was erected, the cabin temperature stayed
at a very comfortable 293° to 297° K. Most of the crewmen preferred the
temperature in Lhe 293 ° to 294 ° K range. The adjustable vents worked well,
although the vents geuerally did not require adjustment. Airflow in al]
the compart_Lents was satisfactory. A separate temperature control in the
waste management compartment would have allowed the crew to be more com-
fortable when taking sponge baths and is recommended for future vehicles.
The humidity within _he workshop was entirely too low. The crewmen
had dry noses, hands, lids, cuticles, and ends of fingers, and at least
one crewman had periodic nosebleeds throughe<:_ the visit.
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10.7.4 Restraints
As discussed in paragraph 10.7.1, the feet must be restrained to per-
form useful work. The tciangle shoes interfaced well with the gria struc-
ture throughcut the Orbital Workshop, uader the Apollo Telescope Mount
panel, in front of Earth Resources Experiment Package panel, and around
the dome locPers. The triangle shoes were worn all day and consistently
provided the best restraint when performing any task. A system such as
this is mandatory for future vehicles. The waste management compartment
was designed without triangular gridwork to facilitate spill cleanup.
However, the crew believed that this was an unneeded precaution and opera-
tions _thin that compartmcnt would certainly have been improved _ad the
compartment been constructed like all of the others.
The handholds were placed throughout the spacecraft in the _laces
that were believed to be the most appropriate during preflight t_sts. The
selection logic was faulty in that handholds had been visualized at most
work sites, whereas natural handhold points such as ",mallboxes, airlocks,
and door handleo were frequently sufficSent at these places. Handholds
should have been placed where changes in direction of travel were required,
such as near hatch openings. Some temporary handholds were placed at the
direction change points, but these simple elliptical-cross-section hand-
holds were not large enough to allow adequate wrist leverage to change
the crewman's direction. Neither natural handholds nor those designed
for specific purposes were adequate substitutes for a foot restraint when
working. The fact that crewmen do _ot move around hand-over-hand but,
rather, push off and soar from point to point, will aid in establishing
handholds for future designs.
The rigid fireman's pole was more useful than the non-rigid fireman_s
strap in that the rigid design prcvided a torquing point for rotating the
body, and the crewman could push off sideways in any direction anywhere
along the pole. However, both of these translation aids proved unneces-
sary because of the relative ease wlth which one ceuld move by merely
!_ushing off and flo_ting to the desired destination. The rigid pole was
removed for most of the visit and was more of a hinderance than an aid
after reinstallation during the deactivation phase.
10.7.5 Stowage
1_e stowage provisions throughout the Orbital Workshop were generally
good; however, the advantages of having all like items together should be .\
emphasized. The majority of time spent retrieving a needed item _as not
spent in going from a work station to the stowage location and back to ".
the work station. Rather, it was spent in trying to r_member where the
required item was stowed. A significant time saving could be realized
by simplifying the stowage for ease of memory rather than stowing the I_
items for relative closeness.
-.
f_
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The metal walls and lockers were exceptionally rugged, as was the
paint covering them. _is proved beneficial because the triangle shoes
' were often contacting the walls, ceilings, and stowage boxes, and without
the relatively tough construction and materials, structure might have
broken or paint might have chipped. Thus, the utility and appearance of
the Workshop would have been degraded. The 30-centimeter-long springs
that could be attached to the fro_ttof the lockers were one of the best
means foc temporarily securing items. Sufficient springs were aboard to
perform most tasks; ho_ever, springs should have been permanently in-
stalled on all locker doors and boxes. Spare springs, with approrriate
mounting provisions, would still be necessary for use at locations not
foreseen prior to the flight.
The shore and long snap stcaps were good devices. In fact, had the
short s.nap strap been about 7 to 8 centimeters longer, this one strap
would have fulfilled the needs of both sizes of straps. For the longer
equipment restraints, which were provided to handle larger packages with
attendant larger strap loads, it _'oald have been desirable to use llft-
a-dot snaps that were oriented to withstand additional tension without
releasing.
In flight, the cameras were seldomly placed in the stowage locations
, because time was saved when the cameras were left in their use positions.
In many cases, a restraint was not provided at such a location, and a
makeshift restraint was devised. Better restraints for the hand-held
cameras near the wardroom _rindow or the structural transition section
windows would have improved the operations.
Little or no difficulty was experienced _ith the wide variety of
latches and fasteners used in flight. Lids and doors to cabinets could
have had temporary metal straps or pip pins to handle launch loads and,
once the spacecraft is in orbit, the pip pins or straps could be oiscarded.
In zero-g, magnetic latches or simple friction could have been relied on
to retain lids.
Velcro was a most useful restraint. All the placem where Velcro will
be needed will not be thought of prior to flight. Therefore, a good quan-
tity of precut 2.5-centimeter squares of male and female Velcro should be
available for crew installation.
A strong glue was needed on several occasions to solve specific prob-
lems. For example, there were not sufficient restraints in the chiller.
An attempt was made to attach some sticky-back snaps to serve as temporary
restraints; however, this was not possible with the moisture and the cold.
The s=andard snap pattern which interfaced with temporary stowage
bags, trash bags, etc., was used freq,lently.
L
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i0.7.6 Personal Hygiene
' Although the water dispenser in the waste management compartment was
usable if one was careful, the lack of a suitable facility for washing
the hands and face was a significant shortcoming. The hand soap was
pleasant to use and the metallic insert used to hold the bar to the side
of the hand washer compartment magnets was clever. The squeezer, used
for removing excess water from cloths, would squeeze the washcloths sat-
isfactorily, but was not large enou_1 for towels. Also, the seals around
the compression piston of Lhe squeezer leaked frequently and squirted
water around the compartment.
The shower was used only three times because of the time required to
prepare for the shower and the cleanup afterwards (fig. 10-5). Also, a
person was cold _en actually taking the shower. The suction squeegee in
the shower was too rigid and did not conform to the body, thus making it
difficult to cemove water from the body. Most of the water had to be re-
moved with towels after the shower. The preferred method for bodily
cleanliness was to wash nightly with a cloth, soap, and water because it
was easier and quicker. The shower soap was not popular with the crewmen
as it had a strong oJor and slight residue, both of which would cling to
the body for several days.
19.8 MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS
A number _f medical experiments were conducted during and after the
second visit. The results of these are discussed in subsection 4.2. Some
o_ the significant observatlons and analyses by the crew are presented in
this subsection.
10.8.1 Experiments M071/M073--
Mineral Balance/Bioassay of Body Fluids
Greater variation should be permitted in an individual's mineral,
' protein, and caloric levels, thereby enabling a diet selection from the
full range of foods. The crew believes that greater variability in the
food might have made the meals more palatable, and possibly could be im-
portant in earlier stabilizatiou of the crewmen's weight. Minimum mineral
intake requirements could still be met.
More extensive tests of the palatability of each food item for the
individual crewman should have been made. The tests that were made came k•
too late in the menu planning cycle and were too few in number. Many of
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the foods eaten in flight had a different taste from those used in the
testing program. For example, the prime rlb was better, but conversely,
' the tuna salad and several other items were much worse.
The mineral pills used for diet supplements were inconveniently pack-
aged in metal books that would not sllde in and out of the drawers easily.
The pill containers which were glued _o metal pages made separation of
the pages difficult.
i0.8.2 Experiment M092/MI71 -
Lower Body Negative Pressure/Metabolic Activity
A known problem exists with experiment M092/MI71 (fig. 10-6) in that
the iris does not close sufficiently to seal crewmen with the smallest
waists. The time constraint resulted in a significant operational impact
in that the time for other experiments had to be adjusted to accomodate
this experiment. The solution _as therefore undesirable for e_periments
other than the lower body'negative pressure/metabolic activity experi-
ments sequence.
The subjective impression of the crew is that the differential pres-
sure of experiment M092 was greater than 50 millimeters of mercury. Since
the reading on the experiment support system is from an independent sensor,
this condition was probably only the subj=cL's impression while in zero-g.
Somehow, the subject is drawn further into the experiment equipment in
flight and, therefore, feels more differential pressure than when on the
ground. The saddle position must be raised two or three notches toward
the irls to keep the body position the same as it was r'uring the ground
tests.
The blood pressure measurements were rather erratic, particularly
at the higher systolic blood pressures observed during the metabolic ac-
tivity experiment. This reduces the 'measurement's usefulness to the ob-
server as an indicator of the subject's condition during metabolic ac-
tivity experiment run. The crewts conclusion is that the best indication
of when to terminate an experiment run comes from the subject himself
rather than an observer. The subject's own sensations of sweating, diz-
ziness, or approaching syncopy are earlier and more reliable than the in-
_ dlcatlons based upon blood pressure and heart rates. The observer's
presence is required as a safeguard.
_' The crew's performance in conducting metabolic activity runs con-
,_ tlnued to improve thro._ghout the visit. The improvement is, to some ex-
tent, attributed to learnins better ways of pedaling the bicycle in zero-g. \
The first problem that occurs is that the downward force (and torques)
must be balanced by an equivalent upward force so that the crewman remains
I
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stationary on the bicycle. In zero-g, this balance can be accomplished
in three ways: by counteracting the force with an upward force from the
, other leg, by holdinB on to the handle bars, or by bracing the head on
the overhead with a cushion used as a pad between the head and a cable
tray mounted to the ceiling (fig. 10-7). All three crewmen used these
methods either alternately or simultaneously for all exercises. As a
crewman learned to deliver torque on the upstroke, he found that he could
relieve some of che forces required from the arm_ =iLd £he head by using
a "new" set of mtuQcles in the legs.
10.8.3 Experiment M172 - Body Mass Measurement
A significant improvement can be made in the accuracy of body mass
measurement by using the shoulder straps in their locked position. How- ,-
ever, some practice was required before the crewmen remembered that a con-
tinuous force is required to prevent the shoulder straps from u_locking.
The measurement repeatability is significantly improved by tensing the
muscles, particularly in the abdomen before the trigger is pressed, and
then maintaining the tenseness until the measurement is complete. The
trigger must be squeezed slowly, much as a trigger is squeezed when fir-
ing a rifle. The crew also noted that the result_ were usually more re-
peatable if, upon first arising in the morning, the machine was oscillated
for 15 to 20 seconds before use. _ "
! 10.8.4 Experiment MII0 Series - Hematology and Immunology
In conducting the experiment M]I0 series, it was necessary to allow
sufficient time for the Scient_st P__ot to draw blood and to make the
hemoglobin and speciflc gravity measurements. About 15 minutes were re-
quired the night before to lay out the hardware, and about 2 1/2 hours
! of the Scientist Pilot's time was required the following morning to make
the blood draws, label the samples, centrifuge the tubes, place the tubes
in the freezer, and then make individual hemoglobin measurements with
separate evaluations of each sample recording. Theseparate evaluations
required 5 or 6 readings with each eye on each of the samples. The spe-
; cific gravity measurements also required a little additional time. The
procedures and protocol for this series were good.
\ _
i 10.8.5 Experiment M133 - Sleep Monitoring
} Experiment M133 (fig. i0-8) was performed by the Scientist Pilot and
the final runs were scheduled for recovery day, and the second and fourth
day after recovery. The crew believes this situation was undesirable be-
cause there are enough problems early in the postflight phase in readjust-
ing to one-g without having to sleep with a tight cap containing a number 0
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_" Figure 10-8.- Crewmanin sleep compartmentwith sleep monitoringexperiment. I_ ?!
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of electrodes pressed against ones head. The crewman surely exhibited a
lighter and more fitful sleep than he otherwise would have, and probably
, had a reduced amount of sleep. These disadvantages would make any con-
clusions concerning the level and the amount of sleep obtained on these
postflight nights unrealistic as compared to the amount of sleep the sub-
ject would normally experience in one-g If he were not wearing the cap.
10.9 APOLLO TELESCOPE MOUNT EXPERIMENTS
Apollo Telescope Mount operations were rather close to the intended
procedures. However, there were several problems. Because of an experi-
ment S054 (X-ray Spectrographic Telescope) door problem which resulted in
the loss of the taikback due to the door being pinned open on the first
visit, a timer was used on the second visit to cue the operater as to when :
the experiment photographic exposures were complete. Another problem was ...
that a monitor on the Apollo Telescope Mount control and display panel
apparently failed, although the associated video circuits were apparently
functioning properly.
The hydrogen-alpha 2 display occasionally appeared to expand and con-
r tract. This condition appeared only when the hydrogen-alpha 2 experiment _.
was first turned on in the morning and it was readily corrected by zooming
the scope in for about 5 seconds. The image would then stabilize.
The crew believes that the pointing stability of the experiment point-
,, i ing system is much better than that specified and must be below 0.0000048
radlan in both Jitter and drift. A manual movement of the spar (using man-
ual pointing control) of only 0.0000048 radian can be discerned on the
talevlsion monitors when looklng at hydrogen-alpha 1 or the S082B (Chromo-
spheric Extreme Ultravlolet Spectrograph) white light display. Also, when
the manual pointing control is not moved, no telescope reticle motion can
be observed on the disc of the sun. This condition is true at all times,
even when the crew is exercising vigorously.
: The chair at the Apollo Telescope Mount control and display panel
is an unsatisfactory feature which should be considered in future space-
craft designs. The chair is locked to the grid structure and it was in-
tended that the operator strap himself to the seat so that his position\
would be much the same as a man sitting at a desk. Although the chair
i was tried on several occasions by all crewmen (fig. 10-9), the chair was
not satisfactory because the operator had far more flexibility and a much
i greater reach simply by locking his feet into the gridwork and then ex-
tendlng'or bending his legs, either together or one at a time, to reach
from top to bottom or side to side. Operations were much more comfortable
i without the chair, and the crew believes that these coments apply to a
!,r" much broader category of human factors design than simply the chair eval-
uated at the Apollo Telescope Mount control and display panel.
4_
._
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Figure 10-9.- Crewmanat Apollo TelescopeMou,lt.controlanddisplay panel.
\
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The crew found that Polaroid photographs of the Apollo Telescope
Mount displays were of considerable help in evaluating transients which
were encountered during the day's operation. Early on each operating day
three good photographs should be taken of: the white light corona, the
extreme ultraviolet monitor, and the hydrogen-alpha 2 display. The photo-
graphs are most useful with the sun centered. The coronal photograph isi
very helpful in establishing the existence of transients (fig. i0-i0) or
alterations to the structure of the corona. The extreme ultraviolet moni-
tor photograph is useful for finding the location of bright spots and the
orientation of coronal holes, and for observing connections between sepa-
rated active regions. The hydrogen-alpha photograph is valuable as a
reference in identifying solar features and for comparison with the ex-
treme ultraviolet picture. Additional photographs from these three prin-
cipal sources may be taken more than once, but a minimum of the three
taken early each day is desirable.
The persistent image scope was of great value in working with the
extreme ultraviolet monitor. The sensitivity of the extreme ultraviolet
display was so low that only the very brightest active regions could be
discerned without integration. Use of the persistent image scope allowed
somewhat fainter objects to be discerned without integration and, by in-
tegrating, even fainter images were retained for a longer period. This
r- allowed the operator to point at individual features such as the bright
spots or coronal hole boundaries. As a special technique, the crew co-
aligned the electronic cross-hairs with the hydrogen-alpha i mechanical
reticle, thus allowing the extreme ultraviolet monitor @isplay to be used
to place the slit center on a specific small region, such as a bright
point, for experiments S055 (Ultraviolet Scanning Polychromator Spectro-
hellometer) and S082B. The special technique was especially useful in
accomplishing the various objectives of Joint Observing Programs !5, 17,
and others. In general, this sort of a scope is _ desired feature for
observing very faint or transient images.
The organization of Joint Observing Program 3 for the second visit
was satisfactory for solar flare observations. Any available cue was
used to alert the crew to the possibility that a flare was in an early
phase. These cues might have been a rise in t_e count of the photomul- i
tiplier exposure counter, or increases in the counts of the image inten-
sity as the beryllium counters. Also, visual indications from the hydro-
gen-alpha monitor, the extreme ultraviolet monitor, or even a radio noise
burst were used. From whatever source the initial alert may have come,
the existence of a flare could be confirmed by cross-comparing the various
Gisplays and counters. The existence and location of a solar flare was
_ never in doubt to the crew, as long as the flare indications exceeded the
flux threshold sent up from the ground. In the majority of cases, by the \
i! time the photomultiplier exposure counter exceeded the uplinked flux thresh-
_ old, the operator was already aware that a flare was in progress (using
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Figure 10-10.- White light coronal trdnsient.
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one or more of the various onbcqrd souroes) and he was simply waiting for
the required threshold to be exceeded before initiating the appropriate
action. Experiments S0_5 and S056 (Dual X-ray Telescopes) were usually
already operating as there were no restrictions on the initiation times.
i Joint Observing Program 13, on nigi:ttime sources, was performed only
once, but the ground-based pad seems to ha_:e been designed very precisely.
The entire operation was executed almost exactly as planned and within the
times alloted. The pointing was very near the correct location, altilough
the gimbal angles of only the second star were known. The initial data
results from experiment S056 show that the X-ray source Sco-X was observed
by the wide-angle detectors and X-ray photographs from expeziment S054 may
also show this X-ray source. This same procedure should be used for Comet
Kohoutek observations, and other pighttime sources as well.
The shopping list flight plan items, received periodically from the
ground, were of great assistance in providing fle>ibility to crew opera-
tions at the Apollo Telescope Mount and in making the most efficient use
of small amounts of time (5 or i0 minutes) tha, the o_erator would oc-
casionall_ have after completing the planned tasks for an orbit. The two
pages of shopping llst items for the second visit w_re generated only
wiLbin Lh= l=_t few weeks prior to flight. Yet, the list provided the
crew good flexibility in selecting short programs for study of active
regions, bright spots, coronal holes, limb features, and other interest-
ing events. The list was one of the most important leasons why the crew
was able to make nearly optimum use of almost all the time ave Lable when
the line ot sight was above 400 kilometers.
I0.i0 F-_RTHRESOURCES EXPERIMENT PACKAGE
The E_rth Resources Experiment Package operation_ were conducted as
planned, although more passes were actually performed than were planned.
Cue cards were used in preparing for a pass as well as during post-pass
operations. The data-take portion of each pass was performed according
to daily Seleprinter information which was transmitted from the ground,
The time required for the pass preparation and the post-pass operations
was reduced significantly as experience was gained during the visit. A
total of 26 Earth Resources Experiment Package passes were planned prior
to the visit, but 39 were actually accomplished.
All Skylab attitude maneuvers were controlled by the Apollo Tele-
scope Mount computer, and ground personnel generated all of the maneuver _.
solutions. Typically, the maneuver parameters were loaded into the tom- "
purer by the crew in time to be verified by Lhe ground prior to initiating
r
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the maneuver, thus minimizing usage of the thruster attitude contro7 sys-
tem propellant during the maneuver. An easier crew operation would have
resulted if the ground personne _ had _iso lcdded and initiated the maneu-
vers a_ a general practice. The crewmen could then have focused all of
their attention on the operation of the experime.lt equipment without in-
terruption or diversion. After the f!rst few Earth Resources Experiment
Package passes of the visit, the star tracker pa_tially malfunctiored and
the decision was made to no longer use the star tracker fer posit-on in-
formation.
Occ_sionally, the weather forecast was inaccurate and the instruments
wo,lld be eperating when the ground was obscured by clouds. Onboard capa-
bilit) existed .o determ,ine when tile desired sites could be obscured and
th= .rewmen should have been given more flexibility and lat_tade in de-
termining when the instruments should have been operated. This applies
+) the ir,struneots operated f_om the control a,d display panel as well as
site selection through the viewfinder tracking system.
Another system design shortcoming was that no means existed for real-
time crew transmission of earth resources data to permit the ground per-
so nel to optimize data requests. F:_ture systems should take better ad-
rage of the capabillty of the man onboard the spacecraft, permitting
him to make real-time decisions on whether or not to take data and to
give him the capability to optimize the data whinh are being received.
i0.I0.i Experiment S190 - Multispectral Photographic Facility
fhe SI90A experiment film magazimes were affi:.ed to the camera sta-
tions for every pass with no difficulty. The film magazines ,rere loaded
with film cassettes when the film was depleted, and although this was a
time consuming task, it was accomplished without difficulty. Fil,: streaks
were noted to bui]J up gradually on the experiment SI90A film platens.
The platens were cleaned periodically with water and were rapidly dried
with a lens tissue to prevent water marks.
Desiccants were used with the e__ eriment and required replacement
e_ery 2 or 3 days. The desiccants became saturated after this length of
time, appear_rg white or blue-white. Sometimes the desiccants _hat were
removed frem "_ealed" containers had turned white, b,It when they were
dried in the fecal driers in the waste management compaLtment for approx-
imately 50 hours, the color was again a royal blue.
Some contaminetion had built up on the interior lenses of the exper-
iment cameras, and there _ere some scrape marks on the outer shutters.
Tbe amount of contamination was proportional to the amount of abrasion
on the outer shutters, making it apparent that the contamination came
from the shutters rubbing within the housing.
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10.10.2 Experiment S191 - Infrared Spectrometer
' The selected or_oard maps and photographs of the expeclment S191
sites were adequate. Prior to flight, the viewfinder tracking system sim-
ulator was used extensively for each site and almost all of the sites were
also viewed by both crewmen from a T-38 aircraft to familiarize them with
the sites. This double training technique is highly recommended for future
crews.
Clouds and haze presented the major problem in acquiring sites. Be-
sides the obstruction which a cloud itself presented, the cloud shadow
cast on a site increased the difficulty of identification, even though the
site was in plain view. The acquisition and track/ng of small sites on
the ground was feasible and simple, if clouds were not too numerous.
The image motion compensation drifted slowly after being targeted on
a site, but did not preeent a problem: as long as the operator did not re- -
move his eye from the viewfinder.
As the visit progressed, the door whlch covered the experiment S191
optical system required more time to open and close, arid moved in a Jerky
fashion as opposed to operating smoothly through the length of t_avel.
" A decision was made to leave the door open for the r_mainder of the visit.
During this period of time, no contamination was observed on the optics
that degraded the capability to view the ground. The door was closed
prior to undocking and, although it appeared to close, it did not do so
completely. This was deduced by the fact that t41e alignment system could
not be actuated to align the telescope optics with the spectrometer. The
door was apparently not striking the limit switch upon closure, and thus,
not actuating the alignment electronics. Th- last alignment check prior
to the failure, however, was acceptable and no reason existed to believe
that the alignment had changed. Section 4.3.3 contains a discussion of
this problem.
An offset existed in the zoom optics such that the cross hairs
aligned with slightly different locations when the zoom wac varied. The
offset of the zoom lens caused a minor problem in acquiring and tracking
several sites wlthJn a multlple-slte area because of the necessity to
track the sites at maximum zocm so that the spectrometer would be pointed
accurately. In order to acquire another site in the same area, it was
necessary to return to a lesser zoom setting to initially find the tar-
get, and then return to maximum zoom to track the target. Had this con-
dition not existed, more sites in a multlple-site area could have been
acquired; Several sites would have remained wlthin the field-of-vlew at
one time, and they could have bean tracked at a setting of less than max-
imum zoom.
J
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10.10.3 Experiment S192 - Multispectral Scanner -
' Experiment S192 was very difficult to align during the first visit
and the detector outputs were not maximized. The initial Inspection by
_he second visit crew showed that the cooler-detector was not seated
properly. The cooler-detector was removed, reseated, and realigned, and
the sensor performance was maximized.
10.10.4 Experiment S193 - Mic£owave Scatterometer/Radiometer
The experiment S193 antenna action became erratic and finally failed
during the second visit. Photographs were taken of the antenna during
operation to demonstrate this behavior. This failure is documented in
section 17.2.5.
10.10.5 Earth Resources Experiment Package Tape Recorders
Tape recorders i and 2 exhibited no deviations from the performance
observed un the first visit. They were easily cleaned and loaded. A
newly loaded tape recorder required a very careful check to insure a prop-
erly loaded condition before closing the cover. The cleaning procedure
was accomplished after every Earth Resources Experiment Package pass and,
generally, the tape recorder stayed quite clean.
' 10.10.6 Earth Observations
A program of earth observations was initiated midway through the
second visit. This series of observations, consisting of requests to
photograph and describe the land features of certain areas around the
world and weather phenomena (figs. I0-ii and 10-12), was not planned pre-
flight. Ground and aircraft observations of some of these areas ha_ al-
ready been made; however, an objective was to define these areas more
completely from orbit. This objective was not completed to the crew's
satisfaction, but is one of the more important studies that can be made
on future flights.
In several cases, the onbo_rd maps were not sufficiently detailed to
locate the features for which observations were requ=sted. _lis exercise
showed that locating and photographing most sites is not difficult if the
proper maps are available. The exercise also showed that these sites
at which the spacecraft passes over the ground is too fast to be able to
recognize the subtleties which are present. _,
- t
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If visual observations of an area are to be relied upon rather than
photographs, specific questions should be asked in a systematic manner
, rather than askin_ general questions. Experience has shown that several
passes over an objecti_e area are required for proper observations be-
cause of the short time the site is visible on any one pass.
Besides matching detailed earth observation questions with adequately _
detailed maps, some hardware improvements are desirable. Binoculars of
higher magnification should be attached to a fixed mount containing man-
ual tracking capability. Additionally, an instrument would be useful for
accurately determining the size _nd the distance of various land forms
_ and cloud systems. _
+
Four structural transition section windows and the wardroom window
were available for earth observations. The view from any of the struc-
tural transition section windows was restricted becaus_ these were very
= small and vision was obstructed by Workshop structure. The wardroom
_ -
window was not oriented in the optimum directions during a major portion '_
of each orbit because of t_ spacecraft attitudes. The pane thickness
of the wardroom window also effec=ively reduced its size, and often a
site at the nadir was not observable because of the effects of beta angle.
Larger bubble-type windows at several locations are desirable so tlat
unrestricted observations may be made wlthout regard to spacecraft at-
_ tltude.
Finally, the crew believes that hand-held photography and earth ob-
servatlons should have received greater stress. Within a variety of dis-
ciplines, properly exposed photographs of carefully selected sites would
be of considerable value. Many cf the objectives would be similar to
those of the earth resources exposures, but hand-held photography pro-
vides much greater flexibility and many additional opportunities.
?
i0. Ii COROLLARY EXPERIMENTS
This section presents comments of an operational nature on two cor-
ollary experiments - M509 (Astronaut Maneuvering Equipment) and T020
(Foot-Controlled Maneuvering Unit). The principal investigators' reports
will discuss much of the actual data that was derived through telemetry
and photography, whereas this report covtalns the operator's evaluation
,!
of this type of equipment under extravehicular activity conditions.
r
r'}
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i0.Ii.i Experiment M509 - Astronaut Maneuvering Equipment
, The astronaut maneuvering equipment was an excellent means of inves-
tigating various design aspects of manned maneuvering units. The equip-
ment (fig. 10-13) was operated in each of the four control modes; control
moment gyro, rate gyro, direct, and using a hand-held maneuvering unit.
J
The control moment gyro mode was by far the most stable and the most
luxurious of the four modes, plus being an cosy mode to fly. The oper-
ator could maneuver to any desired attitude and hold that attitude accur-
ately without further effort. Because of the precise attitude-hold fea-
ture in this mode, accurate translations or exact stationkeeping could
be performed. The momentum capability of the control moment gyro, al-
though not large, did allow a considerable amount of body motion or ma-
neuvering before desaturation maneuvers were required. These desatura-
tlon firings were not unpleasant, but were felt as a slight transient in
the backpack. One crewman flew the astronaut maneuvering equipment in
orbit without an,,previous practice and found that, for him, the control
moment gyro mode was the most straightforward of the operational =_des.
The rate gyro mode provided a rather loose and drifting attitude-
hold capability. The mode was distracting in terms of unanticipated
thruster firing; however, large amounts of fuel were not used because the
thruster firings were much shorter in duration than were possible by man-
ual control. The rate gyro deadbands appeared to be slightly tighter
than desirable because any inadvertent armor leg motion would result in
a considerable number of thruster firings. A wider deadband would have
, reduced the number of inadvertent firings. The inadvertent firings were
not present in the direct control mode where head, arm, or leg motions
resulted in movement of the man/vehicle combination; however, when the
head, arm, or leg was returned to the original position, the man/vehicle
combination would return to the original position. No propellant was ex-
pended in the direct mode for these limb/body motions, whereas a consid-
erable number of firings occurred both with the initial motion and with
the return motion in the rate gyro mode.
S-_.i ....4...... possible without thruster firings by holding
lightly to the side of the Orbital Wcrkshop, even in control momen,= gyro
or rate gyro modes. However, if any torque was exerted on the vehicle by
the crewman, thruster firings would result_ but flrlnEs could be prevented
\ by b_inE careful. The best technique to perform work at a site was to fly .
near the site and, Just before takln8 a hold at the work station, switch
the astronaut maneuverln E equipment into the direct mode. Work could then
be accomplished Just as if no astronaut maneuvering equipment were being
worn.
[
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Figure i0-13.- Astronauntmaneuveringequipment,experimentin operatioti.
'i
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The direct mode was the simplest of all modes and appeared to possess
all of the capabilities needed in maneuvering equipment. However; the
, equipment was not as easy to fly as in the control moment gyro and zate
gyro modes. Although more attention was required when flying in the di-
rect mode and the equipment could not be flown as precisely because of
the difficulty in commanding small impulse thruster firings, it was
nevertheless a relatively simple and intuitive task. Also, the amount
of time or mental activity required either to hold attitude or to make
translations was not unacceptable. The direct mode had the great advan-
tage, during pressure-suited operations, of allowing a control input to
be made to change attitude, but not requiring the controller position to
be held throughout the manuever. Releasing the hand controller and re-
laxing the hand during the maneuver was a significant advantage.
The hand-held maneuvering unit was marginally controllable, but fly-
able. If the operator would accept considerable attitude deviations and
concentrate primarily on translating, point-to-point flying could be ac-
complished. The hand-held maneuvering unit could not be flown intuitively.
Each control input had to be carefully thought out. The total ability
to correct attitude or translation deviations was smal! and the degree of
difficulty was not unlike trying to walk a tightrope or ride a unicycle.
The astronaut maneuvering equipment was first flown in the unsuited _.
intravehicular activity mode. The unsuited tests were most useful in
= evaluating the simplicity of control and the relative Capabilities of "
each system. Suited runs were performed in an effort to evaluate the
system as it would be used during extravehicular activity. Several dif-
ferences were obvious between unsuited and suited operations. The first
were the disturbing forces introduced by the oxygen, water, and communi-
cation umbilical. This umbilical was relatively stiff =nd it prevented
precision flying of £ne astronaut maneuverln 8 equipment in any mode. This
umbilical created two effects on operations. First, the umbilical had a
certain position that it;wanted to retain, possibly because of the manner
in which it was stowed, and any effort to move the umbilical from this
position required an expenditure of fuel, particularly in the rate gyro
mode. The second effect on operations occurred once the umbilfcal was
in motion. Because of Ehe momentuml developed as it moved and the fact
that the center of gravity of the umbilical was not near that of the
thruster system, the umbilical would aontlnue to move when an attempt
was made to stop the overall system. The result was the use of additional
_ _ fuel and the occurrence of attitude and translational overshoots. The
overshoots were particularly troublesome when flying the hand-held maneu-
verln8 unit where several firings of thrusters would result in, perhaps,
a slight motion, with the next thruster firins causing .a increased re-sponse completely out of relative prooortlon to the amount of attitude
control put"in. The same thing would occur during stopping. Attitude
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and translational corrections would be made with little effect and, sud-
denly, one would seem to take effect and generally overcorrect the situ- _
' ation. When using the hand-held maneuvering unit during suited opera- !
tions, a standard response could never be obtained for a standard input.
Prior to the second suited test, a standard umbilical was modified
by removing the beta-cloth covering, the two water hoses, the tether, and
all of the electrical wiring. This umbilical proved to be acceptable for _
maneuvering in that it did not induce the perturbations of the original
umbilical. The lack of communications was a real disadvantage and this
should be corrected prior to the next vLsit either by modifying another i
umbilical with the wlring left intact, or by attaching a lightweight
crewman communications umbilical to the present stripped-down umbilical.
_ Prior to the _light, the crew believed that the best way to use the
hand-held maneuvering unit was to push off the wall in a desired direc-
tion and use the hand-held maneuvering unit only for midcourse corrections.
_' This method of operation was evaluated and was unacceptable because the
attitude disturbances accidentally introduced when pushing off were gen-
erally too large for the hand-held maneuvering unit to rapidly correct.
The fact that the band-held maneuvering unit is not controlled by intui-
tion o7 by logic similar to other flight or ground vehicles made this de-
"' vice unac_ceptable for use duz_ng extravehicular actiuity operations. !
In the suited mode of operation, flying with the hand-held maneuver-
ing unit was more difficult than was expected from experience on the 6-
degree-of-freedom simulator. The large suit area caused greater thruster "_
' impingement effects than were predicted in training, The impingement ef-
fects made placement of the hand-held maneuvering unit in the right loca-
tion for a pure translation almost impossible. The impingement effects ]
never caused a crewman to lose control; however, flying was considerably
more difficult because of the impingement factor.
Simulated crewmen rescue, using the astronaut maneuvering equipment
as the rescue vehicle, was easier to perform in the rate gyro or control
moment gyro modes because translation of the off-center-of-gravity con-
figuration did not require special hand controller activity. Attempting
rescue in the direct mode was satisfactory; however, more hand controller
manipulation was required. Attempting to fly to and stop in front of an
object In _paee required some preplanning_ Approaching a lightweight or
small object directly was difficult because thruster impingement, as the
astronaut maneuvering equipment was braked to a halt, caused the object
to tumble and move away. However, an object that had a considerable mass
_ would not have so pronounced a movement. One workable technique was to
reduce the closing speed well away from the target, and then continue
_° slowly until contact, without braking.
t
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An attempt was made to match the rotational speed of a slowly rotat-
, ing body. This proved impossible without excess fuel consumption because
even small rotation rates resulted in random thruster firings which blew
the rotating body away from the crewman.
A test was made to minimize fuel consumption by using the hands and
feet to push off in the general direction of the next check point (simitar
the previous hand-held maneuvering unit test) and then use the astro-
naut maneuvering equipment cs a midcourse correction device only. This
technique proved to be simple, but it seemed (at least subjectively) that
just about as much fuel was _equlred as flying from point-to-point in the
normal completely controlled manner.
Several tumble recoveries were attempted with excellent results.
Although separating the rotation from translation was sometimes confusing
at high tumble rates, the technique of stopping all apparent rotation and
then using the translation controller to null translational motion was
the easiest method to use. Trying to arrest both motions at once resulted
in some confusion and, probably, is not the best method of operation.
Stopping a tumble with the hand-held maneuvering unit was surprisingly
easy, even in the suited mode. The ease cane as a pleasant surprise,
an extravehicular activity transportation device.
The astronaut maneuvering equipment restraint system had to be
cinched up tighter than had been thought preflight. _en the crewman was
not restrained rigidly to the astronaut maneuvering equipment, the thrust-
ing of the backpack would result in relative motion between the equipment
" and the crewman. This condition was undesirable in that the operator no
longer felt like an integral part of the astronaut maneuvering equipment,
but felt as though he was riding the device.
A typical flight test report would co,,nent on the harmony of c_ntrol
forces and the resulting translational and rotational rates. A variety
of control modes, combined with a variety of weights and center o= gravity
locations, resulted in continually differing harmony. The crewman adapted
rather rapidly to any of these various combinations and, after a few min-
utes, was satisfied with each combination. Less than optimum comblnacions
of control forces probably resulted in more concentration being needed
to fly the vehicle and probably increased the fuel consumption, but nei-
\ ther was significant. It would have been desirable to be able to command
smaller rotational and translational rates than was possible with the pres-
ent equipment.
The environmental conditions introduced by such perturbing forces as
Workshop motion and air currents within the Workshop did not prove to be
of any significance. When compared with the available control authority,
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the perturbing forces w_re so small that any maneuvering equipment that
could not easily overr_,me disturbances of this small magnitude would not
' nave acceptable m_L_euvering authority in its own right.
The astronaut maneuverin_ equipment, inflight, flew almost exactly
like the 6-degree-of-freedom simulator. The absence of gravity cues in
flight made maneuvering even easier. The astronaut maneuvering equipment
probably flew like the air bearing trainer too, if the operator would bave
restricted himself in flight to operating in two dimensions with three
degrees of f_eednm. Tileoperator did not do this because it was too ar-
tificial. Because of this condition, the air bearing trainer should be
eliminated fro,_ training as not only redundant to the 6-degree-of-f_eedom
simulator, but also because no unique skills were taught that were used
in flight. If a future astronaut maneuvering unit is so difflc_llt to fly
that a simulator is required, the air bearing trainer will not provide
that _raining.
Crew analysis shows that the most desirable configuration for future
maneuvering equipment would be without a tether, but with sufficient sys-
tem redundancy in the equipment to correct for any single-point failures
(for e_:ample, circuit breaker iso]ation for critical electrical compo-
nents, switch/solenold valve isolation for propellant valves and, of
course, 6-degrees-of-freedom). The total of these would make it pos-
sible to maneuver with reasonable failures and still provide the level
of safety required during extravehicular activity operations.
The future astronaut r,aneuverlng unit, regardless of the mode of oper-
ation (rate gyro, control moment gyro, direct, or a combination), should
be designed to be controlled and flown llke a spacecraft. The correct
responses would be the intuitive pilot reactions, and the reaction of
the systems in an off-nominal failure situation would also be familiar.
Preflight training would be performed on a 6-degree-of-freedom simulator
with most of the emphasis given to operating in off-nominal attitude and
translational modes.
10.11.2 Experiment T020 - Foot-Control]ed Maneuvering Unit
Evaluation of exper_,icnt TO20 (fig. 10-14) revealed two major defi-
ciencies. One, the experimental uni_ lacked 6-degree-of-freedom operation,
so that it was frequently impossible to go _Lere one wanted, and two, pEe-l
;I else control with the feet, particularly in the suited mode, was not pos-
I sible.
_or the same reasons that an airplane is not flown primarily with the
feet or a car is not driven primarily with the feet, the foot-controlled
maneuvering unit could not be flown as well as a unit having a hand con-
troller. No advantage was apparent for operating a maneuvering unit with
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Figure 10-14.- Foot-controlled maneuvering unit in operation.
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the feet, although the =uggested reason was keeping he hands free to do
, useful work This logic did not prove true, since the backpack-type ma-
neuvering u_its with foldable arms did not unduly hinder simulated work
at a typical site. Types of work that could be performed using the foot-
controlled maneuvering unit could also be performed using the astronaut
maneuvering equipment hand controller unit.
The lack of six degrees of freedom, with the capability of translat-
i_B only toward the head or toward the feet, was most frustrating. The
only _ay that a target could be reached was to start when almost compLe-
tely stationary with the feet pointed at the target. If the initial
thrust were not exactly toward the target, some lateral translational
velocity was introduced. The lateral translational velocity could not
be removed before missing the target in about one third of the attempts.
Further, the lack ef 6 degrees of freedom made stopping at any desired
place within the Workshop completely impossible once any motion had been
introduced. Rotational or translational corrections to null a velocity
would result in other tLanslations or rotations about the same or other
axes which then had to be corrected. Consistently stationkeeping or
flying to a desired destination was just not possible with the foot-
controlled maneuvering unit.
The operational evaluation showed that translation could be best
accomplished in a feet-first direction. AithoL,gb, if the crewman wal_ted
: to hold onto the work station upon arrival, a pitch-down maneuver was nec-
essary en route. The pitch-down maneuver, however, caused the legs to
sweep an area that could not be viewed by the crewman. Thus, there was
no protection against accidental contact with other parts of the Workshop.
Accidental contact occurred on several occasions, even though the interior
configuration of the Workshop was well known. In extravehicular activity
situations, the external protuberances might not be so familiar, and
striking a sharp edge in a p_ssurized suit could have _ pronounced ef-
fect.
Physic_,l operation of the foot controls in flight was more difficult
th_ in training because the forces required to fire a thruster would
r_use relative motion between the maneuvering unit and the crewman. In
simulations_ these forces were not so noticeable_ since they were masked
by gravity and friction. Any attempt to _ighten the crewman to the foot-
controlled maneuvering unit to prevent relative motion in the unsuited
mode caused pain in the crotch and seat area. In the suited conditioi_,
the suit was tight, but the crewman was suffl :iently loose _,_;ide the
suit to move up and down inside the suit. Consequently, the crewman would
bang his buttocks against the bottom of the suit on an upward translation
con_nand and bang his shoulders on the top ,_fthe suit during a downward
translation. However, a comfortable pressure suit must not fit too
tightly, and some of this body-float problem could probably be eliminated
with a decrease in the force and travel required to operate the foot
pedals.
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Cross-coupling was also a problem since roll d_sturbances were in-
troduced witb yaw commands. In manually nounteracting the unnecessary
roll, a further cros'-couple disturbance was introduced. There were an
inordinate number of nonproductive control inputs necessary for all ma-
neuvers, and they w_re particularly noticeable in yaw.
Because of the impossibility of being able to stationkeep or fly to
the de==red destination consistently, the crew believes that the TO20
foot-controlled maneuvering unit embodied design principles that are un-
safe for use during extravehicula_ operations.
10.12 STUDENT EXPERLMENTS
Tile comments relative to tlle s£udent experiments are limited to those
experiments having separate hardware.
Student experiment ED32 (In vitro Immunology) appears to have worked
quite well and the photographs show the growth rings clearly. Also, stu-
dent crperiment ED52 (Web Formation) seems to have been quite successful
in spiLe of malfunctioning of the electronics that were to have triggered
the cameras during web formation (fig. 10-15). Although no web formation
data could be obtained, a number of daily photographs of the various webs
were taken and these should permit very extensive aualysis and interpre-
tation of the spider activities.
Student experiment ED63 (Cytoplasmic Streaming) was not particularly
successful because the plants were apparently nonviable at the time the
experiment was initiated. Apparently, insufficient ground-based testing
was conducteJ to assu_e that the plants would be alive after being stored
for the length of time and under the lighting conditions that would be re-
quired in the Orbital Workshop. ImRroved ground-based testing should have
been performed to prevent or avoid this difficulty. Similar comments ap-
Fly to student experiment ED78 (Liquid Motion) which was attempted on the
second visit. The pressure within the bubble chamber had already been
released at the time the trigger was depressed. An attempt was made to
repressurize the container wlth the device provided, but the diaphragm
broke, incapacitating the whole unit. After flight, the crew learned
that ground-based testing had shown that a broken diaphragm was a possi-
bility if not a probability, and this information should have been communi-
cated to the crew.
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10.13 EXTRAVEHICULAR ACTIVITY
The three extravehicular activities (fig. i0-16) of Ll,is visit were
performed on vlsJt days 10, 28, and 56. Each :xtravehicular activity re-
quired two crewmen for the extravehicular operatlons plus one partially
suited crewman in the Multiple Docking Adapter with the responsibility
of coordinating the extravehicular activity procedures and tending the
spacecraft systems.
Extravehicular activity preparations were performed the night pre-
ceedlng the extravehieu] r activity whenever possible, and this was a
desirable way to operate. The extravehicular activity preparations were
much easier in zero-g than in one-g. Suit doming was also much easier
in zero-g than in one-g, except for the outer zipper around the back of
the suit, which was more difficult to close than in one-g. A donning
lanyard for the back zipper would ease the suiting problem. The crewmen
were late in egresslng on all of the extravehicular activities. Depres-
surization of the airlock was accomplished normally on each extravehicular
activity. The screen for collecting the ice on the depressurlzatlon valve
worked well. Ice up to about the size of a quarter would collect on the
screen and then grow no larger, permitting the gas to flow around the ice
and out through the valve. Particles inside the alrlock cumpartment mi-
grated towa£d the depressurization valve, thus making it wlse to insure
that the airlock compartment was free of debris before extravehicular ac-
tivity operations were begun.
10.13.1 First Extravehicular Activity
The first extravehicular activity included the erection of the twin-
pole sunshade, Apollo Telescope Mount film installation, installation of
the S149 experiment (Particle Collection), attachment of the experiment
S230 (Magnetospheric Particle Composition) clips, removal of an Apollo
Telescope Mount experiment door ramp, and various inspections of the space-
craft for coolant leaks, discolorations, etc. The two poles which formed
the structure of the twln-pole sunshade each came in eleven 1.52-meter
sections. The 1.52-meter sections were mounted on racks and held down
by elastic which frequently slipped into a depression in the sections,
making then, difficult to remove from the racks. Both poles were assem-
bled and inserted into the base plate wlth no difficulty.
About 1 to 2 minutes were required to move the pole through the
1.53 radlans of travel. One of the lines on the second pole was wrapped
completely around the pole, and the pole was removed and returned to the
crewman near the hatch, where the pole was taken apart at one joint and
reassembled so as to straighten the llne, and then replaced in the base
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_ Figure10-16.- LoadingApolloTelescopeMountfilmduringextravehicularactivity.
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plate. The sun shade was folded very compactly in accordian fashion in
its stowage bag. As the shade came out, the paint covering the sunshade
' tended to stick to itself in the accordian folds. The shade was extended
to the maximum extension of the 16 3/4-meter-long poles, and the lines
were secured. The entire sunshade was then lowered on top of the para-
sol and clamped in place. The parasol, which had ballooned up at one
corner and was not completely covering the Workshop, was extended and
flattened out in its desired position when the twin-pole sunshade was
placed upon it. The reefing lines on the leading edge of the sunshade
were attached to outriggers on the Apollo Telescope Mount structure to
spread the shade as much as possible. The shade deployed more as a trap-
ezo_d than as a rectangle, primarily because the distance between the
outriggers was not quite wide enough to fully extend the leading edge of
the sunshade.
Inspections of the command and service module showed that the quads
had darkened and were pitted and that the paint between the quads had
bubbled and was peeling. The paint had the appearance of a potato chip
which was secured to the skin at one edge, but peeling up around the
other edges. The diameters of the i0 or 12 chips between each quad were
approximately i0 to 15 centimeters.
10.13.2 Second Extravehicular Activity _ "
The second extravehicular activity consisted of the installation of
the rate gyro slx-pack cable, an Apollo Telescope Mount film exchange, the
deployment of two parasol sall samples, and the _-moval of two more ramps
from Apollo Telescope Mount experiment doors. The installation of the
rate gyro slx-pack cable was time critical, and was accomplished without
difficulty and well within the time alloted.
10.13.3 Third Extravehicular Activity
_ne third extravehicular activity consisted of an Apollo Telescope
Mount film exchange, retrieval of one parasol sail sample, and collection
of one experiment $230 (Magnetospheric Particle Composition) sample, all
of which were accomplished without difficulty. Air cooling, rather than
water cooling, was used by all cre_en during the third extravehicular
' activity. Ber_ause the primary coolant loop had failed, leaving only the .
secondary cooling loop, a decision was made not to put an additional ex-
travehicular activity load on the secondary cooling system. Air cooling
for the. extravehicular cre_nenwas acceptable and there was no visor fog-
ging. The absence of water cooling required the work to be performed at \
a somewhat reduced rate, but the air cooling was adequate for the task at
the work rates used.
t
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The crew believes that almost any task that could be accomplished _W_th
water cooling during an extravehicular activity could be accomplished with
' air cooling, but in a slightly longer time period. The third crewman in-
side the Multiple Docking Adapter was cooled by means of a vacuum cleaner
blower connected by a hose to the suit. The air was pulled into rather
than blown through the suit with this system. The cooling was adequate
only if there was little crewman activity. The air cooling method used
during the third extravehicular activity is also discussed in section 8.1.
10.13.4 Post-Extravehlcular Activity Operations
Post-extravehlcular activity operations were conducted as planned.
Hatch closure was not difficult. In opening the airlock compartment af-
ter the repressurization, a hot smell of burned paint was always nosed.
The smell may have been the result of items having been heated by the sun
prior to their being transferred into the airlock during the extravehic-
ular activity. Very little moisture was noticed in the suits after each
: of the extravehicular activities, and the suit drying operations worked
[ well. The dome locker, housing the suit drying blower, had to be left
: open during periods of blower operation to prevent overheating of the
blower.
t
i0.13.5 Summary of Extravehicular Activity
Wrist tethers were used to insure that items for transfer were always
• tethered to at least one crewman prior to installation in their operational
location, except where the Apollo Telescope Mount film canisters were con-
cerned. The location and operation of the foot restraints were satisfac-
tory. Management of the llfe support umbilical was aimple, and the um-
bilical was never in the way. Extravehicular activity lighting for night
operations was good. The installation of the television camera was not
difficult; however, the camera has a sensitive aperture adjustment which
required very little movement from the fully closed position to provide
a properly lighted image. The camera was not pointed at the sun and the
ultimate failure was due to the case overheating.
The operation of the extendable booms for transfer of equipment was
satisfactory. Had the extendable boom system failed, the ease with which
extravehicular activity operations were conducted could have allowed the
packages to be manually carried from one location to another, rather than
requiring the use of the backup clothesllne system. On each extravehicular
activity, the sun-end tree would hang up in its stowage location and would
require some manipulation to free it.
i
Ij,
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The experiment S082B (Extreme Ultraviolet Spectroheliograph) door
, stuck during attempts to open it, and this tendency seemed to worsen as
the visit: progressed. The door appeared to be sticking at the seal rather
than at the hinge.
s Physiologically, both of the first extravehicular activity crewmen
indicated that, because of the high workload on the hands required to
construct the twln-pole sunshade, their finger tips were very sore after
the extravehicular activity and remained that way for about a day. Also,
a drink bag should be provided for the long extravehicular activities.
Several tasks were accomplished during the extravehicular activities i
for which little or no preflight training had been received, simply be-
cause the need to do these tasks arose during the flight rather than beln_
i identified prior to the flight. This experience has shown that, given the
proper equipment and instructions and with capable people working out pro-
cedures and techniques on the ground, the flight crew could accomplish any "
reasonable extravehicular activity task. This flight has also shown that
any task which could be accomplished in underwater simulations could more
easily be accomplished in zero-g. 3he conduct of extravehicular activity
operations in an unhurried, dellber_te, and methodical manner contributed
significantly to the success of extzavehicular activity operations.
i0.14 DEACTIVATION
The Orbital Workshop deactivation wes performed normally with only
a few changes from the originally planned procedures. The following
paragraphs discuss some of these changes as well as areas where improve-
ments can be made.
The stowage technique used during the visit was to temporarily stow
all items somewhere in the Orbltal Workshop after they were used or the
requirement had been completed, and then, du_i=_ _eactivation, to restow
these items in the command module in accordance with the checklist. A
better procedure would have been to restow the items in the command mod-
ule as they were used, or as the requirements were completed, instead of
waJtlng until the deactivation period.
\
The transfer of the used film to the stowage location in the command
module occurred too early in the deactivation checklist_ Thus, had some
film not been left unstowed, no film wculd have been available for photog-
raphy during the last 2 or 3 days of the visit. A better plan would have
been to delay the transfer of film to the command module as long as pos-
_ sible to permit the use of the film as well as permit photography of tar-
gets of opportunity.
- i
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The deactivation timeline a11oted a few hours on the last day of
deactivation to review the entry procedures. It would have been better,
' however, if this activity had been scheduled several days before entry,
and had included a _ouch-the-switch type of walkthrough with the modified
checklist that was developed to be used for entry.
A dump of the condensate system was originally scheduled to be accom-
plished during deactivation. This activity was not performed to insure
that the vacuum in the tank would be preserved since it had been very dif-
ficult to obtain. In dumping the wardroom water lines into the waste tank,
the pressure woulc rise to the maximum value before the dump was complete. ,4
The water dump was supposed to be terminated to permit the pressure in the
lines to drop, and then be reinitia_ed. The pressure in the dump lines
would not, however, d_op to the value required for dump reinitiation.
_ Consequently, the dump was performed at a higher pressure than desired
to complete the total water dump on time.
_ The inertial measurement unit was powered up and aligned the day be-
fore entry rather than on entry day. This was a desirable procedure be-
_ cause last-minute platform alignment problems on entry day were precluded.
For entry day, the plan was to activate only the secondary command
module water evaporator while docked. However, when the evaporator was
activated, the vehicle was torqued such that the control moment gyros were
continuously saturated, requiring the secondary water evaporator to be
turned off.
Consequently, the primary radiators were then the only means
of con_nand module cooling. As a result, after closing the command module t
= hatch, the temFerature inside the command module rose to about 302* K and
_ the humidity climbed to a very high level during the 5 to 6 hours prior
to undocking. The increase in temperature and humidity in the command
module, had a fatiguing and dehydrating effect of the crew prior to en-
try.
The Multiple Docking Adapter secondary oxygen pack was required to
be secured wlth docking load straps to the Multiple Docking Adapter struc-
ture prior to undocking, so that the third visit docking would not cause
_ any movement of the pack. This procedure was followed, but seemed unnec-
essary, especially since there were many other items in the Workshop which
_ were more loosely tied down than the secondary oxygen pack.
The television camera was mounted o_l the Apollo Telescope Mount hand- •
tall to televise the entry of the thizd visit crew into the Multiple Dock-
ing Adap=er.
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i0.15 ENTRY
J
On this visit, the sleep cycle was adjusted forward in two 2-hour
increments so that the crew would awaken on entry day at approximately
the same time that had been normal for the previous several days. Since
entry day itself was long, this forced the crew to stay up most of the
night, based upon the final clock time that had been established. Actu-
ally, there were so many changes that were made to the time of arising,
plus sevc:al more clock changes to a "pseudo-Zulu" time and then to "phase
elapsed _ime" (adjustment of the clocks to watch the previously scheduled
entry tlming), that the crew never really knew what time of day was being
used without a lot of thought and calculation. Looking back on the flight,
the crew believes that it would have been better to remain on G.m.t. and
arise at the usual ii00 G.m.t. (6:00 a.m.c.d.t.) for the whole flight.
• On entry day, since the crew was required to arise 4 hours earlier, they
could have simply gone to bed at about 2300 G.m.t. (6:00 p.m.c.d.t.) the
night before. An appropriate sleeping capsule could have been taken, and
the crew could have arisen 4 hours earlier the next morning. This proce-
dure would have been the most convenient thing from the standpoint of crew
rest, and would have avoided confusing the crew timing cycles for the pre-
ceeding 6 to 8 days. Also, the recommended procedure might very well have
resulted in improved medical data because it would not have been necessary
for the crew to try to adjust their circadian rhythm.
Undocking produced a loud thump and imparted a very small velocity
to the command module, moving it directl_, away from the Saturn Workshop.
• No attitude disturbances were noted durin_ this phase. After the range
to the Saturn Workshop was over 30 meters, attitude maneuvers were lultl-
ated in the docked digital autopilot mode with excellent results. The
spacecraft was then _aneuvered using the undocked digital autopilot and
the stabilization and ccutrol system over the next several minutes. The
command and service module was controllable in all modes with the docked
digital autopilot exhibiting the best overall characteristics because of
its lack of apparent crosscoupling. The maneuver to the firing attitude
was performed manually, again using the docked digital autopilot config-
uration.
Approximately 30 minutes prior to the deorblt maneuver, the Scientist
Pilot took a Scopolamine/Dextrcamphetamine capsule to inhibit motion sick-
p hess after landing. The Commander and Pilot took the same medication ap-
_ proximately 3 minutes after command module/servlce module separation to
_ minlmize any llghtheaded effects. Approximately I0 minutes prior to the
deorbit maned,vet, all three crewmen inflated their orthostatic counter
measure garments to 175 mm Hg pressure to minimize the possibility of re-
duced vision or reduced mental acuity during the firing. However, it was
later found that the Scientist Pilot's garment would not hold pressure.
He noted no unusual effects, however, even without the assistance of the
counter-pressure.
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The entry batteries did not assu_e much of the electrical load when
placed on line just prior to the deorbit maneuver. The low current out- -
' put was caused by low battery voltages (31 to 32 volts), about the same
as the descent batteries. To ascertain if the entry batteries were on
the llne, descent battery 2 was disconnected. This lowered the main bus
voltage showing that the entry batteries were on the llne but not fully
: charged. The situation was rather uncomfortable as there was no positive
assurance that the entry batteries could support the command module load_
with the approaching command module/service module separation time. The
crew would have had a more comfortable feeling about entry had the bat-
teries been charged to their peak voltage prior to entry.
Holding the desired attitude during the ullage maneuver prior to the
deorbit maneuver was not easy in the undocked digita] autopilot mode be-
cause ot the two quads being disabled. Yaw excursions had to be nulled
using the trmlslation controller with a technique suggested in the deorbit
maneuver study guide that had been sent up a week or so prior to entry.
Without the benefit of the study guide information, holding =ttitudes
during the ullage maneuver would have been much more difficult. The de-
orbit maneuver ignition occurred on time and appeared to produce a smaller
start transient than the rendezvous firings. None of the crewmen felt a
tendency to gray out. Vision was not restricted nor was any degradation
• in the ability to concentrate noted. The crew believes that inflation
of the orthostatic counter measure garments did not contribute signifi-
cantly to preventing blood flow from the head.
, i0.15, Command Module/Service Module Separation
After completion of the deorblt maneuver, the X-axis residual was
trimmed. The command module was yawed right 0.76 radian and quads B and
D were activated. No observable change in attitude or rates was noticed
at this time; however, at command module/servlce module separation, the
command module did develop a slow right yaw. The yaw excursion was ar-
rested using the direct switches and, as the command module wes maneuvered
back to the orbit plane, the docking ring was jettisoned. Section 7.6
i
contains a discussion of the yaw excursion encountered durlng the separa- !
tion sequence. The docking ring and probe were observed departing the
spacecraft at a relatively rapid rate. i
\ !
10.15.2 Entry
Ample time was available to configure the computer, make last mln- i
ute adJustm=_.Ls to restraints, and maneuver the spacecraft to the entry I
attitude. The horizon check was completed satisfactorily as were the I
0.05g checks. Approximately 5 to i0 seconds prior to 0.br ionization of
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the atmosphere around the spacecraft was observed as a yellow-gold or
peach-colored hue superimposed on the blackness of space. The peach hue
, was not observable against the earth for the first i0 to 15 seconds.
Then, finally, the entire scene outside the spacecraft became covered
in this hue. Shortly thereafter, the glow moved aft and formed a ve_"
bright ball about 15 to 20 meters aft of the spacecraft and seemcd to be
fed by 2 or 3 spiral arms of bright fire emanating from the command mod-
ule heat shie±d area. The fireball appeared to move about _s a result of
thruster firing. The cockpit displays were difficult to see for 5 to
i0 seconds after looking at the bright ball behind the spacecraft for
even a few seconds. ,
At about this point, the g forces were sensed to be bullding up.
At the 0.2g check, all parameters were aormal n, spacecraft control was
transferred to the command module computer for the remainder of the entry.
The crew continued to monitor the displays to insure that the spacecraft
responded to command module computer commmands and that the command mod-
ule computer commands were proper. Both the initial cormnand module com-
puter commanded bank angle direction and the time to reverse bank were
exactly as predicted on the entry computations.
At no time during the entry did any of the crewmembers have a ten-
dency to gray out or experience problems with mental alertness. Discom-
fort was experienced because a metal snap on the back of the orthostatic
counter measure garment and its mating snap on the back of the Jacket
were both being pressed into the lower back area.
, Drogue parachute deployment occurred near the predicted time and
at the proper altitude as indicated on the altimeter. The time did not
compare with the differential time for drogue deployment computed by the
Pilot using the primary evaporator pressure indications, which suggested
that drogue deployment should have occurred some 15 to 20 seconds earlier.
Main parachute deployment (fig. 10-17) was normal. Communication with
the recovery forces was well discipllned in that the only conversation
between the spacecraft and the helicopter was a request for latitude and
longitude and the entry monitor 'system miss distance. An improvement
would be notification by the helicopter pilot when the spacecraft is with-
in 20 to 30 seconds of landing. Water impact was moderate and the com-
mand module immediately went to the stable II attitude. T:i_parachutes
were Jettisoned and were observed floating nearby. The postlanding check-
list was performed and uprighting occurred some i0 minutes later.
Immediately after uprighting, an attempt was made to contact the re-
cover forces on the radio with no success. The crew learned later that
the Commander and Pilot communication systems were in the "hot mike" mode
continuously because sea water had shorted some pins on an unprotected
connector in the command module tunnel area. This problem is discussed
: further in section 7.4.
--_ _i_
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Figure 10-].7.- Main parachute deoIoyment.
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£ostlanding verification was initiated by first pulling the post-
landing ventilation valve, turning on the fan switch, and then pushing in
, the circuit breaker. As the circuit breaker was depressed_ a small spray
of water and a milJ cabin recompression or decompression occurred, pro-
ducing a brief "fog" within the cockpit. The pressure change was not
expected. Section 7.8 contains a discussion of this problem.
During the time on the water, both in stable II and stable I atti-
tudes, the crew felt no seasickness symptoms or any other motion sensi-
tivity abnormality. The crew felt well even though the waves and swells
were unusually high and the frogmen appeared to be having a difficult
time attempting to attach the flotation collar.
The first indication of any unusual motion sensitivity occurred when
the spacecraft had been hoisted from the water and was steady on the Jeck
of the recovery ship. Once the spacecraft came to rest and remained the_c
for 1 or 2 minutes, erroneous attitude signals could be excited simpl' by
moving one's head. fhe crew believes that this was not a motion sick, _s
symptom, but rather an indication of an erroneous vestibular output.
Once on the ship, the planned postlanding blood pressure measuring
proceduree could not be performed, because the spacecraft's onboard blood
pressure cuff would not hold pressure. Postflight evaluation showed that
a small ball that fits beneath the pressure relief nut had floated away
when the nut had come loose several weeks prior to landing. Because of
the cuff failure, blood pressure measurements on each crewman were ac-
complished after the hatch was open, thus delaying the exit from the
spacecraft.
The procedure that was used, whereby the crewmen (after egressing
the cabin) moved only a very short distance and were accompanied by two
flight surgeons, was an excellent one and should be llsed for the next
visit. The help was not unduly restricting, and decreased the possibil-
ity of falling or fainting.
The orthostatic counter measure garment on the Commander and the
Pilot maintained 175 mm Hg inflation during this period. The Scientist
Pilot'9 garment would not hold full pressure because of leakage, but re-
mailled at a pressure of about 40 to 50 mm Hg. The garment proved to be
helpful in preventing blood from pooling in the legs for at least 4 to
5 hours after landing.
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i0.16 POSTFLIGHT
The postflight protocol was well organized, smoothly executed, but
made the landing day too long. The time from crew wakeup in orbit
through deactivation of the Workshop, checkout of the command module,
undocking, entry, recovery_ and postflight medical checks resulted in
each crewman being awake approximately 26 continuous hours. This was
tiring and must have affected some of the medical data, perhaps the MI71
(Metabolic Activity) experiment. On the other hand, the desirability of
taking medical data as soon as possible after landing to observe the
changes taking place during this dynamic period is un,'erstood. Three
potential improvement areas exist that should be investigated to decrease
the total length of time that the crew must be awake. These are: reduce
the time required to deactivate the Saturn Workshop on entry day by clos-
ing out some of the Workshop systems the day before entry; reduce the
time required for the c_nmand module checkout and power-up procedures oJl
entry day by the same method; and make a detailed evaluation of the re-
covery day medical protocol to determine Milch tests must be conducted
immediately after landing and those that could slip to the next day. Ex-
periment M078 (Bone Mineral Measurement) might well be delayed as bone
density does not appear to change rapidly. A final point is the desira-
bility of providing a fairly early meal to tilecrew on the day of landing
as it wi]] very likely be a good many hours past their normal dinner time
by the time they are recovered, and consistent with the tests to be given,
a substantial meal other than a simple snack should be provided.
The physical examinations on the first and secoLld day after recovery
(prior to leaving the ship and returning to Houston) were well planned.
The work schedule was not tiring and ample time was available Lor rest.
Although mild, the rolling and pitching of the recover _,ship at sea was
disturbing to the crew when undergoing tests and may have compromised
some data. A significant improvement in the subjective feeling was noted
once the ship tied up at the pier; however, one could still get an im-
pression of the ship moving simply by moving one's head.
The total time spent on the ship after recovery and prior to r_turn-
ing to Houston was not excessive. In fact, it was generally felt that
at least two full days are desirable prior to return,
Activities after returning to Houston were too hectic. Immediately
beginning a series of debriefings did not allow the crew to rest adequately
and get some of their preflight strength back. Although this may have been
necessary for this flight because of third visit considerations, the neces-
sity does not exist after the final visit. A desirable situation would
be to allow the crewmen about a week of leave immediately after their re-
turn, during which the crew would rest and perform only the necessary med-
ical tests prior to beginning their deoriefing. Al_o, this would provide
additional time for some cf the flight data such as movies and still photo-
graphs to be developed and used during the debriefings.
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10.17 TP_IN ING
10.17.1 Summary
Training for the second v_it went well. By launch day, each member
of the crew had averaged about 2800 hours of training time with 'q0 hours
spent in the command module simulator and 345 hovrs spent in tS: .:ylab
simulator. The total training time was more than had been accumulated by
any other crew since the beginning of manned space flight. The training
appeared to pay off in fligl,t as no crewman could remember a scheduled
task for which he had not been trained. In a few cases, hovever, so much
time }ladelapsed since training that some of the details had been forgot-
ten, but t1_ecrewman at least had the background for pc-forming the task
properly.
Too many trainiug hours were devoted to learning skills that were
not used ie flight. One example of this was tl.emany hours spent for
infligkt medical support system medical training by the Commander and
Pilot M_erein rapid crew response was not required. This comment does
not apply to emergency first aid training which mu_t be learned and known
well. In most illnesses, an instantaneous reaction is not too important.
The inflight medical support system checklist, plus discussions with the
ground would have allowed a crewman with minimal training to perform
almost as well as a crewman with much training.
Conversely, tL re were some skills that were used every day of the
flight, but, because the task was easy, had been practiced infrequently.
An example is the postsleep and presleep procedures. These procedures
were pertormed every day and added up to a signif#cant amount of flight
time that, had th_ crew been trained to perform more efficiently, would
have resulted in a significant time savings,
Perhaps the major aree of insufficient training was in earth obser-
vations and photography. Essentially all of the limited preflight train-
ing in this area was initiated by the crew, yet numerous tasks were as-
signed in flight that required identification and photography of special
features of interest. Additional training time should have been spent
in understanding the objectives relating to geology, geography, meteor-
ology, hydrology, fishing, etc.
The preflight training schedule was revised weekly. This resulted
f_om the fact that all training needs could not be predicted early in
the program, and also from the identification of new training areas as
the mission pr=paratton progressed. Experience during thu preflight
period indicated that the best training protocol was a mixture of what
the crew thought was needed and what the training coordinators and train-
ing instructors believed the crew needed. Overtroining in some areas
resulted from satisfying both groups, but no weakness was overlooked.
,
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i0.i;,? Inflight Training
The increased visit durati_.....t 5kylab has enabled modifications to
the inflight operations to take advantage of _ctual occurrences and learn-
t !ing. Because of this new capability, flight time _a_!ld be scheduled for
required retraining. In one instance, time was allotted to review and
practice the entry procedures, which had been modified significantly, and
this time paid off on entry, day. Many inflight modifications were made
to Apollo Telescope Mount operations, yet time was never allotted for
what could be considered a training session. :t would be helpful to set
aside some time every week or two for the crew to read and practice ground-
uplir.ked study guides to learn, in a systematic manner, the changes in
Apollo Telescope Mount operation. The technique for implementing this
idea needs further definition, but is one that would produce improved
experiment results. When crew time is at a very high premium, as it was
on the second visit, it may be necessary to train and attempt tc complete
scientific objectives simultaneously, but the Frimary goal should be
traiaing.
I0.17.3 Command Module Simulator
The colamand module simulator training was excellent. An inordinate
amount of dowr time occurred during the training period, particularly at
the bcginning of the mission simulations. Some _-fthe down time was the
result of hardware age; however, some was also caua_c_ by the decrease in
manpo_,er available to maintain the simulators. The simulator, however,
did perform when it was absolutely required.
One constant simulator deficiency was that the out-the-window dis-
plays were not kept in adjustment as evidenced by the fact that the dis-
plays were adjusted prior to an entry simulation and were very good.
Prior to that time, the out-the-window cues were not particularly help
ful in verifying firing attitudes, entry attitudes, and backup flying
techniques. One of the main difficulties was that, during the night phase
of the orbit, the occulting disc appeared difficult to adjust and was
barely visible within the lighted cockpit. Experience has shown that the
training was of much ,,ore value when the lighted horizon was kept on at
all times. This change allowed the crew to practice both day and night
procedures and halved the adjustment problems for the maintenance per-
sonnel.
The adjustable sound cues in the command module simulator provided
an extremely useful reference. Repeated during orbit, the crewmen dif-
fered _n their opinions of sounds Just heard_ and since any single setting
of a simulator sound will probably not be satisfactory, the variety of
sounds that c_n be heard for the same event throughout the training cycle
._ teaches a crewman to be alert to all frequencies and sound levels. 1
I
- _, |
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The crew found it useful to practice stowage and unstowage during
the rendezvous and entry simulations late in the training cycle. However,
, only those items that would be handled uuring these time-critical mission
phases were required for stowage in the command module simulator.
10.17.4 Skylab Simulator
The Skylab simulator was a valuable tool in learning the Saturn Work-
shop operatii:g systems. The simulator was used more in learning to operate
the Apollo Teleacope Mount and in understanding the attitude control system
than it was in learning to operate the environmental control system or the
electrical power system. This resulted from the fact that the crew was
not required to know all details o[ the latter system_ because the ground
monitored the systems completely and the crew interface was mostly one of
verifying the proper gage reading or in making some requested control ad-
justment. For the environmental control and electrical systems, under-
standing only the time-critical failures would have been a reasonable
goal.
An extremely useful capability was introduced into this simulator
late in the training cycle. It allowed one crewman to fly the attitude
control system and associated contrGls and displays while the ot_;ercrew-
man operated the other Workshop systems and the Apollo Telescope Mount.
This enabled training in attitude control system failures and maneuvers
(runaway thrusters, control moment gyro failures, and manual maneuvers)
while maintaining Apollo Telescope Mount pointing at the sun. The dual
operations capability increased the usefulness of the simulator and is
• an applicable principle for future _lmulators.
The fact that the Skylab simulator was not desigiLed to resemble the
vehicle but, rather, was essentially a room with the appropriate control
and displ_y panels mounted randomly was no hinderance. However, the need
for all of the controls and displays that require manipulation in flight
to be exactly duplicated somewhere in the simulator cannot be overstressed.
This is particularly important for valves and hatches that are used to
control the cabin pressure.
A major drawback of the Skylab simulator, in comparison with the
co.and module simulator, was the lack of suitable displays to provide
the J.nstructors with rapid and accurate indications of the operationsi
being perfo£_ned inside the simulator. The lack of adequate indications
of crew operations often resulted in degraded training.
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10.17.5 Command Module Procedures Simulator
, The command module procedures simulator was an excellent tool for
rendezvous and entry procedures training. The inherent rapid-reset pro-
visions under a variety of initial conditions made part-task training
efficient. Also, the dual capability of having the instructor inside t.ha
: simulator with the trainee or outside the simulatoz at the console was
good.
10.17.6 Orbital Workshop and Multiple Docking Adapter One-g Trainer
The Orbital Workshop one-g trainer was an excellent training tc Jl
and the high fidelity and accurate stowage capability enabled the crew
to perform efficently. This trainer provided the only way to develop
certain procedures and, therefore, enabled the crew to reach a level of
competence prior to flight that could not have been attained by other
means. An important item for future consideration is that the high fi-
delity equipment should be maintained in its operational use position
rather than in the launch or in-orblt stowage position.
10.17.7 Command Module One-g Trainer
The conlnand module one-g trainer was used extensively for launch
and entry stowage and for familiarization with the docking probe and
drogue. The probe and drogue operltlons were best learned in this s{m-
ulator. However, the stowage training is a different matter. On the
relatively long and complicated Skylab flights, the actual launch stowage
was not finalized until several days prior to flight, and the entry stow-
age was not finalized until Just prior to entry. A significanL 3mount of
crew time was spent in this trainer optimizing launch stowage and in learn-
ing to stow for ent_-, but relearning was required when the time came. to
actually perform stowage operations. Based on the second visit experience,
the crew belleves that it would be appropriate to work on the stowage only
during the develcpment phases of the program and, once that operation is
complete, the crew should almost _:ompletely ignore stowage until a week
or less before fllg' t. At that time, a general run-through of the launch
and entry stowage would be all that is needed.
10.17.8 Neutral Buoyancy Trainer
The neutral buoyancy trainer was an effective traini;1E device. This
device developed the skills needed for extravehicular activity and th._y \\ \.
were developed rapidly and with confidence. Experience on this visit also
showed that once basic extravehlcular activity skills are acquired in _he
j - . Y"
I
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water tank, a crewman can perform extravehicular activity tasks for which
he is not specifically trained if adequately detailed instructions are
, given. The technique_ and skills developed underwater are almost iden-
tical to those used during the extravehicular activity, with the actual
zero-g task belug slightly easier.
The use of full-scale mockups for underwater extravehicular activity
practice is mandatory. Sections of the vehicle should not be deleted
unless the extravehicular activity crewman is not to work at that sertion
or not to travel over the section.
Underwater _imuiations and training are not tleeded for Intravehicular
activity tasks unless a crewman is to be operating in a pressurized suit.
Anything that can be done on earth in one-g in shirtsleeves can be accom-
plished ii zero-g. A slightly different body positioning may be required
in zero-g; however, this can he thought through with relative ease in a
high fidelity one-g trainer. Even intravehlcular activity tasks with such
hardware as maneuvering units and the movement of large packages need not
be simulated in an underwater environment.
10.17.9 Earth Resources Experiment Package Simulator
The Earth Resources Experiment Package simulator, composed of a view-
finder tracking system and control and display panels, _,as an excellent
training tool. The control and display simulator was a simple device be-
cause the inflight crew task was mostly one of switch positioning, with
little decision making required. The viewfinder tracking system simula-
tor was necessarily more complex because it required pointing and track-
ing of a specific point on the earth's surface.
The two second-vislt crewmen who trained on the vlewflnder tracking
system believe that site recognition is easier in the simulator because
the haze that obscured many infligh6 targets was more severe t_.an simula-
ted. The ability to introduce'haze levels from zero percent i _ the early
levels of training to near I00 percent during the advanced training would
be a desirable simulation technique. Also, the Earth Resources Technology
Satellite earth infrared photographs used in the viewflnder tracking sys-
tem s._mulator were not satisfactory in that the earth Just does not look
llke the infrared photographs from the Skylab orbital altitude. It would
be much better to use any other available photography, even those taken
from orbit with hand-held cameras.
, There was pronounced inflight learning ovec and above the training
received on the vlewfinder tracking system. After one or two Earth Re-
• sources "Experiment Package passes, a crewman becomes confi_ent that a site I
can be found, if it is visible at all. This was induced largely by an in-
_ creased understanding of the field of view visible through the flight view- _,J finder tracking system and the impr ved study techniques of onboard maps
and charts Just prior to the pass.
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10.17.10 Command Module Simulator/Skylab Simulator
One-g Trainer Simulations _ -
0
The simulations conducted simultaneously with the command module •
simulator and the Skylab simulator were an essential part of training.
These simulations provided the means to join together all the different
mission and experiment skills that _re learned up to that point. These
simulations should be conducted relatively early in the training cycle
to allow the crew a better appreciation of the total task, even though
high _Idelity equipment may not be available. This training is the best
place to gain familiarity with flight plans, teleprinter pads, checklists,
and their in_errelation and flow. Working the overall daily flight plan,
moving from experiment to expcziment, is greatly different than working
a couple of hours on an experiment with the instructor. The simulations
should be as flight-like as possible, although introducing system failures
does not appear to be desirable. Every type of daily activity should be
introduced during the simulations, including experiments, recording, sim-
ulated debriefing, waste management, crew _xercise, and crew entertain-
ment, so that complete days are simulated.
i0._7.11 Simulated Network Simulations
i
The simulated network simulations employing vehicle simulators,
trainers, and the mission control center are the best overall training
tool available. These simulations Join the mission for the crew and all
of the flight controllers. Continued simulations of normal inflight op-
erations did not appear necessary once teleprinter formats were under-
stood. The more important areas to simulate were the dynamics phases,
including launch, rendezvous, deactivation, and entry, where time criti-
cal coordination was required.
10.17.12 Air Bearing Training
The air bearing trainer did not provide very useful training for
either experiment M509 or TO20. The limited degrees of freedom inherent
in the trainer constrain the crewman from learning to fly the maneuvering
units. The maneuvering skills were much better learned on the 6-degree-
of-freedom simulator. The air bearing trainer di6 provide limited train-
\ ing in procedures. A combination of a 6-degree-of-,freedom simulator plus .
procedures walk-through _n the one-g trainer would teach all of the nec-
essary infllght skills, and as indicated in section I0.ii.I, an air bear-
ing training will not teach the necessary skills.
i.
r
- i
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10.17.13 Extravehicular Mobility Unit Altitude
Chamber Training
s
The extravehicular mobility unit altitude chamber exercisers were
excellent training, particularly for crewmen who are not experienced with
extravehicular activity equipment. This training was a great confidence
builder as well as providing the only opportunity to operate the flight
equipment under both nominal and off-nomlnal conditions.
The pressure suits fit all crewmen well during flight and this re-
sulted from two preflight procedures. First, the flight and backup suit
were worn several times during training. Stretching the suit in training,
then adjusting the suits to fit again, eliminated suit growth in flight.
Second, the flight su_ts were fit checked on the evenlug prior to launch.
All crewmen donned their flight suits, complete with all launch flight
equipment such as biomedical amplifier and constant weRr garment, for
final adjustment. When this fit check was completed, the suit was re-
moved, reconfigured for extravehicular activity, and tried on again. As
a result, several small problems were disclosed and fixed prior to launch.
10.17.14 Hand-Held Photography and Tele_T_lon Training
Hand-held photography and television trollying was probably one of
the weaker training areas. Sufficient time _;asnot spent inside the sim-
ulator taking pictures of another crewman _r taking pictures of simulated
targets out the window. Also, the printe_ pictures that were taken were
not seen by the crew nor were any suggestxons for improvement received. :
Configuring the trainer with both the interior and exterior cameras and
devoting several hours during training to taking pictures would have been
advantageous. Instead, the crew devoted most of the photography training i
sessions to general briefings on cameras and malfunction procedures. The
crew_ould have been better trained if the malfunction procedures had been
de-emphasized and supervised photographic and television cameras oper=tion
emphasized.
10.17.15 Infllght Fire and Rapid Differential
Pressure Drill
\ An inflight fire and a rapid-loss-of-dlfferentlal-pressure drill was
performed during the first few days of the _isit. The drill was good
training and is recommended for future crews. The natural way a crewman
stands relative to__hatches and valves in the one-g trainers is often dif-
........ ferent from the floating positions inflight aud, as a result, the crewman
may be somewhat confused regarding relative position the first time the
, exercise is performed. Also, the optimum location for cue cards may
change. Because of the mauy variables between ground training and flight
i conditions, the first inflight exercise is required to reveal potential C" t
problems. '
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ii.0 GENERAL PHOTOGraPHY AND CAMERA SYSTEMS
i
Ii. 1 SI_MMARY
The general photographic systems included 35-_ and 70-mm still
cameras, 16-mm sequential cameras, a 127-mm earth terrain camera, and a
Polaroid SX-70 camera. These systems were used to provide data and doc-
umentation of the following areas:
a. Exterior configuration of the Orbital Workshop prior to docking
and after undocking
b. Docking dynamics of the command and service module
_ c. General Orbital Workshop operations
, d. Crew-option photography of earth areas of interest in accordance
: with premlssion briefings
_. e. Specific earth areas in support of the Earth Resources Experi-
ment Package operations
f. Various experiments data scheduled for this visit
g. Anomalous conditions
h. Closeout configuration of the Orbital Workshop
i. Extravehicular and intravehicular crew activities
The basic descriptions of those photographic systems used for the
first time in the Skylab Program are contained in Appendix A of this
report with further details contained in reference 5. The systems were
basically the same as thoae used on the first visit, with the exceptlol,
of additional 35-mm equipment in support of experiment S063 (Ultraviolet
and Visible Earth Photography) and the addition of haze filters for ground
photography.
More extensive use was made of the general photographic systems
during the second visit for earth observations. The supply of film was
• adequate to meet all requirements, but tight film budgeting was required,
i and very little film remained for optional crew photography.
- 1N_
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11.2 DATA ACQUISITION CAMERA (16-mm) SYSTEM
#
The 16-mm data acquisition camera system was used to recoro the ex-
terior and interior of the Saturn Workshop, the extravehicular and intra-
' s vehicuiar crew activities, and in support of many experiments.
Table ii-I lists the 16-mm camera usage for this visit. The planned
T027/S073 (Contamination Measurement/Gegenscheln Zodiacal Light) photog-
raphy was not accomplished because the experiment was jettisoned; however,
one of the remaining two rolls of film for this experiment was used for
miscellaneous targets. Two of the three magazines were used as planned
in the command module, and the other was used for additional experiment
S191 (Infrared Spectrometer) photography.
Interior workshop and command module photography and experiment pho- !
tography was satisfactory. Over 5000 meters of film were used in docu- ! "
menting crew operations and experiment activities. Radiation fogging of
film that was launched on the Orbital Workshop _as apparent on some of
the film.
Equipment performance was satisfactory. The same procedures used
during the first visit for clearing the thermally degraded film from the _ _
16-mm film canisters were again used on the second visit. One film Jam
occurred on the 16-mm system, but was cleared using the onboard proce- >
dures. 3ne fuse blew for some unknown reason and was replaced.
The camera used at the film threading station had erratic end of I
film light indications. Therefore, the camera was replaced. Analysis i
indicates that the bellows interface between the camera and the film i
transporter failed. See section 17.3.6 for a discussion of this anomaly.
N_ne of the eleven 16-mm cameras on board were used for an approxi-
mate total operating time of 41 hours, _nd one camera was Jettisoned with
a malfunctioned experiment. Four of the six first-visit surplus 122-
meter canisters and three of the third visit canisters were used. One
unused roll of 122-meter film was returned for analysis of radiation
' fogging. "
\
11.3 35-,,,CAMERA SYSTEM .'"
l
The 35-mm camera syst&m was used as planned (see t_ble 11-II) to
record data for experiment S063 (Ultraviolet Airglow Horizon Photography), _
. student exper._ments, and closeout and operational photography. As in the 1
first visit, the crew used the 300-mm lens for air-to-ground photography
. of targets of interest. (_-'._
" I
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TABLE ii-I.- PLANNED 16-ms C_MERA USAGE
I
Experiment/ Experlment/Actlvity Title
! activity
j : DO21 Expandable airlock
ED52 Spider web formation
ED72 Capillary studies
ED74 Mass measurement
ED78 Liquid motion
M092 Lower body negative pressure
M093 Vectorcardiogram
MIIO Blood sampling
M131 Human vestibular function
M151 Time and motion study
MI71 Metabolic activity
M479 Zero gravity flammability
M487 Habitability/crew quarters
M509 Astronaut maneuvering equipment '_'
i"
M512 Materials processing in space
M516 Crew activities/maintenance study
S019 Ultraviolet stellar astronomy\
S020 X-Ray ultravlo]et solar photography
S149 Particle collection
S183 Ultraviolet panorama
S191 Earth Resot,rcem;Experiment Package -
infrared spectrometer
TO13 Crew vehicle distrubances
TO20 Foot controlled maneuvering unit
EVA Extravehicular activity
Operational Flyaround activity, vehicle inspection,
and interior crew activities
\
|
.._ ...._.... |
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TABLE Ii-II.- FII_ UIILIZATION WITH 35-ramCAMERA
' Magazine a Film type Frames used Activity
C199 S0168 59 Student experiment
_ j CLIO0 S0168 66 Student experiment and gen-
, eral interior
CIIOI S0168 6! General interior
CII02 S0168 67 General interior
CII03 S0168 62 General interior
CII04 S0168 60 Experiment S063
CII05 S0168 66 Student experiment and gen-
eral interior
Cll06 S0168 52 General interior
CII07 S0168 31 Interior closeout
CXI2 S0368 63 Earth looking
CXI3 S0368 63 Earth looking
CX24 S0368 Experiment S063 call_., tion
CX28 S0368 47 Extravehicular activity and
earth looking ..
CX29 S0368 68 Earth looking
k
CX30 S0368 65 Earth looking
CX31 S0368 60 Earth looking
\
CX32 S0368 63 Earth looking
CX33 S0368 71 Earth looking
CX34 S0368 71 Earth looking
CX35 S0368 68 Extravehicular activity and
earth looking
BVI3 2485 40 Experiment S063
BVI4 2485 40 Experiment S063
BVI5 2485 40 Experiment S063
BVI6 2485 40 Experiment S063
\ BW07 3400 Not used (left In Orbltal Workshop)
"The magazine prefix CI indicates interior color film with an ASA
rating of 500, CX indicates exterior color film with an ASA rating o_
64, BV indicates hi8h-apeed black and white film with an ASA rstln8 _=
4000, and BW indicates black and white film with an ASA rating of _ ',
• "%1
rj
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The 35-mm m_nual camera system operated satisfactorily. The 35-mm
electric camera system operation was satisfactory, except that the camera
, cycled in the continuous mode when initiated by the experiment S063 vari-
able exposure timer. This condition occurred on two separate occasions
and each time, i0 to 15 frames of film were wasted. The variable expo-
sure timer is a precision timer with a 3-position mode selection switch.
i The most likely cause of the cycling was that the mode selector switch
was in an incorrect position. The crew confirmed that this could have
occurred. One variable exposure timer was inadvertently left on and the
battery energy was depleted.
Flight film results indicate that the system functioned as expected.
The electronic flash greatly enhanced the interior photography. Figure
: ii-i is a typical picture of the interior operational documentation pho-
tography obtained using the electrenic flash unit. The 300-mm lens on
the 35-mm camera contributed to the air-to-ground photography of targets
of opportunity; however, camera motion and overexposure degraded some
I photography. Figure 11-2 is a typical picture of extravehicular activity
documentation from the area of the hatch.
ii.4 DATA CAmeRA SYSTEM
it-
The 70-mm data camera system was used for operational photography of
! the Saturn Workshop exterior during approach and docking. General and
scientific interest photographs of the earth were taken of active _oi-
_ canoes, tropical storms, and Mexican earthquake damage° After visit day
26, the crew was given specific areas for synoptic photography. These
included the Great Barrier Reef, sea state area around Typhoon Irls,
Antipodes Islands, Straits of Magellan, Patagonia Desert, and the Lagoa
Freita8 Lagoon.
The data camera system with the i00-_ lens was used for the major-
ity of the earth looking photography, and the 80-nm lens was used for
vehicle photography.
! 1
i I
_ * , 't
I
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2. Figure 11-1 - Typical interiordocumer,tationwith electronicflash.
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The following table shows the system usage for the second visit.
Frames Earth Vehicle
Magazlnea used views views
CXI0 148 63 85
CXII 137 137 -
CX25 153 134 19
CX26 157 157 -
CX27 158 151 1
ace d_slgnation preceding magazine nur_ber indicates color ex-
• _ terlor film.
1._I lqle typical :O-am photographic data are shown in figures 11-3, 11-4,
and 11-5. Figure 11-3 shows the Orbital Workshop as the command and ser-
I vice module was app_ _chlng for dock_.ng. Figure Ii-_ was taken of the
earth, using the lO0-mm lens. Figure 11-5 shows the reefed main para-
ch,itesand was taken during the landing sequence with the 80-.,, lens.
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Figure 11-3.- Photographof OrbitalWorkshoptakenfromcommandmod,J;_d,Jrin_ i "
dockingsequencewith80 mmlens.
!
""%
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Figure 1].-4.- Typical Ear*h view photographtaken from Orbital WorKshopwith 100 mm lens.
L
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, Figure 11-5.- Fhotographof reefedmainparachutestakenduringentry sequence. ,.
!
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_ 12.0 TRAJECTORY
i Lift-off occurred at 11:10:50.5 G.m.t. (7:10:50.5 a.m.e.d.t.) on
July 28, 1973, (visit day I) from launch complex 39B. Orbital insertion
occurred 10 minutes and 2.5 seconds later with a 154.7 by 231.2 ktlomete
.J _ orbit achieved. A nominal five-orbit rendezvous was flown w_r.h docking
at 8 hours 21 minutes (19:32 G.m.t.) after lift-off, i
The rendezvous maneuvers (table 12-I) were well executed and the
maneuver solution sources agreed within the comparison limits. Three
items of concern were noted.
a. The iteratlve solutions for the terminal phase initiation ma-
neuver differed more than expected.
b. The change in execution time of the terminal phase initiation
maneuver was greater than expected.
c. The solution for the set.not midcourse correction of 3.05 meters
J
per second was larger than expected.
Analysis indicates that an uomodeled integration er=or Nay have '-:
} caused each of these deviations and they could recur. The loss of one :.
:" reaction control system quad caused some mLnor problems during tile brak-
ing phase of the rendezvous. The reduced control authority, increased _.
the difficulty in controlling the line-of-sight rates primarily in the
vertical direction.
Orbital trim maneuvers of the Saturn Workshop/command and service
module were not performed because of the reaction control system problem.
The orbit was allowed to decoy naturally and, as a result, the drift rate _
of the ground track in an easterly direction increased The two effects _"
of this drift race are that the ground track no longer repeats every five
days, and the rendezvous-during-the-fif_h-orbit launch opportunity for
the next visit will occur approximately 2 minutes earlier each five days.
A summary of the Earth Resources Experiment Package data pas.ses i_
presented in table 12-11 and figure 12-1. ,..:. "_
_;'__!'.
\ The second visit deorbit plan was modified because of the reaction ;:: ....
control system problem. The premission deorbit plan required two service , -_ +
propulsion maneuvers, A backup decrbit plan using _wo reaction control : ._r"'.:-_."'_
system maneuvers retained the eapJ, ility _o land the spacecraft on the " ,,
sane revolution ,q the primary deo_blt plan. T_ _odifieation substituted .., , . "
a single service propulsion syst_ deorbit maneuver _th the space,raft \ • _
descending along the west coast to a landing near San Diego, California. '.
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TABLE 12-I1 .- EARTHRESOURCESEXPER/_.F__TPACKAGEPASS SUMMARY !|
- !
' Pass Track Revolution Visit Data t_king Longitude, deg °
day period, mtn
- Start Stop
l 1 34 1170/1171 7 33 152 N 46 N
2 48 1184 8 40 173 E 50 N
3 61 1197 9 14 125 N 58 N
4 62 1198 9 29 128 N 41 N
5 34 1241/1242 12 35 167 N 48 N
6 47 1254/1255 13 19 108 N 40 N
7 6 1284 15 19 128 N 74 N
8 13 1291 15a 27 91 E 167 E
9 20 1298 16b 24 120 N 55 N
10 25126 158711588 36 22 102 N 24 "
_- 11 39/40 1602 37 35 76 W
12 41 1604 37 5 62 N 50 N
13 54155 161611617 38 35 75 W 18 E
- i 14 68169 163011631 39 31 65 W 14 E "_'
.... 15 70 1633 39 3 75 N 54 N
16 30 1663 41 15 128 N 77 N
17 44 1677 42 16 127 N t7 N
18 1 1705 44 30 129 W 30 W
19 15 1719 - 45 21 117 N 38 W
20 16 1720 45 17 132 N 63 N
21 26/27 1731 46 13 31 N 15 g
23 Cancelled
23 31 1735 46b 10 127 N 75 N
24 41 1745 47 12 23 N 17 g
,' 25 43 1747 47 2.5 123 N 53 N
26 45 .1749 47 18 158 W 79 W .....
\ 27 58 1762 48 20 115 W 27 N
28 59 1763 48 26 137 N 21 N
29 1 17/6/1777 49 27 126 W 18 W
30 Cancelled
31 15 1790/1791 50 29 123 N 8 W
• . .,
SBarth'e llmb data also taken on this day.
_' _',_,_ blurter e_tlbratlon data a1_o taken on this day.
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TABLE 12-II.- EARTH RESOURCES EXPERIMENTPACKAGE PASS SU_Y
(Concluded)
I
• s Pass Track Revolutlon Vlslt Data takln 8 L°ngltude' dee !
day perlod, ir[n L
Start St)p
"
32 16 1791/1792 50- 24 136 W 33 W i
33 29/30 1804/1805 51 29 114 W 5 E
34 30/31 1805/1806 51 13 128 W 83 W i
35 43 1818/1819 52 33 109 W 17 E |-
36 49 1824 52a -- 126 E 150 E
37 58 1832 53 12 112 W 69 W i -
38 10 1847 54 12 113 W 40 W
: 39 4 1850 54 15 133 W 60 W
40 19 1855 55 12 131 W 73 W '
41 29/30 1875 56 38 98 W 46 E
( -'_'
[ --
aEarth's llmb data also taken on thls day.
bLunar calibration data also taken on this day.
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- The backup deorbit maneuver, if used, would have occurred approximately ,'..:
three revolutions later with the spacecraft landing near the Hawaiian _)_i
._ Islands. '/i
) Pecause the orbital ground track had drifted eastward, tl,e premis-
_. s!o_i landing footprint had moved too near land for a primary recovery "_;!:
_. point. Consequently the footprint was moved northwest. With the more
_ northerly footprint, the targeted landing point was moved within the foot-
_t print to the east of the g_ound track in order to land nearer San Diego, '._)_i
, Callfornia, and reduce the time reouired for the recovery ship to reachport.
12-111.The sequence cf _vents from undocking to landing are shown in table "ii:
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13.0 MISSION SUPPORT
J
13. i FLIGHT CONTROL
As a result of the J_,_rea_ed confidence in the stability of the
flight systems, the majoz1ty o[ the flight control effort was concen-
trated on the scientific activities. Although tbe systems did not always
operate as planned, the majority of the time the ground was able to moni-
tor, analyze, and coni.roi most vehicle systems operations, thus freeing
the crew to concentrate on experiment operations.
Two major events occurrod at the start of the visit that required
modifications to flight control operations. The first of these was the
motion sick, ess of the crew and the second was the failures in service
module reacLion contr, l system quads B and D.
?
; All three crewmen experienced motion sickness to some degree the
', first three days of the mission. This fact, coupled with a rigid and
busy activiation schedule, led to flight p!_a modifications to _llow the
_:rew to recuperate. The crew's progress through the activatiou checklist
-- was monitored each day and, based on the crew's inputs on their physiolog-
ical status and experience with activation gained during the first visit,
- the initial experiment activitie_ and the first extravehicular acti 7ty
were slipped on a da_ly basis. Each day's activity was adjusted to a
level compatible with the crew's ability to perform. Despite the slower
, than planned activatior _equence, the major medical and Earth Resources
Experiment Package operations were started as planned on visit day 5 _nd
visit day 7, respectively. Apollo Telescope Mount operations, being de-
penaent on an extravehicular activity, were the one major visit activity
significantly delayed. Since extravehicular activity requires a certain
amount of physical exertion and cannot be terminated rapidly once started,
plus the fact that the extravehicular activ.ty requires the operation of
many Saturn Work#hop systems (an undesirable situation until the service
module reaction control system pro'!ems were better understood), the ex-
travehicular activity was postponed until it could comfo_tabiy be done.
The delay also allowe8 major medical experiment runs on b_th extravehic- 7
ular activity crewmen prior to the activlty, thus giving ground medical
personnel a further check of their physical condition. The extravehicu- _.
\ far activity was accomplished on visit day I0 an_ Apollo Telescope Mount
operations began the next day (6 days later than planned). The twin-pole i
the._nal shield was also deployed during the first extravehicular activ-
ity to insure the continued thermal stability of the Orbital Workshop.
The exp@rlment S055 (Ultraviolet Scanning Polychr_..ator Spectroheliometer)
door ramp latch was removed because the ramp latch was Jamming the door, _,
requiring two-motor operation to open or close the door. As a result,
_i. the experiment was returned to a single-motor door operation.
. !
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The second major event early in the visit was the second anomaly
_n the service module reaction control system. The service module reac-
tion control system quad B forward firing engine had developed a leak
during rendezvous. The rendezvous was completed easily on three quads,
but on visit day 6, service module reaction control system quad D devel-
oped a leak and had to be disabled. The loss of opposite quads left the
command and service module in a marginal attitude control posture. Rescue
mission preparations were begun as a precautionary measure. The second
reaction control system failure set in motion the following ground activ-
ities: Various functional areas analyzing the failures for a posslb]e
generic situation; the rescue vehicle being put into flight readiness;
and the rescue flight plan and procedures being detailed as well as the
required changes to the existing onboard checklists being produced for
use of the command and service module with two quads out.
Two of the five flight control teams were taken out of the team ro-
tation supporting the current visit activities to accomplish the check-
list activity. The process of command and service module procedures ver-
ification for the two-quad-fall case, performed by the backup crews, led
, to the conclusion that the command and service module had adequate con-
trol with opposite quads out and, by minimizing the required maneuvers, a
satisfactory mission termination sequence could be performed. Mission
items eliminated were the separation maneuver, and the flyaround inspec-
tion. In addition, a single service propulsion system deorbit maneuver [ •
was planned. This procedure became the actual entry plan when the quad
failures were indeed determined to be unrelated. The rescue vehicle
preparations were continued as insurance against future command and ser-
vice module problems.
The crew went through a 1'zero g learning curve" Just as the first
visit crew had done, resulting in a steady increase in the amount of work
that was accomplished in a given day. The increased capability manifested
itself in crew requests to schedule less time for a given activity, accom-
plishment of most housekeeping and some troubleshooting without fo'rmal
scheduling, and heavier scheduling of experiment activities in the pre-
sleep and postsleep periods. This latter item generally resulted in one
or two extra Apollo Telescope Mount passes every day and added to the
science output of the visit.
An average of 42 teleprinter messages were prepared per crew work-
day, covering activities from standard solar weather forecasts to detailed
. procedures such as replacing the vehicle rate gyros. As was the case in
the first visit, the teleprinter system was a necessity _o the conduct of
the visit.
Orbital geometry and lighting were such that the major portions of
Earth Resources Experiment Package activities occurred Qarly and late in
k
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_ the visit, leaving the middle of the visit free to accomplish corollary
experiments. No Earth Resources Experiment Package passes were run on -
, _ visit days 17 through 35, thus allowing the flight planning process to
_ implement the corollary requirements.
Experiment operations continued until the planned visit termination
with the last Earth Resources Experiment pass (39th) and the last manned i
Apollo Telescope Mount pass (the 305th manned hour above 400 kilometers)
run on visit day 56; the last extravehicular activity (the third) was suc- 1
cessfully conducted on visit day 57; and the last medical runs were per-
formed on visit day 58. Experimant and Orbital Workshop deactivation were
smooth and accomplished with few procedure modifications.
13.2 NETWORK
The Spaceflight Tracking and Data Network for the second visit con-
sisted of the stations shown in figure 13-1. The capabilities were the
! same as for the first visit except for the deactivatlcn of the station
at Newfoundland.
The performance of hardware and supporting software was satisfac-
tory. Data quality was substantially better than the first visit. Sev- ,-
eral changes that improved the quality were: the range station ship
Vanguard was operated at sea to avoid radio frequency interference as ex-
perienced on the first visit; flight recorders were dumped only at eleva-
tion angles greater than 0.0524 radian to avoid multlpath signal problems;
several computer program modifications were added to the real time com-
puter complex and remote site data processing computers to improve proc-
essing and to correct known discrepancies. A series of data system eval-
uation tests were conducted to isolate and identify sources of data dis-
crepancies. These tests resulted in computer program changes being added
to correct such discrepancies as dat'a spikes and dropouts.
The data overload experienced on the first visit was not experienced
on this visit because the overall efficiency of the data system was im-
proved. Also, the transmission of data to Marshall Space Flight Center
, was more efficient using the computer tape-to-tape system rather than the '
computer-to-computer memory system.
Although tho. Spaceflight Tracking and Data Network systems performed
as deslKned, the long periods where no communications were posslble be-.
tween stations clearly demonstrates the need for improved communlcatlonu
coverage. Continuous or near continuous voice and data communlcatlon8
coverage would have signlflcantly simplified the entire operation and
enhanced the scientific return.
i
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_-_ On several occasions, configuration and hardware problems were ex-
_ perienced with the VHF private communications. Procedures were revised
' _ to more rigorously validate the system prior to station acquisition sig-
_ nal, and tc assure a more timely correction of problems when they oc-
_ curred.
j
_, 13.3 RECOVERY OPERATIONS
_ The Department of Defense provided recovery support. The recoveryforce deployment is outlined in table 13-1.
13.3.1 Prelaunch Through Orbital Insertion
On visit day i, weather in all launch abort areas was acceptable.
After orbital insertion, the recovery forces were released or placed on
alert.
13.3.2 Orbital Operations
From orbital insertion through visit day 29, the primary recovery
support consisted of infllght refuelable helicopters and an HC-130 air-
craft at Hickam AFB, Hawaii, and an duty salvage ship on-call at Pearl
Harbor, Hawaii. This support posture was the same as used for the first
visit.
On visit day 6, the Recovery Officer was infok_ed of a possible re-
quirement for an early mission termination. Recovery forces were imme-
diately notified and maintained cognizant of mission status.
To support the weekly medical go/no-go decision points commencing
with visit day 30, the primary recovery ship, USS New Orleans, sailed
from San Diego, California, with a contingent of NASA recovery, biomedical,
and public affairs personnel on visit day 22, trained while enroute, and
arrived in Pearl Harbor, Hawaii, on visit day 29. The Skylab Mobile Lab-
oratory, and experiment containers/experlment handling equipment/command
\ module depressurization equipment were flown to Hickam AFB, Hawaii, on
a C-5 and a C-141 aircraft, respectively, and were loaded aboard the pri- :.
mary recovery ship immediately after its arrival in port. From this time
until shortly before the primary recovery ship sailed for end-of-mlssion
support, a contingent of NASA recovery and NASA biomedical personnel was
maintained aboard the primary recovery ship.
On visit day 49, after the rezmining recovery team personnel had
boarded the primary recovery ship, the sailed for the end of visit target
'_,_"_ point and supported daily target points during the transit across the
.... _ j_ Pacific.
i
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TABLE 13-I.- SECOND VISIT RECOVERYFOKCE SUPPORT
Type ship/ I Number Ship name/alrcrafttype aircraft staging base Area of responsibility
!
Ships
ARS Ia USS Escape Launch site recovery ship.
i b
ARS ib USS Grapple Duty salvage ship providing
ATF lb USS Takelma secondary landing area sup-ARS DSS Bolster port until primary recovery
ship active.
LPL ia USS New Orleans Primary recovery ship.
Aircraft
_-53C I a Patrick Air Force Base Launch site area. Short ac-
cess time to early launch
aborts.
HC-130 2 a Pease Air Force Base Support for launch aborts (a) and
ic orbital contingency deorblts (c)
in _est and mid-Atlantic areas.
HH-3E I c Loring Air Force Base Minimum crew retrieval time
in west-Atlantlc area for launch
aborts.
HH-3E ic Gander International, Minimum crew retrieval time in
Newfoundland west-and mid-Atla_tlc areas for
launch aborts.
RC-130 Ia Woodbridge RAF, England Launch abort support (a) and con-
Ic tlngency deorblt support (c) in
mid- and east-Atlantlc areas.
i c Wnodbridge RAF, England Minimum crew retrieval times for {HC-53C %,
eamt-Atlantic area for launch
aborts.
HC-130 I c Hickam Air Force Base Secondary landing area support
until primary recovery ship
active. Alem for support of the
primary backup end-of-misslon
target point.
}_{-53C 2c Hickam Air Force Base Support from orbital insertion
until primary recovery ship
act ive.
HC-130 1c Johnston Atoll Air Force For support of the primary backup
Base end-of-misslon target point.
RH-53C Ic Johnston Atoll Air Force
Base
HC-130 1c McClellan Air Force Base Contingency support in east
Pacific area.
r
! HC-130 I c McClellan Air Force Base Support for contingency deorbits
2e (c) and for landing uprangs or
i do_mrange of end-of-misslon' landing point (a).
I HC-130 I c Eglin Air Force Base Contingency support in west-
Atlantic area,HC-130 1c Kadena Air Force Base Continpncy support in west-
i P_ific area.HC-130 Ic Clark Air Force Base Contingency support in west-
l Pacific area,
l SR-3O Se b38 Nmr Orleans Primary landing ares end end-of-mlssion support. Iebctlva'
bone of thrlut |hips active at all times, I
i_ COn Air Rescue and Recovery Service eim_t. _-.[)
' r _-- ,,,L
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i air rescue bases around the world were pr_'pared to provide support should
' a contingency landing be required.
13.3.3 End of Mission Support
Recovery support for the primary landing area off the West Coast of
the United States was provided by the USS New Orleans. Air support con- Y
slated of five SR-3G helicopters from the recovery ship and two HC-130
rescue aircraft from McClellan Air Force Base, California. Three of the
helicopters carried underwater demolition team personnel. The first, I
! designated "Recovery," also carried the flight surgeon and was used for
command module retrieval operations. The second helicopter, designated
"Swim," served as backup to "Pecovery" and aided in the retrieval of the
forward heat shield The third helicopter, designated "ELS" (Earth Land-
ing System), aided in the retrieval of the three main parachutes. The |
! fourth helicopter, designated "Photo," served as a photographic platform
L
i for motion-picture photography and live television coverage. The fifth _helicopter, designated "Relay," served as a communications relay aircraft.!
The HC-130 aircraft, designated "McClellan Rescue i" and "McClellan
i Rescue 2," were positioned to track the command module a_ter it exited
_, from S-band blackout, as well as to provide pararescue capability and op-
timize the capability for locating the command module had it landed up-
range or downrange of the target point. Figure 13-2 shows the relative
positions of the recovery ship, its aircraft, and the HC-130 aircraft
prior to landing; as well as the target point, the crew readout of the
computer landing point (while on main parachutes), and the estimated
1 landing point.
If the nominal deozbit maneuver had failed to occur, a backup target
i point for a deorbit maneuver utilizing two service module reaction control
system firings was selected southwest of Johnston Island. Landing would
have occurred on the third revolution after the nominal end-of-mission
revolution. Recovery suport for this backup target point consisted of an
i I_R-53 helicopter and an HC-130 tanker aircraft pre-positioned at Johnston
Atoll Air Force Base, Johnston Island, and an HC-130 aircraft located at
' Hickam Air Force Base, Hawaii. If a service propulsion system failure
had occurred, all three aircraft would have been on station at the backup
target point at landing. The helicopter, designated "Recovery," carried
pararescue personnel and two flight surgeons and would have been used
for crew retrieval. The HC-130 aircraft, designated "Johnston Rescue I"
and "Hawaii Rescue I," were to be positioned to optimize tracking of the
command module during entry, as well as to provide optimum capability for
locating the command module plus pararescue capability should the command
module land uprange or downrange of the target point. Additionally,
Johnston Rescue ] functioned as a tanker aircraft for the recovery heli-
copter, and both HC-130 aircraft would have been used tomaintain elec-
tronic and/or visual contact with the command module until command module
.. _ _ retrieval was accomplished,
!T_
i
++
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13.3.4 Command Module Location and Retrieval
, Weather in the end of mission area on recovery day was acceptable.
At landing, the cloud coverage was 0.3 at 610 meters; winds were 35 kil-
i ometers per hour from i0 degrees true; there were 1/2-meter wind waves
on top of 2-L,eter swells; and the water temperature was 291.5" K. De- -
• I
tails of the recovery tlmeline are shown in table 13-11.
The command module landed at 22:19:54 G.m.t. Based upon navigation
satellite (SRN-9) fixes obtained at 20:12, 20:36, and 23:12 G.m.t., and a
long range navigation fix at 20:45 G.m.t., the USS New Orleans' position
at the time of landing was calculated as 30 degrees 44 minutes 30 seconds
_ north latitude, and 120 degrees 26 minutes 24 seconds west longitude.
_ Using this position of the ship, plus visual bearings and radar ranges,
the landing point coordinates rf the second visit command module were de-
termined to be 30 degrees 47 minutes 36 seconds north latitude, 120 de-
grees 29 minutes 24 seconds west longitude. The crew readout of the com-
puter landing point (while on main parachutes) was 30 degrees 48 minutes
north latitude, 120 degrees 31 minutes 48 seconds west longitude.
Upon landing, the command module went to the stable II attitude, but
uprighted after the uprighting bags had inflated. The Skylab crew was
-- never able to receive voice communications from the recovery forces after
:_/ command module landing. (See section 7.4 for a discussion of this prob- '
lem.) The swimmers were deployed to the command module and the flotationcollar was installed and inflated. The flight crew remained inside the
command module until it was retrieved by the USS New Orleans about 42 min-
utes after landing. After a medical check in the spacecraft by doctors,
the crew egressed from the command module, sat down in chairs on a mobile
platform, were moved to a position next to the $kylab Mobile Laboratory,
and walked inside the laboratory.
The flight crew remained aboard the USS New Orleans until comple-
tion of the medical examinations 2 bays after landing. The crew departed
the ship at North Island Naval" Air Station, San Diego, California, on
September 27, 1973, and were flown to Ellington Air Force Base, Texas,
the same day.
The coemand module was off-loaded at North Island Naval Air Station,
San Diego, California, on September 26, 1973. The spacecraft was deac-
\ ttvated and delivered to the contractor's facility on October 1, 1973. .
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TABLE l_-II.- RECOVERYEVENT TIMELINE
' Time relative
Event Time, G.m.t. to landing,
day :hr :mln
September 25, 1973
I (visit day 59) ,
Radar contact by USS New Orleans 22:09 -0:00:ii
S-band contact by McClellan Rescue 2 22:15 -0:00:05
Visual contact by USS New Orleans 22:15 -0:00:05
VHF voice contact 22:16 -O:O0:O&
VHF recovery beacon contact 22:16 -0"00:9,
Command module landing (22:19:54) 22:20 0:00:00
Command module in stable I attitude 22:25 0:00:05
Flotation collar inflated 22:34 0:00:14
Flight crew/command module aboard 23:02 0 :00:42
USS New Orleans
Satch open 23:08 0:00:48
Flight crew In Skylab mobile laboratory ?3:22 O:01:02
' September 26, 1973
__._covo.r¥ plus 1.,day)
Time critical experiment removal cam- 6:45 0:08:25
: pleted/hatch closed
! Reaction control system depressuriza- 6:50 0:08:30
lion started
Reaction control system depreasurlza- 9:00 O:10:40
lion completed
Hatch reopened 15:00 0:10:40 _ '"
USS New Orleans arrived North Irland 17:03 0:18:43
Commandmodule hatch secured 19:00 0:20:40
Command module of f loaded from 20:00 0:21:40
USS New Orleans
Command module In hangar at North l_land 20:30 O:22:10
Experiments begin offloadlng from 20:30 0:22:10
USS New Orleans
Experiments loaded on C-141 22:00 0:23:40
Experiments departed Nor th Island 23 : 28 1:01 :08
Saptember 27, 1973
(recovery l)lua 2 days)
Experiments arrive Ellington Air Force 2:16 1:03:56
Ease, TexM
Experiments delivered to Johnson 3,15 1:04:55
' '; Space Center
Flight crew' departed primary recovery 20:05 1:21:45
' ship in limousine
Flight crew departed North Island by 20:22 t:22:02
, 81rcrsft
I Skylab mobile laboratory off loading 22:00 1:23:40
from primary recovery ship
Flight crew arrived gllington Air 22:59 2:00:39
| Force Base, Texas
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TABLE 13-II.- RECOVERYEVENT TIMELINE - Concluded
Time relative i
Event Time, G.m.t. to landing,
day:hr:miu i
"11.... September 28, 1973
(recovery _lus, 3 days)
Skylab mobile laboratory loaded 0:45 2:02:25
aboard C-5
Skylab moblle laboratory departed 2:05 2:03:45
North Island
Skylab mobile laboratory arrived 4:56 2:06:36
Elllngton Air Force Base, Texas
L Skylab mobile laboratory in place )6:30 2:18:10
at Johnson Space Center
: September 30, 1973
l _ecovery plus 5 days_ '"
Command module deactivation completed I:00 4:02:40
i October 1, 1973
_recovery plus 6 days_
Command module departed deactivation 16:30 5:18:10
site
Command module arrived contractor 22:00 5:23:40
facility
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14.0 MISSION OBJECTIVES
I
All primary mission objectives were accomplished. These objectives
were:
a. Perform unmanned Saturn Workshop operations.
i. Obtain data for evaluating the perfo ,f _he unmanned
Saturn Workshop.
(
2. Obtain solar astronomy data through :,i_,_,J p,_llo Telescope
Mount observations.
b. Reactivate the Skylab Orbi al Assembly in earth orbit.
i. Operate the Orbital Assembly (Saturn Workshop plus command
and service module) as a habitable space structure for up to 59 days af-
ter the launch of the second visit spacecraft.
2. Obtain data for evaluating crew mobility and work capabillty
durin_ both Intravehicular and extravehlcular activities.
c. Obtain medical data on the crew for use in extending the duration +
} of manned space flights.
i. Obtain medical data for _etermlnlng the effects on the crew
which result from a space flight of up to 59 days duration.
2. Obtain medical data for determining if a subsequent Skylab
misslen of greater than 59 days duration is feaslble and advisable.
d. Perform Infllght experiments.
i. Obtain Apollo Telescope Mount solar astronomy data for con-
tinuing and extending solar studies beyond the limits of earth-based ob-
servatlon8.
2. Obtain earth resour=es data for continuing and extending mul-
tlsensor observation of the earth from for-earth orbit.
3. Perform the assigned scientific, engineering, technology, +
and Department of Defense experiments.
Tables 14-I through 14-VII list the experiments, student imvesti88- \
tions, subsystem/operetlonal detailed test objectives, science denon_tra-
tlons, and television re_ulrements easigned to the second visit and de-
fines the delree of co_pIation of each objective. Since the dgt8 analyses
I
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are not completed, the cables indicate only the number of planned activ-
Itles that were completed.
i
A summary of the objectives accomplished shows a very hlgh degree of
com.letlon, especlally considering the reduction of experiment time early
in the mission caused by the motlon-sickness problems. After the first
few days, the crew qulckly caught up, and durlng the remainder of the mls-
slon, exceeded the preplanned workload, For many experiments, the base-
line requirements were exceeded, and a number of experiments planned for
the third visit were accolpllshed.
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TABLE 14-i.- _.DICAL EXPERIHENIS
/
#
Number performed i
Expe r _ment Rcma r ks
Planned a Actual
t ? HOT1 - Hlneral Balance 58 C0 Urine collect' '_ and body mass
amasuroment at,amplished 59
and 58 times, respectively
H073 - Bloassay oc tlody Fluids 5" 59
M074 -- Spl_ciiaeD H_.tss _¢asu[eilient 3 3
:_ H092 - Lower Body Negative
Pressure
: Commander 17 16 Two facial photographs and I
Scientist Pilot 17 18 whole body photogrdph of each
i Pilot 17 16 cre_a._ were also obtained
_ _093 - Vectorcardiogtam
Commander l? 16
Scientist Pilot t.7 17 '_
Pilot 17 _6
_, MllO - Blood Study Series 8 8 Hemoglobin test performed 5 _'
times and urit'e specific grav-
ity performed 4 tirmas 'm ewzi,
_ H131 - Vestibular Function
Spatial Location: _
Commander 3 3
i Scientist Pilot 3 3
i Pilot 3 3
_ Ocu logyral/Hot ion Sensit ivlty :
Scientist Pilot 6 6
! Pilot 6 6
Comunder 0 3 rhree extra runs ot Commander
14133 - Sleep Honitorlng 21 20
4
H151 - TIJN and Notion Study i
gxperltmnts 14002/93 or M092/171 tO 10
gxperimenta T027/S073 or S183 8 8 |
! g_.per I.mnt SlgOB 5 5 |
Pressure llarsmnt assembly don- 3 3 !ninll and doffin8Halntenance ectivitloa on 3 3
expertamnt KS09
NIll - Netabolic Activity t¢
_, _ Comum_r 8 9 |
Science Pilot 8 10
Pilot @ 9
14172 - Itody I/Ms _asur*_mnt 3 3
J
°Pot prestmJtm flilht pin,
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TABLE 14-11.- EARTH RESOURCES EXPERIMENT PACKAGE
' DATA COLLECTION FOR SECOND VISIT
Task-sites
........ Task-sites Task-sites
Discipline partially
Total Second visit completed
requirement completed
Agriculture/range/forestry 34 33 29 4
Geology 59 59 46 13
Continental water resources 28 23 16 6
Ocean investigations 42 37 20 14
Atmospheric investigation_ 60 47 48 17
J
! Coasta] zones shoals, 18 18 13 4
t and baysI
Remote sen_ ng techniques 99 83 50 i00
development
Regional planning and 94 92 74 25
development
Cartography 40 40 26 i0
User agency tasks 84 74 20 44
Total 558 506 342 237
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TABLE 14-111.- COROLLARY EXPERIMENTS i
J Number performed
Experiment Remarks
Planned Actual
M516 - Crew activities 7 5 Failure of S-73/T027 experiment
5019 - Ultraviolet stellar astronomy 12 27 Scheduled and contingency per-
formances completed
S183 - Ultraviolet panorama 12 14 Some of the experiment S019
film uoed to collect data for
experiment S183 1
TO27/E073 - Contamination measure- 30 6 Telemetry data only obtained.
ment and Gegenschein/Zodiacal Photographic records and pho- !
Light tometer _ettisoned on visit
day 8. $063 experiment equip-
ment used for one performance
M487 - Habitabillty/Crew Quarters 18 18
TO03 - Inflight Aerosol Analysis 20 19
M509 - Astronaut Maneuvering Equipment _ 6
S063 - Ultraviolet Airglow Horizon 8 12
photography
S071/S072 - Circadian Rhythm 2 0 Experiment package failed
after 34 hours
T002a - Manual Navigation Sightings 29 31 ,
_._ TOI3 - Crew/Vehlcle Disturbances 1 i
T020 - Foot-Controlled Maneuvering 3 3
Unit
S149 - Particle Collection 3 2 Deployment of third detector •
cancelled
$228 - Trans-uranic cosmic rays 1 1
$230 - Magnetospheri,- particle 2 2
composiiticn
D024 - Thermal control coatinss - I I
Recover part on third visit ex-
travehicular activity
S015 - Zero Gravity Single Human Cells I i
S150 - Galactic X-ray Mapping 4.5 2.0 See section 16.2
hours hours
T053 - Laser Beam Assessment 0b 2 A third attempt was made, but
' was obscured by cloud cover
\ aTo be performed on a non-interference basis at the convenience of the crew.
bApproved and scheduled during the mission.
\
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TABLE 14-III.- COROLLARY EXPERIMENTS - Concluded
!
Number performed 1
Experiment - Remacks
Planned Actual
.• .....,
M556 - Vapor Growth of IV-Vl Compounds 0 c 1
M557 - Immiscible Alloy Compositions 0c i
H558 - Radioactive Tracer Diffusion 0c I !¢
M559 - Microsegregation in Germani_ 0c i
M560 -Growth of Spherical Crystals 0 c I i
M561 - Whlske-Reinforoed Composites 0c i i
M562 - Indium Antimonlde Crystals 0c ! 1
T
M563 -Mixed lll-V Crystal Growth 0c I i
0c
_| M564 - Halide Eutectics I
M565 - Silver Grids Melted in Space 0c i
M566 .-Aluminum-Copper Eutectlc 0c i I
CAll M550 series experiments were planned for the third visit, but were performed ]
on the second visit.
4
I
i l
!
\
I
..... -_V_.. i."% ,/,J
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TABLE 14-1V.- STUDENT INVESTIGATIONS
#
Number performed
Investigation Remarks
Planned Actual
I
EDII a - Atmospheric absorption (b) I Completed. (Additional
of heat data previously obtained
during first visit
ED!2 - Volcanic studies (b) i
ED21 - Libration Clouds (c) 0 No opportunity available
ED22 - Objects within Mercury's (c) 1 Data only from Apollo Tel- i.
orbit escope Mount Joint Observ-
ing Program 6
ED23 a - Ultraviolet from Quasars 1 I
ED25 - X-rays from Jupiter i 0
ED26 - Ultraviolet from Pulsars i i
ED32 - Invltro Immunology i 1
ED52 - Web Formation 2 i Data acquisition camera
automatic actuator inop-
erative; therefore, webforming objective was not
i accomplishedED63 - Cytoplasmic Streaming 3 i Experiment failed - plants
died
i ED74 - Mass Measurement 4 4
ED78 - Liquid Motion in _ero-g 0 0 Approved for second visit
operation during the mis-
ston. Attempted, but
equipment failed
acandidate investigation.
bInvestigaclon conducted using Earth Resources Experiment Package sensors.
Clnvestigation conducted using Apollo Telescope Mount experiment (S052) data.
\
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TABLE 14-V.- SUBSYSTEM/OPERATIONAL DETAILED TEST OBJECTIVES
f
Number performed
Experlment Remarks
Pla_Lned Actual
20.10 Environmental microbiology 4 4
20.11 Radiation measurement 59 59 Functional obJectlves
8 and 9 incomplete
20.14 Orbital assembly I0a 2
contamfnat ion
20.15 Orbital Workshop heat 0 3
pipe evaluation
20.16 Water sample i 1
20.17 Iodine monitor 6 7
20.18 Carbon monoxide monitor i i
20.19 Spacecraft/launch vehicle 1 i
adapter deployment
observation C ':'
20.20 Parasol material i I
20.22 Food package (return) 0b 1
20.24 Achilles tendon response 0b 1 Performed once on
each crewman
20.25 Girth and bJ_ight 0b 2 Performed twice on
measurements each crewman
20.26 Urine mass measurement 0b 2 Performed twice on
using body mass mess- each crewman
urement device
20.27 Collection of sweat 0b 2 Performed twice on
sapmples each crewman
20.28 Blood llmb flow 0b 2 Performed twice on
2 crewmen, and once
on 1 crewman
\
aCandidaca only.
bApproved and schadulad during _|slon. _
f,
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_ TABI,E 14-VI.- SCIENCE DEMONSTRATIONSJ_
_ Demonst rat ion Per formance a
t
! SDI -Gravity gradient effects
SD2 - Magnetic torque
SD4 - Momentum effects
i SD5 - Energy loss and angular momentum i
_ SD6 - Bead chain
SD7 - Wave transmission reflection
SD8 - Wilberforce pendulum !
SD9 - Water drop 2
SDIO - Fish otolith i _
• SDII - Electro static effects
! SDI2 - Magnetic effects
SDI3 - Magnetic electro static effects I
SDI4 - Airplane 2
i aschedule and performance determined by crew during mission.
i'
\
|
I
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TABLE 14-VII.- SECOND VISIT TELEVISION SUMMARY
B
(Group Ia)
f
Number Name Remarks
TV-1 M074, Specimen mass measurement device
I and water drink gun
TV-2 Mea]. preparation
TV-3 Eat ing
TV-4 MII0, Infligh_ blood sampling
TV-5 M172, Body mass measurement device
TV-7 M092, Lower body negative pressure M092 was divided into two tale-
(part 2) casts with part 2 to be per-
formed first. Part i (TV-6)
was later deleted because of a
camera failure
TV-8 M093, Vectorcardlogram Ergometer protocol
TV-9 MI71, Metabolic activity
TV-10 TO13, Crew/vehlcle disturbances
TV-II Earth Resources Experiment Package In- Incomplete - Earth Resources
strument operations Experiment Package pass can-
celled i
TV-II Earth Resources Experiment Package in Completed
strument operations _
TV-12 Earth Resources Experiment Package tape
recorder reloading
TV-13 Apollo Telescope"Mount control and dis-
play panel operations
TV-16 Personal hygiene demonstration
TV-19 MI31, Rotating litter chair Oculogyral illusion mode
TV-20 MI31, Rotating litter chair Motion sensitivity mode
TV-21 K131, Rotating litter chair Spatial localization mode
TV-23 S183, Ultravlolet stellar panorama Modified experiment protocol
TV-25 Spacecraft tour of crew quarters Could not be completed in one
segment
TV-26 Spacecraft tour of alrlock module/
_,ltiple docking adapter/forward part
_+ of Orbital Workshop
TV-27 Live press conference
' TV-28 Science Pilot highlights Talk about solar physics
TV-29 Earth Resources Experiment Package Volcano in Sardinia
\ telescope view
TV-29 Earth Resources Experiment Package Spain and France
view itelescope
TV-36 M509, Astronaut maneuvering equipment Shirtsleeves
TV-41 Rendesvous - Viw of parasol Black-and-white picture, camera \
malfunction \
• ,. o, o, ^ ...... .i-ii
single telecant varies in scope from • simple one-scene view out of
the window to a tour of several sections of the spacecraft or the
saran-scene talecut of the Apollo Telanoope Mount control and dis-
play panel. Than talecut8 were performed essentially as planned
-- before the mission.
I
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TABLE 14-VII.- SECOND VISIT TELEVISION S[_E4ARY
(Group Ia - Concluded)
l
Number Name Remarks
TV-43 First extravehicular activity - Twin Onboard video recorder mal-
pole sunshade function
TV-43 Second extravehicular activity - rate
gyro slx-pack
TV-45 ED74, Mass measurement
TV-46 S063, Ultraviolet airglow horizon
' photography
TV-47 S019, Ultraviolet stellar astronomy
TV-51 SDS, Angular momentum
TV-53 SD9, Large water drop Four telecasts used to meet
the intent of the TV-53 plan
TV-53 SDI0, Minnows
TV-53 SD10, Fish eggs and watchlings
TV-53 SDg, Wilberforce p,_ndulum
TV-54 SD13, Magnetic effects Two telecasts needed to
complete
TV-54 SDI3, Magnetic effects
_ SDI4, Paper airplaneTV-55
TV-57 TO20, Foot-controlled maneuvering unit '"
TV-58 ED32, Invltro 1_munology
TV-59 ED52, Web formation
_ TV-60 ED63, Cytoplasmic streaming
TV-61 Crew exercise - Mark I exerciser Three telecasts needed to
i complete
TV-61 Crew exercise - Mark I! exerciser
TV-61 Crew exercise - Arm pedaling ergometer
_' TV-62 Repair of specimen mass mees.rement
device
TV-63 Televlslon camera test No value to television _edla
aAll of this tabulation is in terms of number of telecasts. A
single telecast varies in scope from a simple one-scene view out of
the window to a tour of several sections of the spacecraft or the
seven-scene telecast of the Apollo Telescope Mount control and dis-
play panel. These telecasts were performed essentially as planned
before the mission.
\
L
)
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TABLE 14-VII.- SECOND VISIT TELEVISION SUMMARY
, (Group lib)
. visit
day Activity ii
,J
5 Live pictures of noon meal before the crew had fully adapted
to zero gravity
6 Live pictures of the crew in the medical experiment area
7 Earth Resources Experiment Package instrument preparations
and view of Lake Michigan through experiment SI90A window
8 Jettisoning the defective experiment T027/S073 boom out of
the scientific airlock
8 Picture of Apollo Telescope Mount control and display panel
i used for troubleshooting the onboard video tape recorder
' 9 SI90B, Earth terrain camera operations
ii Pictures of Apollo Telescope Mount control and display panel
and M092, Lower Body Negative Pressure device as a verifica-
tion of successful replacement of the onboard video tape re-
corder _.
19 Airlock Module data/voice tape recorder disassembly and
troubleshooting
20 MIIO, Blood sampling
21 M509, Astronaut maneuvering equipment (suited)
22 Tropical storm Brenda
22 Crew day off activities; shower, haircut, gymnastics
22 Minnows
22 ED52, Web formation
23 Tropical storm Brenda
30 ED52, Web formation chan_eout of prime spider Arabella and
backup spider Anita
\ 31 }/509, Astronaut maneuvering equipment, special tests to
demonstrate precision and flexibility of the maneuvering
backpack.
32 ED52, Web formation by backup spider (Anita)
33 T020, Foot-controlled maneuverin& unit with modified harness
33 Tropical storm Christino
bThese tl_lacasts were either planned durim8 the u_,aalon or were (
. "_ _ crew option.
i
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TABLE 14-VII.- SECOND VISIT TELEVISION SUMMARY [
!, (Group lib - Concluded)
Visit
day Activity
34 ED 52, web formation
34 Demonstration of Achilles' tendon reflex
34 Tropical storm Christine
35 Tropical storm Christine Ii
' 36 ED78, liquid motion 1
I
38 Tropical storm Delia
39 Tropical storm Delia, landfall at Galveston
39 Tropical storm Delia, landfall at Galveston (2nd telecast)
40 ED78, liquid motion (modified)
43 Televised briefing for third visit crew (part I)
_. 44 Televised briefing for third visit crew (part 2)
_ 45 Televised briefing for third visit crew (part 3)
i 45 Pictures of drought area in Africa
W
I 48 TO20, Foot-controlled maneuvering unit (.3uited run)
51 Eye, ear, nose, and throat examinetion
51 Throwing darts with modified fins
53 Circus tricks in zero gravity
bThese telecasts were either planned durln 8 the mission or were
crew option.
i
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TABLE 14-VII. - SECOND VISFr TELEVISION SUMMARY
o
(Group III c)
I
Number Neme Dlsposition
TV-6 M092, Lower body negative pressure Deleted because one television
(part I) camera failed
J
i TV-14 Entertainment center demonstration Acce._plished during TV-25 tour
TV-15 Sleep/trash/ahcrder/trlm,gle shoes Accomplished during TV-25 tour
demc._tration and some crew option televis_vn
TV-29 Eartb Resources Experiment Package Deleted - inadequate re_olutlon
telescope views, 8 passes /or general interest
TV-30 Fixed out-the-window views, 8 passes Deleted - lack of good view
TV-31 oppor t unl t le s
TV-32
TV-42 Undocktng/flyaround Deleted - no flyaround planned
TV-43 Third extravehicular activity Deleted - two extravehicular ac-
tivities accomplished and un.-
known risk to camera
1N-48 K133, Sleep monltorlng Deleted - telecaat cannot be per-
formed until sleep monitor unlt
can be dloconnected and relocated
for ;ood pi__turee. Experiment)!133 extended into third visit
CThese telecasts were premis_lvn requlrements, but were not performed as
planned, Two of these requirements were met by ,:,_ther telecasts. One require-
ment could not be met and 24 requirements were deleted.
\
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15.0 FLIGHT PLANNING
115.1 SUMMARY
Flight plannlng for the second manned visit embodied essentially
the same basic techniques developed for the first manned visit. These
techniques, described in reference 3, continued to be effective in pro-
viding the necessary flexibility to update the premlssion flight plan on
a day-to-day basis in response to the particular mission situation.
An assessment of the mission accomplishments from a flight planning
i' point-or-view is presented in section 15.2.
A discussion of certain changes to the flight planning system adopted
for the second manned visit appear in section 15.3.
i 15.2 ASSESSMENT
_ Visit accomplishments in term of particular experiments and test
objectives are discussed in section 14.0. The actual distribution of
, crew time compared to the premission allocation is shown in table 15-1.
Both of these sources reflect a high degree of accomplishment during the
second manned visit. Many experiments obtained 150 percent or more of
! their objectives. For exmple. 305 hours of observation above 400 kilo-
meters with the Apollo Telescope Hount instruments were obtained compared
to th_ objective of 205 hours; and 39 passes _re made _v_th the Earth Re-
i sources Experiments Package instruments compared to the objective of
26 passes. These accouplishments were made possible for two reasons.
a. After the early part of the mission, the Orbital Workshop sys-
tems operated well so that little unscheduled maintenance time wee re-
quired.
i b. The crew requested that axperlment activity be scheduled durlns
; the preeleep and postsleep periods as well as a significant portion ofi
their rest and relaxation periods.
Table 15-I reflects this shift of almost 300 usa-hours from the op- ,
eration81 catesory to the experiment esteqlory. The manner in which the
! experiment productivity varied 88 a function of uctseton time Is alas of
l interest. Fisurs 15-1 shoes this effect for the major experiment cate-
i 8ortes. Durin_ the early part of the u/scion, experiment productivity
Eell below the plan as s result of eeversl f_tors_ h_mver, after about
.. the f_.rst 10 days, there w88 a steady increue which yes maintained
_ throush the end of ninsion.
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TABLE 15-I.- COMPARISON OF ACTUAL CREW TIME ALLOCATION °
, WITH THE PREFLIGHT PLAN
Manhours utili atlon
i , i i ii .=
Preflight bCat egory Actual al location
Hr :min Percent Hr :min Percent
Medical experiments 304.47 7.2 291 :22 6.9
Apollo Telescope Mount 452:56 10.7 311:01 7.3
experiments
Earth Resources Experl- 223:31 5.3 165:23 3.9
ment Package
Corollary experiments 231:15 5.4 153:45 3.6
Subsystem detailed test 7:05 0.2 3:49 0.1
obJ ec t lye
Student experiments 10:49 0.3 10:06 0.2
Operational a 3017:04 70.9 3314:45 78.0
aIncluded sleepins, eatins, housekeepin$, et cetera.
bHours adjusted to account for increued misalo_ duration.
t
l
\
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: This increased productivity not only provided the opportunity to
gain additional data from the planned experiments, but also made possible
the addition of "new" experiments either by utilizing the equipment on
board in a different way or by actually performing experlment_ which were
on board but not scheduled until the third visit. This visit was the
f_rst time in U.S. manned space flight that such impromptu experiment
planning had been attempted. The success is attributed to the skill of
the flight crew and to the many other elements of the flight planning
system.
15.3 DISCUSSION
As a result of the experience from the second visit, the following
items are worth noting:i
a. The science planning meetings, held twice a week, were very suc-
cessful in encouraging participation on the part of the various scientific
investigators in the long range planning, especially during some of the i
busier visit periods. The meetings and their minutes recorded in the
Flight Management Team proceedings also provided a useful single source
of information concerning science planning. The meetings had been insti-
tuted based on recommendations following the first manned visit and will
continue during the third manned visit.
b. Several experiments have recurring data gatherin@ opportunities
spread throughout the visit. A complete set of these opportunities lald
out for the entire visit period in advance together with any s_eclal con-
stralnt_ and priorities would have been extremely useful for flight plan-
ninE. This information was not aveilable in all cases, but a special
effort will be made prior to the third visit to insure that these plan-
ning data are available.
c. The construction of a preliminary Summary Flight Plan (discussed
in reference 3) 2 1/2 days before the use date was valuable in obtaining
advance insight into potential planning problems and led to such problems
' being more easily solved when the Summary Flight Plan was finalized. ._
These preliminary flight plans were made on an optional basis during the .
second visit; every effort will be made to prepare them on a regular ba-
sis during the third visit. •
The weekly science conferences with the crew provided an effective
I means of exchanging information on the progress of expsriment_ future| planning data, and any other experiment-related topics. The conferences
(
i.li
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were held on the crew day off, normally lasted for about I hour, and in-
volved the direct participation of the Program Scientist as well as rep-
' resentatives from the Apollo Telescope Mount experiment and medical ex-
periment groups. The second visit was the first time that such a direct
interchange with the scientists had taken place on a regular basis; the
same system is planned for the third visit.i
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16.0 LAUNCH PHASE SUMMARY
i: 16.1 LAUNCH WEATHER SUMMARY
I !_ At launch time, west to southwest air flow prevailed at the surface
and up to 4500 meters. Above that level, northwest winds prevailed up to
900 meters Wind speeds were generally less than 5 meters per second up
to 7600 meters. Maximum winds occurred above the 30 kilometer level and
were in the range of 35 to 39 meters per second.
_ A very weak surface low pressure system was located over northeast-
ern Georgia with a weak trough of low pressure extending southward into
i north-central Florida.
Numerous thundershowers occurred on the previous afternoon with a
rather extensive cloud cover remaining over Florida during the night and
I through the time of launch. Patches of ground fog developed shortly afte_
midnight and, by launch, ground visibility was less than 5 kilometers.
Cloud conditions at launch time were broken alto-cumulus at 4500 meters
with cirrus above 9000 meters. Radar indicated no echo return within
60 kilometers of the launch pad. _
i 16.2 LAUNCH VEHICLE SUMMARY
The Saturn IB, SA-207, launch vehicle was launched from Launch Com-
plex 39B of Kennedy Space Center. The performance of ground systems sup-
porting the countdown and launch was satisfactory.
The flight trajectory was very close to the planned trajectory. The
S-IB stage outboard engine cutoff was 1.13 seconds later than nominal.
The total space-flxed velocity at this time was 0._9 meter per second less
than nominal. After separation, the S-IB stage continued on a ballistic
trajectory until impact. The S-IVB firing terminated with the guidance
, cutoff signal and was followed by parking orbit insertion, both 3.14 sec-
onds earlier than nominal. An excess velocity of 0.75 meter per second
at insertion resulted in an apogee 2.16 kilometers higher than nominal.
\ The parking orbit portion of the traJector] from insertion to spacecraft/ -
launch vehicle separation was near nominal.
All aspects of the S-IVB/instrument unit deorbit were accomplished
successfully. The propellant dump was modified during real time to es-
tablish a entry trajectory that would enable observation at KwaJalein.
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The velocity change obtained for deorbit was very close to the real-time
predicted value. The S-IVB vehicle breakup occurred at 81.7 kilometers,
' and impact was in the primary disposal area.
The S-IB stage propulsion system performed satisfactorily throughout
flight. The one propulsion anomaly (possible liquid oxygen emanation from
the liquid oxygen tank vents) occurred during countdown and had no effect
on the countdown operations or flight performance.
The S-IVB propulsion system performed satisfactorily throughout the
operational firing phase and had normal start and cutoff transients. The
S-IVB firing time was 448.53 seconds, 4.24 seconds shorter than predicted.
An engine pitch actuator oscillation of low amplitude and frequency was
noted during prelaunch, S-IB boost, and orbital coast while no commands
were being input to the servo-valve. These oscillations were caused by
accumulation of millimeter sized particles in the clearance between the
servo-valve spool and bushing. Operation was normal during powered flight
and the deorblt dumps. The impulse derived from the liquid oxygen and
fuel dumps was sufficient to satisfactorily deorblt the S-IVB/instrument
unit.
The structural loads experienced during the flight were well below
design values. Total vehicle mass was within 0.21 percent of the pre- ,
dicted value from ground ignition through S-lVB/spacecraft separation.
The Skylab experiment S150 (Galactic X-Ray Mapping) was performed
during the flight. The object of the experlment was to map the X-ray
flux intensity of galactic space. The experiment, which had a planned
operating time of 265 minutes, collected X-ray data for only ii0 minutes
before the experiment high voltage switched off because of low gas pres-
sure in the X-ray sensor.
i
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:_ 17.0 ANOMALY SUMMARY
#
17.1 COMMANDAND SERVICE MODULE ANOMALIES
17.1.1 Service Module Reaction Control System Quad B
Positive Yaw (B-3) Engine Oxidizer Valve Leaked
The quad B source pressure and propellant utilization data indicated
an abnormal propellant usage approximately three hours after launch.
These data, together with the spacecraft rate data and drops in oxidizer
manifold pressure, confirmed that the quad B positive yaw (forward firing)
engine was leaking oxidizer. TThe crew also reported a "enow storm" onz
the right side (quad B side) of the spacecraft at the same time. The
quad was isolated from the reaction control system at 14:18 G.m.t.
About an hour and a half later, a troubleshooting procedure was con-
ducted that involved electrically isolating the quad B engines, then open-
ing the propellant isolation valves with the helium valves closed (fig.
17-1). Data from this troubleshooting procedure, and from the final
three-minute period at 14:18 G.m.t., established that the oxidizer leak
rate was about 0.035 kilogram pe_ second through the engine oxidizer
valve. The flow rate through a fully open valve is approximately 0.16 _!
kilogram per second. The data prior to 14:15 G.m.t indicated that the
leakage started sometime following the first usage of the B-3 engine.
The B-3 engine is the forward-thrusting engine, and when the space-
craft is in prelaunch checkout, the open end of the engine nozzle is up
and the outlet of the oxidizer valve is also up, ae shown in figure 17-2.
The armature in the solenoid-operated oxidizer valve is spring-loaded and
contacts metal stops at each end of the 0.51 millimeter stroke. The stel-
life-faced 1.5708 radian cone of the'armature seals against a teflon seat
(fig. 17-2) in the closed position. With an armature-to-seat clearance
of 0.35 millimeter in the full open position, the valve is sensitive to
particulate contamination. To obtain the indicated leakage rate, the
armature would need to be held off the teflon seat by about 0.076 mil
limeter.
Filters are provided in the ground support equipment and spacecraft
\ system lines to the engine, assuring delivery of clean propellant. Rec-
ords of propellant purity during loading, and the results of subsequent
propellant retests indicate no suspect condition. Oxidizer load contam-
ination would be smaller than the 0.005 to 0.015 millimeter rating of the
filters in the ground support equipment and in the spacecraft quad B sys-
tem. Larger particles would be required on the seat to hold the valve
open for the leak flow measured. Therefore, particles of sufficient size
were either already in the valve prior to loading oxidizer or were intro-
duced through the valve outlet.
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Other sources of contamination particles include residue from hot
firing tests, or the introduction of particles when the engine covers
' were removed (with or without throat plugs inserted) for engine injector
flow tests, engine valve leak tests, valve signature tests, or stabiliza-
tion and control system/reaction control system interface tests.
During checkout, plastic covers protect the engine by covering the
open end and outside surface of the nozzle (fig. 17-2). To prevent the
entry of particles into the nozzle when the throat plug adapter assembly
is not installed, the adapter clearance hole in the cover is closed with
a piece of tape. When the adapter is installed, but not connected to the
ground support equipment lines, the nozzle, cover, and adapter are bagged
in place. For transport between buildings (without the adapter), a plas-
tic film is added, over the nozzle opening, and under the protective
covers, to keep out contamination.
%
Design analysis and experience indicate that contamination can enter
the valve if the valve is actuated without propellant pressure in the sys-
tem, but cannot enter when there is pressure on the system. When contam-
ination occurred during some system development ground tests, the par-
ticles were sometimes flushed out during oxidizer flow. At other times,
the particles were too firmly embedded in the teflon seat to be flushed
free. , ,,,
The need for all checkout personnel to exercise extreme care during
vehicle checkout has been reemphaslzed to prevent entry of contamination
when the engine covers are removed, to assure that the valves are not a¢-
\ tuated without system pressurization, and to assure the cleanliness of
the loaded propellants. In addition, on subsequent missions, all quad
engines will be fired in a single burst for a sufficient time to deplete
all propellant down stream of the 0.005 to 0.015 millimeter filter. This
action will reduce the possibility of trapping a large contamination par-
title on =he teflon valve seat.
This anomaly is closed.
, 17.1.2 Quad D Oxidizer Leak
Early on visit day 6, the quad D engine packa6e temperature had de-
creased sufficiently to cause a caution and warning alarm. The service i
module propellant pressures and system temperatures indicated that oxi-
dizer was venting within the quad D engine housing and propasattn8 l
through bay five of the service module into the tunnel area. and then
exiting throush the lower bulkhead near the service propulsion sy.qtem t
engine • I
i
(.
t
•
L
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Six minutes after the caution and warning alarm, the engine package
and quad heaters were enabled and, 83 minutes later, the quad was iso-
, lated by closing the propellant isolation valves. Troubleshooting along
with data analysis confirmed an oxidizer leak.
The service module reaction control system consists of four indlvld-
, ual quad panel assemblies and a propellant storage module. Each assembly
(fig. 17-3) has a separate propellant feed system and four engines. The
engines are mounted in an engine housing that also encloses an oxidizer i
and a fuel manifold that feeds propellant to the thruster solenoid valves.
Data analysis indicates that the leak originated in the engine hous-
ing area. The probable flow path of the leak, including key temperature
changes along that path, is shown in figure 17-4. Equipment in the en-
gine housing from which the leak could have originated includes the four |
engine assemblies, the Dynatube connectors between the engines and the
oxidizer manifold, one machined tee, ten brazed Joints, and five lengths
of tubing.
The only condition that will match the timeline of events and leak-
age rates experienced on quad D is an improperly torqued Dynatube connec-
tor. Each oxidizer manifold (fig. 17-5), has five Dynatube connectors.¢
The innermost and primary seal of a Dynatube connector is a mirror-
finished metal-to-metal seal. One sealing surface is canted and under-
: cut so that when the nut is torqued tightly, the sealing surface is in
compression. This is a Belleville-action seal and provides a spring
l force along the sealing surface.
The second seal i8 a concentric groove with s rectangular cross-
= section on the Dynatube threaded fitting, into which an O-ring is placed
: and compressed when the nut is torqued.
The problem was first indicated by a quad D package temperature
caution and warning signal. Later data showed general cooling in and
around quad D caused by the frozen oxidizer. The data showed that the
: quad D oxidizer leakage probably began about 48 hours after lift-off.
In the followlng three days, only 1.8 kllogr_s of oxidizer were lost
due to seepage. Then, the leak increased sufficiently to vent an addi-
tional 11.4 kilogran8 in 1-3/4 hours. The uaximun leak rate experienced
was 1.8 grass per second. The qusd B package temperature decrease and
the oxidizer mmifold pressure decrease during the period of the higher
rate leak are shown in figure 17-6.
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The quad D assembly records indicate that the oxidizer manlf_,id was
installed incorrectly in a reversed orientation. When the manifold was
I
reinstalled in the correct orientation, no manufacturing record was made
to verify that the manlfold was removed and reinstalled or that tle con-
nections were properly torqued.
l
Tests have sh_ that a finger-tlght Dynatube con:_ection (fig. 17-7)
will pass the preflight helium leak tests. However, when the reaction
control system is pressurl':ed prior to lift-off, the . <idlzer penetrates
the unmated primary metallic seal and the O-rlng alone seals thc connec-
tion.
Tests have also shown that the butyl O-ring degrades and could start
leaking as early as 48 hours after pressurization when exposed to nitro-
gen-tetroxide at the elevated temperatures and pressures normally exper-
_ ienced in flight. The sharp increase in leakage that occurred five days
after lift-off could have resulted from continued degradation and pene-
i tration of the O-ring. The O-ring serves no real purpose and, in fact,
i contributes to degradation of the design in that it prevents the primary
seal from being leak checked. This condition is compounded by the fac_
that the O-rlng material selected for this application was not compatible
with the fluid that it was to seal.
The present O-rings will be retained on subsequent fllghrs because
a properly torqued _eta! seal w111 prevent leakage whether or not the
O-rlng is present. Dynatube connectors on spacecraft iii, 118, and 119
will be retorqued to verify that the primary metal seals are properly
mated.
This anomaly is closed.
17.1.3 Cryogenic Hydrogen Tank Wiring Interchauged
On visit day 2, the cry,genic hydrogen tanks were configured with
the tank i fans and heaters off and tank 2 fans and heatec_ in automatic
for increasing the tank 2 depletion rate. However, pressurization cycles
were noted in tank 1 and the tank began to deplete a_ a faster rate than
tank 2. On visit day 11, the ranks were reconfigured with the tank 1
fans and heaters in automatic and the tank 2 fans and heaters off, Pres-\
eure cycles and faster depletion rates resulted in tank 2.
i
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A review of ground test results and crew verification of the switch w
configuration for visit day 2 and ii confirmed that th= pressure, tem-
' perature, and qua_tlty instrumentation was correct and that the data
were properly processed.
During installation of the c_yogenic shelf on the second visit space-
J craft, the cryogenic oxygen instrumentation wiring for tanks i ana 2 and
the hydrogen reactant valve wiring were reversed. These wire reversals
were corrected at the spacecraft manufacturing facility during preflight
checkout for proper connection. The only wiring in the command and ser-
vice module that was not verified at the launch site or the spacecraft
manufacturer's facility for connection to the proper tank was the vender-
supplied wiring from the tank interface to the spacecraft terminal board
interface for the fans and the heaters. The wiring for both tanks is
color coded identically and both terminal boards are located side by side
(fig. 17-8). The hydrogen tank fans and heaters were tested at Kennedy
Space Center for proper functioning, but not for proper connection.
The cryogenic hydrogen tank power controls for the fans and heaters
were _nterchanged between tanks I and 2 by miswiring at the terminal
boards. Tests were implemented on all subsequent spacecraft to verify
the fan and heater wiring was connected to the proper tank.
\,
This anomaly is closed.
17.1.4 Improper Updata Link Control of Data Storage Equipment
Each time a data storage equipment stop command was transmitted, the
data storage equipment (tape recoz_er) began rewinding.
The data storage equipment stops when both the forward and rewind
commands are absent. Latching relays 1 and 2 (fig. 17-9) are controlled
by uplink commands and configured to provide the proper commands to the
data storage equipment. When both relays are latched in the set position,
the forward command is given. When relay 1 is reset and relay 2 is set,
the rewind command i8 given. The atop command, then, corresponds to re-
lay 2 reset. During the flight, the problem was that relay 2 could not
be reset. However, during poatflight testing, the system operated prop-
@_ly.
\
Postflight X-rays of relay 2 (fig. 17-10) showed that a solder ball
large enough to Jam the relay armature and prevent contact transfer was
trapped between the relay cover and frame. The solder ball must have
been dislodged from the armature gap by th_ spacecraft landing shock and _
became trapped where it was subsequently found.
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Manual backup procedures exist for all mission critical functions i-
controlled by the updata link control relays. Consequently, no correc-
' tlve action is required.
This anomaly is closed.
17.1.5 Service Module Quad B Engine
Package Temperature Measurement Failed
On visit day 17, the crew reported a master alarm that was caused
by the quad B engine package temperature input to the caution and warning
system. The temperature dropped to off-scale low from a normal value of
331° K. A few seconds later, the temperature returned to 331° K. The
problem repeated, and the crew inhibited the signal to the caution and
warning system. The measurement continued the intermittent operation for
4 hours and finally failed in the off-scale low position.
The engine package temperature sensor is located in the quad B hous-
ing (fig. 17-11). The sensor is a platinum resistance thermometer that
operates in a resistance bridge as shown in figure 17-12. The transducer
is connected to the signal conditioner by a shielded four-wlre cable.
Two of the four wires are connected to the resistance thermometer, and --
the remaining two wires are shorted together to compensate for errors __
introduced by wiring resistance. The bridge output Ks amplified and fed
to the pulse code modulation assembly in the telemetry system.
_i Prior to September 1969, the manufacturer soldered the compensation
wires together. Heat shrinkable sleeving was then installed over the
sensor-cable interface to provide strain relief. The heat applied to
shrink the sleevlng melted the solder which then flowed and wicked be-
tween the cable and the sleeving. This solder reflow weakened the con-
nection and resulted in open compensation loop Joints.
After September 1969, all new compensation loop Joints were brazed.
The melting point of the connection was raised from 513" K to 839° K,
elimlnatlnE the problem. Those connections made prior to September 1969
were screened by heating the sensor housing and cable to 422" K, flexing
i the cable 0.52 radlan at the entry point to the sensor housing, _id meas-
! uring the compensation loop resistance for changes greater than 0.1 ohm.\ 1
i "The failed transducer was originally manufactured in Decamber 1966 I
• received a new sensor and cable in June 1969, and passad the solder Joint
i screening test. The loss from th_ Joint to heatin$
of solder due of the
shrinkable tubing could have occurred in such a manner that the solder
Joint passed the screening test and opened during flight.
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Each reaction control system quad contains a thermostatically con-
o
trolled heater which may be used to assure that the engines are warm
. enough to be safely fired. Bus currents were monitored prior to quad B
use to insure that the quad B heaters were operational.
" This anomaly is closed.
t
17.1.6 Leak in Primary Water/Glycol Coolant System
: A small quantity of fluid leaked from the command module primary
_. coolant loop into the cabin. The primary coolant loop provides cooling
for the con=hand module electrical equipment, the cabin atmosphere, and
the crewmen. Heat is absorbed by circulating water/glycol through cool-
ant tubes, coldplates, and heat exchangers, and rejected through the
space radiators.
After insertion into earth orbit, the primary water/glycol (coolant)
accumulator quantity was adjusted to about 50 percent and the water/gly-
col reservoir was isolated in accordance with the checklist. After the
coolant loop temperatures stabilized, the coolant accumulator quantity
decreased at a rate of approximately one percent per day (fig. 17-13).
On visit day 19, the crew verified that the reservoir inlet and outlet
valve: and the accumulator fill valve were fully closed. On visit day
22, the crew confirmed that coolant fluid was not leaking back into the
reservoir by cycling the inlet valve and noting that ullage existed in
the reservoir. The primary accumulator quantity was increased to about
50 percent (46 percent at the coldest orbit point) _n this same day by
transferring coolant from the reservoir into the accumulator. The accum-
ulator quantity continued to decrease, but at the reduced rate of about
one-half percent per day.
On visit day 27, an estimated 160 cubic centimeters of fluid was
found behind an access panel in the area of the suit heat exchanger cool-
ant bypass valve (fig. 17-14). Calculations based on the accumulator
quantity m_asurement indicated that about 320 cubic centimeters were
lost during the visit. The valve was manually verified to be in the by-
pass position and was not reposi_£oned for the remgln_er of the visit.
The water/glycol accumulator quantity continued to decrease at the
\ reduced rate until visit day 31, when the quantity stabil_zed and re-
malned at about 40 percent until the end of the visit.
A postflight leak check was made on the primary coolant system. No
leakage was noted with the suit heat exchanger coolant bypass valve in
either the floe or bypass position, but leakage was observed when the
valve was in an intermediate position. No evidence of leakage was noted
in any other area of the vehicle.
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• The leaking valve was removed from the command module and dlsassem-
bled. The selector block O-rlngs (fig. 17-14), which form the primary
' seals in the selector block and valve housing assembly, were in good
condition. A small maount of contamination was evident on and around the
redundant O-rings on the shaft (fig. 17-14). Analysis indicated that the
contamination was gray paint, similar to that used on the cvn_nand module
panels. Contamination on the shaft seals could cause leakage when the
valve is in an intermediate position because, in an intermediate position,
the primary seal O-rings which encircle the ports in the val_e block may
not encircle the selector block ports, and the redundant shaft O-rings
must perform the sealing function for the valve. However, since the crew
verified that the valve was not in an intermediate position, and since
the valve was not actuated for four days prior to the leak stoppage, the
cause of the leakage is unknown.
_i Preflight primary coolant system leak tests will be performed on
subsequent command modules with the suit heat exchanger coolant bypass
i valve in the bypass position. In addition, manual positioning of the
valve will be used during the mission to ensure positive positioning.
This anomaly is closed.
17.1.7 Apparent Drop in the Service Propulsion
System Oxidizer Pressure
On visit day 59, the service propulsion engine interface oxidizer
•,_ pressure measurement indicated a decrease of 15 newtons per square cent!-
meter from 110 newtons per square centimeter in less than 0.I0 second.
All other significant system parameters remained constant. Under no-flora
! conditions, the oxidizer tank pressure measurement should read the same
valuc as the interface pressure measurement, but remained steady at shout
iii newtons per square centimeter. Therefore, the change must have been
caused by a failure in the interface pressure transducer or signal con-
ditioner.
On visit day 60, during service propulsion system rspressurlzstlon,
the oxidizer tank pressure increased I0 newtons per square centimeter/
while the interface pressure increased 16 newtons per square cet_timeter.
This confirmed that the characteristics of the oxidizer interface pres-
sure instrument had changed sufficiently to render _hc output incorrect.
The pressure transducer sensing element is a steel alloy dlsphrap
' that is flexed by the differential pressure between the oxidizer and the
10 newtons per square centi_ter reference cavity pressure as shown in
figure 17-15. Four small silicon semiconductor strain pgss are csmeatsd
! directly to the izmlde surface of the dlaphrssm. They are connected ss
i_ the four active sleaents in s resistance meuurement bridie.
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_. Analysis shows that the failure must have been in the transducer.
Simi]ar malfunctions in the past were caused by separation of a strain -
, gage from the diaphragm because of the failure of the cement. This fail-
ure causes a change in the transfer function between the pressure and
the output voltage.
If this measurement should fail on a future mission, other measure-
ments may be used to determine the service propulsion system performance.
This anomaly is closed.
17.1.8 Carbon Dioxide Partial Pressure Sensor Failed i
! The command module carbon dioxide partial pressure sensor indicated
a value of 0.017 newton per square centimeter prior to crew ingress for
! launch. The indicated value remained constant throughout the mission,
i except for a 2-second period on visit day 2 when the indicated valuejumped to 0.142 newton per square centimeter and tripped the master alarm.
Prior to crew ingress, the suit circuit was purged with oxygen and
I the sensor should have read approximately zero. After ingress, the read- |. ing hould have increased to about 0.0_3 newt n per square centimeter I
(3 percent of full scale).
The carbon dioxide 3ensor, a slngle-beam, dual-wavelength-filter pho-
tometer, is shown schematically in figure 17-16. Sample gas (fig. 17-17)
flows through the optical system chamber.
The dual filter, which has the characteristics shown in figure 17-18,
i is mounted on one tine of a tuning fork and located at a point _n the op-
tical system near the foctm plane of the source image. As the fork vi-
i brates, the dual filter is moved back and forth across the light beam.
1 There is also an opaque area in the _enter of the dual filter through
_; which no energy passes. One s_de of the filter passes energy at 4.0 mil-
llmeters and the other side passes energy at 4.27 millimeters. Carbon
dioxide absorbs energy at 4.27 millimeters and does not at 4.0 millime-
i ters. The detector signal has the appearence shown in figure 17-16.
With no carbon dioxide in the sample, the sample signal amplitude
[ is the same as the reference signal amplitude. With an increasing amount
of carbon dioxide in the sample, the sample signal amplitude decreases in
amplitude relative to the reference signal amplitude. Thus, the essential L
information for measuring the amount of carbon diomide in the sample is
present in the detector signal. An electronic system decodes the detec-
tor sigaal, and supplies an output voltage proportional to the partial \
pressure of carbon dioxide in the sample gas.
' ,WJH I
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The carbon dioxide transducer is located in the left-hand equipment
bay, above the environmental control unit (fig. 17-19). A water/glycol _ -
, coolant llne runs behind the unit. Previous failures similar to those
noted in this transducer have occurred when the transducer was chilled i
below the dew point of the gas passing through the transducer, causing
condensation within the transducer.
The carbon dioxide partial pressure measurement Is not required for
flight because the lithium hydroxide elements are changed based on tlme. i
Therefore, no action will be taken, i
This anomaly is closed, i
17.1.9 Con_nand Module Reaction Control System Helium _
Manltold Pressure Measurement Erratic
The system 2 helium manifold pressure measurement exhibited down-
ward shifts amounting to 2.41 to 3.45 newtons per square centimeter ac-
companied by apparent small pressure oscillations and then recovered.
I This occurred 15 times during the visit. At other times, the measure-
| ment _ppeared normal
The transducer is a semiconductor strain gage resistance bridge
mounted on a diaphragm. The bridge Is connected to the signal condi-
tioner by a four-conductor shielded cable 5 meters long.
Postflight tests showed that electrical noise introduced into the
cable will cause the signal conditioner to shift downward and oscillate
with the same characteristics observed in the flight data. During the
Apollo 17 mission, the service module interface fuel pressure measurement
had a similar anomaly. The signal oscillated because of an electrical
transient condition caused by service propulsion engine operation.
The apparent pressure oscillations were caused by electrical noise
that could have been coupled into the cable from currents flowing in the
command module structure, since the coHnand module single point ground
was the single point ground for the total Skylab cluster at the time of
the anomaly. The noise may also have been coupled by electromagnetic
radiation from a source within the Workshop.
The noise only degrades the data slightly. Consequently, measure- i
ment system is satisfactory for flight.
This anomaly is closed. \
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1 17.1.10 Audio System Noise
' _ Noise was reported on the audio communications system immediately
following the last extravehicular activity of the second visit. This
noise was audible only on channel B and was described as a "pumping" _i
sound with a frequency of about 4 hertz. The noise became audible when
the volume level was raised to compensate for the unexpected 50-percent
drop in signal level.
The channel B system permits uplink and downllnk S-band and VHF com-
munications, as well as audio intercommunications operation through head-
phones or speakers. An audio load compensator circuit allows variable
impedance loading of the audio system while maintaining a nearly constant
volume output.
At the time the noise was first detected, ground control personnel
requested that the buffer-amplifier-i and buffer-amplifier-2 circuit
breakers be cycled in an attempt to isolate the noise source. The two
parallel amplifiers of the audio lead compensator circuit are each pow-
ered through separate circuit breakers for redundancy. Opening of the
I buffer-amplifier-i circuit breaker stopped the noise, Whereas the noise._. continued when the buffer-amplifi -2 circuit break r was opened. Aft r
d_scussions with ground control personnel, the crew elected to keep both
circuit breakers closed because the noise was not too irritating for rea-
sonable audio operation. About 6-1/2 hours after the problem occurred,
the volume level of channel B Jumped to normal, the volume control set-
ting was returned to the normal setting, and the 4-hertz noise had dis-
\ appeared.
One other isolated report of this 4-hertz noise occurred in the com-
mand and service module after the Pilot disconnected the Orbital Workshop/
command and service module communications umbilical while the Pilot's
headset was connected to the Pilot's audio center panel 6, which corre-
sponds to Orbital Workshop channel A. Neither of the other two crewmen
could hear the noise; however the Commalder was connected to audio cente_
panel 9, which corresponds to Orbital Workshop channel B, the previously
reported noisy channel.
The close correlation between the loss of volume level and the
4-hertz noise indicates that the noise (amplitude modulation of back-
ground noise) is always present, but is below the threshold of audibil-
ity. However, when the volume level was increased to compensate for the
approximate 50-percent drop in signal level, the 4-hertz noise became
audible. The cause of the 50-percent drop in signal volume has not been
determined, but some possible causes are
a. Excessive loading of the earphone-speaker bus with an intermit-
•_ tent load that later cleared or was removed.
|
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b. Ecratic behavior of the automatic volume control feature of the
, audio compensator circuit of the Orbital Workshop.
c. Intermittent operation of the command module audio center.
The 4-hertz noise was not detectable on the delayed time voice tapes,
which were telemetered during the flight, nor during a postflight play-
back of the command and service module onboard tapes. Postflight testing
of the command and service module audio system failed to reproduce the
noise. Further investigation of this problem will not be conducted be-
cause the noise, when present, was only a nuisance to the crew and the
conditions under which the noise exceeded the audible threshold were
unique to the second visit.
This anomaly is closed.
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17.2 EXPERIMENT ANOMALIES _
J
_ 17.2.1 Experiment S071/S072 Failure
i _ All telemetry data from experiments S071/S072 _Ircadium Rhythm of
Pocket Mice and Vinegar Gnats) ceased at 18:58:36 G.m.t. on visit day 2.
The equipment for these two experiments consists of a complete envi-
ronmental system for the pocket mice and vinegar gnats, plus sensors and
telemetry. Electrical power is supplied through two parallel branches.
Each branch contains a 15-ampere fuse, an input power filter, and a steer-
ing diode (fig. 17-20), and is capable of supplying the normal operating
current of 5 amperes. The 28-volt power is fed to the glycol pump vower
inverter and the voltage regulator network.
Three seconds before all telemetry from the two experiments ceased,
the command and service module main bus current surged to 63.6 amperes
from an average load of 23.3 amperes. The current surged erratically for
1 minute and 51 seconds. This was followed by a 53-second period of nor-
mal load after which the excursions resumed and continued for 1 minute
and 13 seconds. At that time, the bus currer,ts returned to normal levels.
*', Later, cycling of the power switch to this experiment produced no detec- ,
table change in current load on the command and service module buses, in-
dlcating that the experiments were no longer drawing current. At chat
time, the power was shut off to the experiment.
T_e electrical short cauelng the power failure could not have oc-
curred on the bus side of diodes CR1 and CR2. A short to ground in ei-
ther branch would have blown the fuse protecting that branch. Normal
power of 5 amperes would then be supplled through the remaining branch.
Analysis and ground tests were conducted using the pump in_,crter
_ modules of the backup units. These units and the flight units had been
procured as off-the-shelf hardware. Inspection revealed that ar_Ing had
occurred through the pottlng material because terminal posts were located
too close to the case. Deliberately shorting phases of the inverter cir-
cuit to each other, or to ground, produced the same characteristics ss
seen in the flight data.
\ Poor packagln8 and wire routing are believed to be the cause of this
failure. Ames Research Center will publlsh the detalled results of this
failure. The experiments are not scheduled for the remainder of the Sky-
lab program. Therefore, no corrective action is required.
This m'.omaly is closed.
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17.2.2 Experiment M092 - Limb Volume Measurement System
' :: The limb volume measurement system could not be calibrated using
leg band assembly BJ. _
: The left leg band gain circuit could not be adjusted to drive the
' left leg volume meter during the calibration procedure on visit day 6.
The problem was isolated to the leg band assembly unit BJ by replacing i
it with another leg band which operated properly. !
!
, The leg band assembly (fig. 17-21) measures leg volume changes by
measuring the calf circumference change. The flexible leg band assembly !
contains two circumferential electrlcally conducting strips separated by !
a spongy dielectrJc plastic (fig. 17-22). The inner strip also has spongy
dielectric on its underside to electrically isolate the subject's leg. i
The inner strip and the subject's leg form the two plates of a capacitor
and the outer strip acts as the electrostatic shield. The assembly also
contains two conductive strips that act as a calibration capacitor, and
a relay circuit module that switches the calibration capacitor into the
circuit when performing gain calibrations.
_ As the subject's leg volume increases, the sponge along the under-
surface of the leg band assembly is compressed. As a result, the annular
distance between the leg and the inner circumferential strip decreases,
_ end a corresponding increase of capacitance occurs.
_ A lO0-kilohertz signal is supplled to the leg band as shown in fig-
i ure 17-23. The leg band capacitance bypasses part of the lO0-kilohertz
signal to the leg which Is grounded. The remalnlns current Is the leg
band signal outp,_t, which is diode rectified and supplied to the signal
conditioner.
A matching n_twork in the signal conditioner (fig. 17-24) converts
the leg band output s_lal to a voltage that is proportional to the leg
volume change. This voltage is amplified and eupplled to a leg volume
display meter and to telemetry.
The matching network contains a voltage reference that is manually
adjusted to null the leg volume meter. Mter nulllng the meter, the
calibration capacitor is switched into the circuit, and this increases
I the leg band capacitance to a specified value. The matching network
galn is manually adjusted to drive the leg volume meter to the specified
value. The calibration capacitor is switched out of the circuit after
which the system Is ready for use.
_. At the time the failure was ._oted, the left leg band measurement
circuit had been hulled to zero, but the gain could not be adjusted.
• .ll
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Figure17-21.- Legtr._-:,_ucer.
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The left leg band was replaced and the calibration procedure was per-
formed successfully.i
Seven and one-half hours later, when performing the experiment on
another subject, leg band assembly BJ exhibited the same calibration
j failure. The leg band was again replaced and a successful calibration
was performed.
Postflight testing of leg band assembly BJ has not reproduced the
flight failure. The cause of the anomaly is unknown.
Ther_ are five leg bands of this size remaining on board. This
quantity is sufficient to complete the mission. Therefore, no correc-
tive action will be taken.
_ This anomaly is closed.
I 17.2.3 Experiment S191 (Infrared Spectrometer) Door Operation
The normal opening or closing time of the door is about 2 minutes.
The door operation became slow and erratic during the fifth Earth Re- i
sources Experiment Package pass on visit day 12. Figure 17-25 shows the _ ,
door and figure 17-26 plots the actuation time of the door, beginning
with that event. The closing time of the door for the seventh Earth Re-
sources Experlment Package pass shows a step increase above the normal
time. From that event until the end of the second visit, there was no
significant increase in door operation time. The times for the seventh
and eighth pass and the final closing show that the door situation, al-
though not normal, was consistent.
The experiment S191 spectrometer and optics assembly are mounted
externally on the Multiple Docking Adapter. The optics assembly is pro-
tected from contamination when not in use by the door. The door also
assists in controlling the experiment equipment temperatures. The mech-
anical motive force for door operation is provided by a stepper motor
through the gear train shcwn in figure 17-27. The motor is housed and
mounted inside the experiment mirror assembly. The normal motor sped
is 1500 revolutions per minute which is reduced to 0.02 radiE, p:, sec-
ond at the door hinge shaft.
Figure 17-28 shows one of four circuits that drive the fo.: o_cs
of field coils of the motor. The four coll sets ave vulsed sequentially
with the 50-hertz square wave driving voltage to pr_ ida a rotating mag- (_ !
netlc fleld. The coll sets are arranged such t_at ,voles of the 50-
hertz voltage produce one rotation of the field fl_:_ _Ivlng rotatlonal
speed of 1500 revolutions per minute. The motor, therefore, runs at a
1974011377-265
Figure17-25.- Experiment$191doorassembly.
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synchronous speed, as long as the load is within the torque capacity of
the motor, The motor drive circuit transistor Q1 Is driven by the 50-
' hertz square wave voltage and, in turn, drives the light emitting diode
which is optically coupled to phototranslstor Q2. Phototransistor Q2
i drives transistors Q3 and Q4. Transistor Q4 switches the 28-volt supply
voltage to the field winding. A suppression diode is connected across
the motor winding to damp ringing when the coll voltage is switched off.
Ground tests have shown two conditions that could cause the slow
and erratic operation. The first condition is that the mechanical load
increases to approximately the motor stall torque. This possibility can
be discounted because the motor will run at synchronous speeds until the
• load is near the stall torque. It is unlikely that the load would in-
crease to that level and no further. The second condition is interrup-
! tion of the drive voltage to one of the motor windings. This possibil- •"
Ity fits the flight indications since the speed did not continue to de-
crease with operating time.
Action will be taken to reduce the number of door actuations to a
minimum. The door was closed prior to the departure of the second visit
crew. The door will be opened after docking on the third visit and left
!= open until the end of the mission to minimize the probability of door
" failure. General optical contamination as a result of this door being
open is acceptable. Mission planning adjustments have been made to man-
i age the thermal differences caused by operations with the door open.
,t
;_ This anomaly is closed.
;_ 17.2.4 Experiment S019 (Ultraviolet Spectrometer)
Mechanism Jammed During Retraction
The articulated mirror assembly of experiment SOl9 failed to fully
retract on visit day 24. The mirror retracted about 1/6 the required
; distance and stopped. After several attempts to re-extend and retract.
the system Jammed. However, on visit day 25, the system returned to
_! normal operation.
The extend/retract mechanism is shown in figure 17-29. The motion
of the eight sets of ball drive nuts and screws must be synchronized to
i allow movement and to assure accurate optical alignment during the travelof the assembly.
Before the visit day 24 extermion, the assembly was opened to the
cabin environment to install a prism. The usual 3-hour warmup period
in the scientific airlock was not implemented. Moisture present in the
cabin air condensed on the cold surfaces of the usembly and froze dur-
ing the next extension, and possibly caused the Jam. Sublimation of the
_ ice should return the system to normal operation.
1974011377-270
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Figure 17-29.- S019 Articulatedmirrorassemblyextend/retract mechanism.
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The temporary Jamming was, most likely, the result of ice forming
on the mechanism when the usual warmup period was omitted. Warmup and
' dryout sequences will be observed for all remaining experiment operations.
This anomaly is closed.
J
17.2.5 Experiment S193 Antenna Failed to Scan
During Earth Resources Experiment Package pass 29, on visit day 49,
the altimeter receiver and the scatterometer transmitter malfunction
lights illum_nated.
During pass 32, on visit day 50, while the crew was troubleshooting
the previous malfunction, the scatterometer transmitter malfunction light °
again illuminated. The following parameters were all reading improperly:
Pitch and roll gimbal angles; minus i0 volt supply; radiometer automatic -
i gain control; pitch and roll command position; pitch and roll gimbal
t
motor torquer currents; and pitch and roll on orbit align bias.
! The antenna gimbal servo loop (fig. 17-30) uses both plus I0 Vdc
' and minus i0 Vdc regulated voltages to excite the ends of the servo feed-
back potentlometer. The regulated voltages are both derived from a 6.2- ,.
volt Zoner diode. The Zoner diode output is first amplified and then in-
verted, giving the regulated plus i0 Vdc. This voltage becomes the input
for a unity gain inverter giving a regulated minus 10 Vdc output. The
plus and mlnLs regulated 10 Vdc outputs are then buffered by voltage fol-
lowers before being used to excite the gimbal servo feedback potentiom-
eters. This isolation is required to prevent the potentiometers from
loading down the regul6ted outputs.
The regulated plus and minus 10 Vdc outputs are also used as refer-
ence voltages for the telemetry signal conditioners, control and display
panel meter buffer amplifiers, end the antenna position cummand logic.
The _asurement of the minus I0 volt supply indicated that the sup-
ply voltage was minus 0.99 volt. Ground tests have shown that if the
,_ output of the voltage fgllower supplying minus I0 volts to the servo
{ potentlomcters was shorted to ground, the voltage follower input voltage
i would be held at minus 0.99 volt and all of the improper indications
i (and no others) would result. The fault, therefore, must have been a
short to ground somewhere on the output of the minus I0 Vdc voltage fol-
lower.
I Data showed that the loss of the minus I0 Vdc on visit day 50 first
k
occurred at the end of an antenna pitch retrace (plus 0.84 radish) and
lasted for less than one data frame of 375 milliseconds. (The antenna
sweeps from plus 0.84 radian to 0 radish taking data, and then retraces
2,
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to plus 0.84 radlan for the next data-taking scan.) At the time, the
roll gimbal was commanded to a fixed position (0 radian). The problem
' then cleared and the operation was normal through the next antenna data-
taking scan, The fault again occurred at the end of the second antenna
pitch retrace (plus 0.84 radlan). Thereafter, the minus i0 volt output
varied from minus i to minus 1.22 Vdc for a period of about 15 seconds
I
and then steadied at a value of minus 0.99 Vdc. This operation is bymv-
tomatlc of a mechanical-type short circuit somewhere in the anten,a o::
its flexible harness, and not a component short circult.
The antenna (fig. 17-31) is driven in two axes --pitch and roll.
Each axis uses a feedback potentlometer to supply ante;ma position infcr-
matlon to the glmbal seLwo loop as shown in figure 17-30. The potentl-
ometer (fig. 17-32) consists of a 2.13-radlan circular segment resistaL_ce
• element that is bonded to the antenna housing. The potentiometer wiper "
is attached to the axis shaft which turns within the housing. The re-
i slstance element is partially exposed and conductive contamination could
! have shorted tht'minus i0 Vdc end of the ele_mt to ground. In addition,
since the excitation voltages are supplied to the resistance element by a
i twisted shielded pair cable, the shield termination ferrule may have cut
through the minus i0 volt conductor insulation and grounded the conductor.
The following corrective actions are planned for the first extrave-
hlcular activity during the third visit. The feedback potentlometer re-
sistance elements will be cleaned. If thls does not restore normal oper-
ation, the antenna will be pinned in a fixed position.
This anomaly is closed.
17.2.6 Experiment S019 (Ultraviolet _tellar Astronomy)
Film Canister Js_med
On visit day 56, the fllm advance/shutter control crank on film car.-
ister 005 Jammed at the carrlage-retract_d position and would not con-
tinue to rotate on to the sllde-retracted position. Therefore, • nee
slide could not be transferred into the carriage from the supply stack
nor could the exposed slide be ejected Into the takeup stack.
Film slides are mounted In the fl]m canister in two stacks of 81
\ slides, each on either slde of the carriage (fig. 17-33). In addition, .
a slide is in the cerrte$e, and a slide is In an intermediate position
in the rear of the canister. After the slide in the carriage is exposed,
i the carriage is retracted froa the optical focal plane and thls sctlon
ali6ns the opening In the carriage slide gulde wlth the stationery slide \
8_ldes. An unexposed elide from the supply stack is then transferred
into the carriage and the exposed slide t8 ejected into the tskeop stack.
At the sau time, a similar transfer takes place at the rear of the can-
ister.
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Figure17-31.- ExperimentS193 antenna.
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Figu_ 17-32.- EXl_rlmentS193 antenna;.itchgim_l.
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Examination of the returned film canister showed that the slide pick-
up sequence was initiated before the carriage retraction was completed.#
AS a result, the slide that was being transferred from the supply stack
for insertion into the carriage had jammed against the carriage slide
guide.
_ _he slide transfer sequence timing is controlled by two self-locklng
adjustable screws in the slide drive lever. These adjustable screws con-
trol the point at which the control crank drive pin engages the slide
drive lever and starts the slide pickup and transfer motion and the re-
_urn of the ).everto the neutral position. The adjustable screw which
engages the drive pin to start the sequence was loose and had moved about
i 3/4 of a turn fro_ the proper setting. As a result, the slide moved to- !
ward the carriage before the carriage had fully retracted and aligned
with the slides. When the screw was readjusted, the canister functioned
properly. Torquing of the screw indicated that the nylon locking element
no longer provided sufficient restraint.
The fl_ht and backup film canisters for the third visit will have
the two adjustable limit screws staked in the slide drive lever in addi-
tion to the existing nylon self-locklng elements.
This anomaly is closed.
- _ 17.2.7 Experiment MiTl (Me_boli_ Activity)
_ Ergometer Was Intermittent
The experiment MITI ergoreter load module began making excessive
noise and eventually began free wheeling (no load) during the visit day
20 exercise period. After a 1-hour cooling period, the ergometer func-
tioned properly and continued to operate normally for the remainder of
the visit.
The ergometer (fl . 17-34) is a blcycle-like exerciser with pedals
i that drive an electrical generator (fig. 17-35). The generator outputis loaded by a resistor. The torque and speed of the generator shaft
are measured and multiplied together to produce a voltage proportional
I co the generator power output. The voltage, representing actual work
performed, is compared to r desired work rate selected by the crewman.
The voltage difference controls the electric_l load applied to the gen-
i erator. A force transducer is u_Jed co measJre the generator torque. The
force transducer (fig. 17-35) consists of a strain gage bridge mounted on
a diaphragm. The center of _he diaphragm is connected through a shaft to
Lhe generator stator. The stator is mounted cn bearings and stator rota-
tion i_ restrained 0y the force transducer,
"i
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Two types of ergometer failures occurred during ground tests that
resulted in excessive noise followed by free wheeling. The first was
' rotor thermal expansion, resulting from operating at excessive power
levels, and causing the rotor to mechanically rub against the stator.
When this occurred, sufficient force was coupled into the for_e trans-
ducer to break one of the st _in gages. A failure of this type, however,
is permanent, and could not have occurred to the flight unit as that unit
operated normally after cooling down.
The second type of ground test failure was a cracked solder joint
in the wire that connects the load resistor to the load control transis-
tor. The resulting intermittent contact caused the load to be applied
intermittently to the generator output and made the ergometer operation
noisy.
An intermittent open circuit in the generator load loop or in the
circuitry that ccntrols the load control transistor could have caused
i the flight problem. Intermlttents of this type can be exposed by ele-
vated temperatures and can recover when returned to lower temperatures.
A spare ergo eter load module is stowed aboard the Orbital Workshop.
If the problem recurs, the load module can be replaced.
This anomaly is ulosed.
¥
i 17.2.8 Experiment SI90A (Multlspectral Photographic Facility)
,_ Unexposed Film Frames
1 There were two extra unexposed frames found on the film from station
: 6 of the experiment SI90A camera arra}. The first extra frame was found
between frames 236 and 237, which were exposed on Earth Resources Exper-/
iment Package pass 29. The seconc extra frame was noted between frames
299 and 300, which were exposed on pass 41.L
Figure 17-37 shows the logic and drivers that cause the magazine
i drive motor to advance film. The magnetic pickup consists of a ferro-
,_ magnetic disc with a slotted air gap. The air gap produces a change in
the magnetic reluctance of the sensor when the film transport is complete.
This is converted to a negative going pulse by an integrated circuit which
\ is in the pickup cartridge. This pulse is inverted and is one input to
the film transport command gate. The other input to this gate originates
in the forward motion compensator start gate. The forward motion compen-
satlon start gate is enabled at the proper t_.maby the pulse counter and
command storage fllp-flop inputs so that the film advance occurs only when
the capping shutter is in place. Both logic inputs to the film transport
command gate must be absent to obtain an output. When the output is
}
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present, the field effect transistor switch turns on the motor via the w
amplifiers. When the motor has pulled the film through one frame, the
I
magnetic pickup generates a pulse which turns the motor off, completing
the cycle.
If the transport-complete pulse is missing at the film transport
con,hand gate, the motor will pull through another frame without an ex-
posure initiate command. A transient voltage spike of sufficient ampli-
tude can initiate a trigger in the logic to the field effect transistor
switch circuit which can also initiate film transport. Once started,
this would continue until Lhe air gap rotates a full revolution and stops
the motor in the normal manner. An intermittent ground of the inverter
input to the film transport command gate would also produce the same
result.
The vendor's lot from whlch these magnetic pickups were taken has
shown poor reliability. The dominate failure mode has been a loss of
the pulse, which indicates the completed air gap revolution. However,
these failures were not intermittent in nature.
Three replaceable assemblies within the experiment package may con-
taln the source of the problem. These are the magazine drive assembly
containing the magnetic pickup and motor; the logic board containing the
pulse counter, command storage fllp-flop, and logic gates; and the camera
station control board containing the field effect transistor switch and
amplifiers. All of these are replaceable in flight. A spare magazine
drive assembly is on board and the crew is trained in replacement of this
t
assembly. Spare logic and control circuit boards are also available for
launch on the third visit.
The specific component responsible cannot be identified, but the
magnetic pickup is the most probable suspect. If the intermittent con-
dition becomes permanent, the _mgazine drive motor will continue to cycle
until the film supply is exhausued.
Corrective action will be initiated only if the problem recurs and
! becomes worse. To determine if the conditions recur and become worse,
i the crew will compare the frame counter on station 6 with the frame
counter at the other stations. The frame countez is mechanical and is
independent of the logic-drive networks, so the indications will be the
I true number of frames _'vanced.
i
i This anomaly is closed.
"\
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17.3 GOVERNMENT FURNISHED EQUIPMENT ANOMALIES
#
17.3.1 Mark I Exerciser Rope Failed
On visit day 23, the crew reported that the exerciser rope had
broken. The 0.635 centimeter diameter polybenzimadazole rope was wound
on the exerciser spool (fig. 17-38), which was of such a size that the
rope was accomodated in one layer. A variable demand load on the spool
was provided through the combination of a torsion spring, a gear train,
a governor, and an adjustable clutch. The spool and rope were not cov-
ered by a housing.
The polybenzimadazole rope in the qualification test unit was sub-
jected to 45 000 cycles with no significant fraying. However, in the
test, the rope was pulled by a hydraulic cylinder, and each recoil was
neat and uniform. On the other hand, when man uses the device, there is
a tendency for the rope to cross-wind on itself on the spool. Repeated
cycles with the rope abrading against itself because of cross winding, i
causes a weakening of the rope. The polybenzimadazole rope is particu-
larly susceptible to this type of failure, i
i
Replacement rope is on board. Procedures to replace the broken rope
were transmitted to the crew and replacement was accomplished.
This anomaly is closed.
17.3.2 Apparent Leakage of liquid Cooling Garment
The Commander reported finding a few drops of liquid on his liquid
cooling garment after the second extravehicular activity.
The liquid cooling garment (fig. 17-39) cools the body by circulating
water at a constant inlet temperature through a network of tubing. The
garment is worn next to the skin and is the primary means by which a crew-
men is cooled.
i The garment consists of an outer layer of nylon material, water con-
nectors, inlet and outlet manifolds; a network of polyvinylchlorlde dis-
tribution tubing; and an inner nylon chiffon comfort llner.
Upon removal of the llquld cooling garment after the second extrave-
hlcular activity, the crewman reported that liquld leakage was occurring
and had dampened the garment in the area between the multiple water con-
nector and the Junction at the first _anifold (fig. 17-39). The Commander
also stated that this leakage had occurred after the suited run with ex-
periment )/509 and that efforts to detect the location of the leak by
squeezins the liquid coollng garment tubes were unsuccessful. (
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The garment was returned and leak tests were performed; however, no
leak was found.
Two potential causes of the apparent leak are: (i) Condensation may
have collected on the tube and wetted the garment. If ccndensatlon was
the cause of the accumulated water, other area3 of the garment should
. !
also have been we_ because the tubing in other areas of the garment is i
as cold as the area where the liquid was fou',d. (2) The urine collection i
mid transfer assembly may have leaked urine into this area. However,
urine should have stained the garment and ,i,_s,-ainwas found during the i
postfllght inspection.
!
Postflight testing produced no leakage in this garment, a._dthe i
source of the liquid is unknown. |
I This anomaly is closed, i,
i 't17.3.3 Television Camera Failed j
The picture information portion of the composite video signal was
lost on one of the television cameras during the extravehicular activity
_" operation on visit day 28.
The Skylab television camera circuitry is shown in figure 17-40.
The image tube is an electron bombardment silicon type. The photocath-
_ ode element is at the face of the tube and is .mints/ned at minus i0 000
,, _ volts. Photoelectrons are ejected from the photocathode element in di-
i rect proportion to the radiation photons impinging on it. These photo-electrons are focused upon the target, which is a thin mosaic of diodes
at about 155 diodes per square centimeter. These diodes are charged by
the photoelectrons and retain the charge until they are scanned and dis-
charged by a scanning beam, which impinges on the ceverse side of the
target, from the electron gun consisting of a cathode and four _rlds.
i Thus, an illumination Ivtenslty signal is generated at the terse= and
coupled to the video module, and this signal is time related to the hor-
izontal and vertical position of the scanning beam.
!
The illumlnance signal is mixed with the horizontal and vert.cal
synchronization pulses, temperature, end the vertical interval te_t si_-
\ nal to form the composite video signal which is amplified in the video
module and fed to the command and service module S-band system for do_n-
linking to the ground.
The illuminants component of the composite video signal was lost.
In place of the video signal was a pmttern of _oise that gave the appe,_r-
s_ce of horizontal streaks on the television display. The synchroni_tng
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signals, vertlca_ interval test signal, and temperature informationwere __
, still being transmitted to the ground. The failures which result in loss
of illuminance, but pe mlt the remainder of the composite video to be pres-
: ent, are grounding or shorting of the image tube electrodes (fig. 17-40). _
Figure 17-41 is an enlarged drawing of the objective portion of the
image tube. During high temperature vacuum testing to flight quallfy the
: television camera, an image tube failed. The failure was caused by room
temperature vulcanizing material expanding and filling the small ullage
volume of the image tube, thus exerting a tension force at the glass-to-
Kovar Junction, and fracturing the glass. Th_ test temperature was 343" K, i
but the temperature at which the fracture occurre4 was not known, i
The failed flight camera was not modified to incorporate the design
change which reduced the room temperature vulcanizing material fi31 level. 1An upper temperature llmlt of 260" K was established for mission opera-
teens to prevent image tube breakage. A second high temperature vacuum
I test w_._ successfully performed at this lower temperature. Data showedhe flight amera reach d 345" K during the last ass with good illumin-
snce information still being produced.
! The crew reported a burnt rag odor coming from the camera the day
; following the extravehicular activity. This could save been either a re-
sistor or insulation overheating and decomposing as a result of a short
to ground of one or more of the image tube electrodes or the 10 000 volt
power supply output. Also, the horizontal streaks observed in the tele-
vision display when the camera failed can be caused by high voltage
%
_' arcing.
Yhe probable cause of the failure war. a temperature-induced image
i tube fracture followed by high voltage arcing or ehortlnb of the iumse
tube electrode.
A replacement camera will be supplled for the third visit.
A procedure has bean provlded to exercise thermml control of the5
image tube.
This momely is closed,
17.3.4 Video C_nductor in Television Power ,_able Failed
F_lmrtment S192 (Nulttspectral Scanner) data dovnl£nked throush the
i Earth Resources F.tperiment Packaae dmmltnk dieanostic unit was intermit-
tent on visit day 43. On visit days 44. 45, amd _, satisfactory data
mid v_deo transmissions were doeullnked. When the 8round dumped a video
tape recordin8 on visit day 47, the Apollo Telescope :bunt video sieneX
was readable, but there was no st8nsl frou the portable televisi_-a camera.
- t
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The Orbital Workshop video system has both a live transmission and D
recorded transmission capability of either Apollo Telescope Mount video
#
sequences or portable television camera sequences. The system has also
the capability to record and transmit real-time Earth Resources Experi-
ment Package data to the ground as shown in figure 17-42.
The Earth Resources Experiment Package downlink diagnostic unit has
the capability to transmit any one of ten Earth Resources Experiment Pack-
age data channels in real time through a selector switch and cable inter-
connections to the television input station in the Multiple Docking Adapter.
Tl,esingle channel of data from the downlink diagnostic unit is trans-
mitted by a television power cable (fig. 17-43) to television input sta-
tion 133. The television power cable may be disconnected from the down-
llnk diagnostic unit and connected to the portable television camera. The
downlluk diagnostic unit is only used with the Multiple Docking Adapter
television input station, whereas the portable television camera may be
connected through the television power cable to any television input
stat_Jn.
The video signal from the Multiple Docking Adapter station is fed
to the video selector switch. This switch is positioned to carry either
a television input station signal or a signal from the Apollo Telescope ,
Mount television monitor I or 2.
The signal passes through a switch and is fed to a video tape re-
corder where it may be recorded for later transmission or, in the bypass
mode, is fed to the command and service module for real-time transmission
to the ground,
Experiment S192 data were downlinked on visit day 43 and the ground
station reported that the data were noisy. Examination of the data tapes
showed that the data bit stream was intermittent. The frequency modula-
tion downlink signal strength was normal at the time the problem occurred.
Further data were downlinked on visit days 44, 45, and 46, and no
bit stream dropouts were noted. During these three days, other television
, transmissions were also satisfactorily downlinked.
: On visit day 47, an Apollo Telescope Mount video tape recording was
i made, followed by a portable television video tape recording. The ground
i station experienced trouble dumping the video tape recorder. A review of
the ground ta_e showed the Apollo Telescope Monitor video signal was read-
able, but from the point where the recording of the portable television
sequence of a medical experiment should have started, the signal couldi
not be demodulated.
I
1
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The crew checked the television power cable, and found that the co-
axial center conductor that carries the video signal was open. Ground
I
testing verified that the break _as located as shown in figure 17-43.
The Apollo Telescope Mount transmissions are not carried by the tel-
l evision power cable and therefore were not Interrupted. The open coaxial
conductor probably caused the intermittent bit stream in the downllnk di-
agnostic unit data, and four days later, the total loss of the portable
television camera video signal.
A replacement television power cable will be carried on the third
visit.
This anomaly is closed.
17.3.5 Television Monitor Picture Lost
During a video tape recording sequence on visit day 48, the tele-
vision monitor did not exhibit a picture of the experiment operations in
progress. The screen showed only a gray raster consisting of uniform
scan lines. The crew switched monitors and the new monitor worked prop.-
erly. i_
A half hour later, the crew reported that the replacement monitor
had been operating intermittently a few min, ces earlier, and also during
the tape recording and for an undisclosed period earlier in the mission.
The picture occasionally collapsed to a horizontal llne and then reap-
peared, which is symptomatic of interrupted power to or inside the mon-
itor.
The camera has two isolated video outputs, one of which ;_ ,_rans-
mltted through the television power cable to the input station for _'ran_
mission to the ground, and the other is transmitted to the onboard tele-
visicLImonitor through a television monitor cable (fig. 17-44). The
television monitor cable also provides electrical power from the camera
to the monitor.
On visit day 51, the crew checked out the television monitor cables.
The monitor cable in use produced an intermittent monitor picture when\
it was flexed near the plug where the cable connects to the camera body.
Testing this cable with the replaced monitor produced the same collapsing l
picture condition, but both monitors operated satisfactorily with the
spare monitor cable.
The condition that the original monitor exhibited, a gray raster,
was not reproduced.
(
I
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An open in the coaxial cable center conductor was found in the re-
turned monitor cable.
#
The gray raster condition was caused by the open in the monitor
cable. The collapsing picture problem may have been caused by an inter-
nal problem which may still exist, but was not evident after the exchange
I of cables.
A replacement television monitor cable will be carried on the third
visit along with an additional monitor.
This anomaly is closed.
17.3.6 16-mm Camera Transporter Indicator Lights Erratic
On vllst day 3i, both the thread and end film indicator lights were
erratic on a 122-meter film transporter. The camera used with the trans-
porter was replaced and the transporter indicator lights resumed normal
operation.
The camera supplies plus 28 Vdc power to the film transporter through
an electrical i_ter_ace. The interface consists of two bellows contacts
on the camera and mating pin contacts on the transporter. When a trans- _ '
porter is mounted on a camera, the transporter pins depress the camera
contacts (fig. 17-45), providing electrical connections.t
_ The camera used with the transporter was carried aboard the command
i module for the second visit. Three 43-meter film magazines were used with
this camera during comand and service module operations. The 122-meter
film magazine transporters were used with this camera during Orbital Work-
shop operations. The camera was mated to these reloadable trancporters
33 times. This totaled 36 matings of the camera's e]ectrlcal contacts.
After the 37th mating, the lights on the film transporter were errbtlc.
During ground testing, camera failures occurred in which une or more
bellows cracked and lost return force. This type of failure would cause
the failure seen in flight. _
Six camera_ may be used at one time in the Orbital Assembly. There
are nine operating cameras on board which is adequate for the third visit.
This anomaly is closed.
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17.3.7 Hand-Held Microphone Output Noisy
, The hand-held microphone assembly consists of the microphone, the
microphone amplifier, and a 4.5-meter-long twisted shielded pair inter-
connecting cable between the microphone and the amplifier. The hand-
held microphone output was excessively noisy during the playback of the
web formation experiment data on the video tape recorder.
The amplifier was originally designed to operate with the lightweight
headset which uses two microphones connected in series opposition to can-
cel in-phase acoustic noise inputs as shown in figure 17-46. In that
case, each microphone output was connected across one of two series re-
sistors, which were then connected between the inverting and noninvertlng
amplifier inputs.
In the hand-held microphone application, the microphone output was
connected across one of the two series resistors as shown in figure 17-47.
The microphone cable shield was grounded at a point different from the ve-
hicle ground point. A ground loop voltage between the two ground points I
was then coupled from the cable shiald to the cable conductors through
the shield to conductor capacitance and a noise current resulted as shown !
in figure 17-47. Since the noise current flowed through resistors R1 and 1
P.2,a voltage was developed across resistor R1 in series with the micro- [
phone output and was connected between the amplifier inverting and non- \
inverting inputs (noncommon mode). Tests showed that this noise voltage
input resulted in the high amplifier output noise level.
Two modified hand-held microphones will be supplied on the third
visit. The microphone output will be connected across both amplifier in-
put resistors, that is, between the amplifier inverting and noninvertlng
inputs as shown in figure 17-48. The resulting noise currents will still
_evelop a noise voltage across resistor R2, but this voltage wl]l 5e
common mode, that is, applied equally and in-phase to both amplifier il,-
puts. The amplifier is designed to reject common mode inputs; conse-
quently, the noise voltage will not appear in the amplifier output.
This anomaly is closed.
17.3.8 Erratic Operation of 35-mm Camera
incrementing Frame Counter .
The 35-mm camera incrementing frame counter occasionally missed frame
counts. The frame counter resets each time the camera hack is opened.
When the film is loaded, end the camera hack is closed, the film is eanu- _
ally advanced to the point where the number 1 shows on the counter. Each
time the film is advanced one frame, the counter increments by one count
and, in this manner, the counter indicates the number of frames used.
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Nhen the camera back is closed after loading the film, a tab on the
camera back cover depresses the counte_ engage lever on the camera. This °
, depression pushes a linkage assembly which engages the teeth _ the coun-
i ter mechanism so that tbe counter is incremented one count for each frame
advance.
: J the most _Ikely cause of the lost counts was an insufflclent depres-
sion of the counter engage lever. As s result, the linkage did not fully
engage, which allowed random skipping of the frame counts.
The camera also has a decrementlng counter which Is _anually set to
the maximum number of frames in the loaded film roll. The counter is
dlrectly driven by fllm spool movement.
A procedural change was Implemented during the first visit to use
only the decrementing counter which provides an accurate indication of
film usage.
The camera was not returned and no crew repair will be attempted as
this problem has no effect on the mission.
This anomaly is closed.
[7.4 FIRST VISIT ANOMALIES CLOSED 31NCE REPORT PUBLICATION
17.4.1 Improper Optics Trunnion Angle Counter Operation
On three separate occasions during the first manned visit, the op-
tics trunnion angle counter in the computer changed st rates as high as
0.698 radlan per second vhlle the optics system was in the zero optics
mode. The optics system uses synch_-o-reaolvers to measure the positions
of the optics shaft and trunnion axes.
The trunnion reeolver output is supplied to the couplln8 data unit
(fig. 17-49), which converts changes in the resolver an81o8 818n81 co a
series of digital pubes. These pubes are then used to increment or dec-
rement the trunnion register in the couamnd moJule computer.
\ Reaolver output and read counter output are both 8upplled to s sum-
ming node lo81c block In the coupling date urttt. The summing node error
output is fed to an error uagnitude end phase detector that detanttnan
whether the digital signal to be generated t8 positive or noSstive. The
detector also detarutnes the rate at which the digital pubes, each equiv-
alent to 0.024 mtlltrsdiau of trunnion ang*le dtsplaceumnt, shall be 8ener- .
a_ed. The digital pulse train is supplied at the appropriate rate by the
(
#
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rate selector to the up-down logic that in turn selects either an incre-
mentlng or decrementing llne to feed the pulses to the read counter.
i The outpu_ of the least significant .,tage of the read counter sup-
plies trunnion angle change pulses to the command module computer trun-
J _ nion angle register. Pulses are supplied on two separate lines; one to
increase and the other to decrease the contents of the trunnion angle
register. Each pulse corresponds to a 0.048 mllliradian trunnion angle
: change.
The coupling data unit and command module computer operated normally
during high and low voltage, and high and low temperature tests during
postfllght testing. The trunnion read counter module was removed from '
: the coupling data unit and operated normally while subjected to thermal i
cycling, vibration, compression, and flexure tests.
! The read counter module is composed of a number of integrated cir- -
cults interconnected with a wiring assembly. The wiring assembly is made!
i up of alternate layers of 0.05 millimeter thick ribbon conductors andmylar tap .
} The read counter wiring assembly was disassembled, layer by layer,
by removing the strips of mylar tape A 2-centlmetcr-long segment of
i enameled copper wire was found included in the =hird layer of conductors
I (fig. 17-50). Each end of the wire projected from the side of the wir-
ing assembly immediately adjacent to an interconnecting pin of one of the
integrated circuits. When the two wire ends shorted the two different
\i integrated circuit pins, the output of the master fllp-flop circuit that
multiplies one of the read counter stages was connected to the counter
output that feeds the command module computer (fig. 17-49). The master
flip-flop then supplied 20-microsecond duration pulses at the =ate of
12 800 pulses per second to the read counter computer output (normal
pulses are 3 microseconds long and occur at 6400 pulses per second).
Tests showed the longer pulses at the higher pulse rate would cause the
computer register to change at the 0.698 radian per second rate experi-
enced during the mission.
A short segment of copper wire was inadvertently built into the read
counter interconnecting wiring assembly during original manufacturing.
The wtre segment momentarily shorted together pins on two different in-
\ restated circuits, causing the read counter to provide spurious trunnion
angle change pulsee to the computer.
Acceptance tests performed on the coupling data u_it and its compo-
nents during manufacturing are considered adequate. There is no known
non-destructive test which would have detected the presence of the wire
segment; therefore, no corrective action can be taken, i
This anomaly is closed. (,
i
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17.4.2 Experiment M133 (Sleep Monitoring)
Recorded Data Noisy and Unusable
J
Only the first 16 hours of I00 hours of recorded data were usable.
j The experiment M133 records brain wave, eye motion and head motion
data while the subject sleeps. Two recorders were launched on the Or-
bital Worskshop and each contained a reel of tape. A third reel of tape
was stowed in one of the Orbital Workshop sleep compartment lockers. Dur-
ing the high temperature period prior to the first visit manning, the tape
reel stored in the sleep compartment locker reached a temperature of about
332° K. Consequently, a special thermal test of a reel of tape was per-
formed using the flight temperature profile. Data were then recorded on
the tape and it was played back. In that case, the first 12 minutes of
data were good, and thereafter, the played back data were noisy and unre-
coverable. In the ground test and in the flight experiment the degraded
portion of the tape was located closest to the center of the supply spool.
Only one of the recorders was used during the first visit manning.
Both recorders were used during the second visit. Recordings made during
the second visit, using the recorder that was used on the first visit and
using resupplied tape, were again noisy and unusable. However, recordings
made with the recorder that was not used during the first visit provided
high quality data,
Two problems may exist. First, the tape returned from the first man-
ning may have been degraded by the high temperatures that occurred before
the first manning. Second, the tape recorder that produced the noisy tape
may have experienced some failure.
More tape was resupplied on the third visit manning. In addition,
the recorder that produced the noisy recordings during the first and sec-
ond visit mannings will not be used during the third visit manning.
This anomaly is closed.
\
I
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18.0 CONCLUSIONS
i. The ability of the _rew to correct systems difficulties by actions
such as deployment of the twin-pole sunshield, replacement of the rate
t ! gyro package, repair of the teleprinter, and repair of the Apollo Tele-
_ scope Mount experiment door enabled the second visit to proceed as planned,
again demonstrating the advantage of having man on board the vehicle.
2. Revisits provide the opportunity to correct hardware problems, re-
structure objectives, and revise replaceable commodities based on actual
experience.
I 3. Phychological and physical conditions resulting from the 59-day visit
indicated no constraints for longer duration flights. "
4. Ordinary hand tools could have been used effectively in place of
special tools in the zero-g en¢ironment when making repairs and adjust-
ments.
5. The limitations of non-continuous ground station coverage imposes
restrictions on data L'eturn, systems management, and uplink information.
- 6. The skills learned in underwater training are almost identical to the
" skills used in acLual performance of tasks during an extravehicular activ-
ity and, if instructions are adequate, a crewman can perform extravehic-
ular tasks for which he has not specifically trained. Tasks are somewhat
easier to perform in zero-g than in underwater training.
\
i
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APPENDIX A - E_UIPMENT DESCRIPTION
#
This section contains descriptions of items used for the first time
o_, this visit, or which have not been described previously.
A.i EXERCISERS
J
:, Three exercisers were used on the second visit in addition to the
_ bicycle ergometer and were designated as Mark I, Mark If, and Mark III
_ (fig. A-l).
The Mark I exerciser was a modified version of a connnercially avail-
able device, called the "Mini-Gym," and consisted of a rope wound around
a drum. The drum was geared to a centrifugal device which, at a preset
speed, pressed against a brake and generated a back force to the rope.
In essence, the Mark I exerciser developed a wide range of forces at a
virtually constant rate of speed that could be preset. The device was
primarily designed for use in exercises of the arm as only one leg could
be exercised at a time.
The Mark II exerciser consisted of Wo aluminum handles between
which one to five extension springs could be attached. The force of
i each spring increased at a rate of approximately 6.7 newtons per meterduring extension such that reasonably large forces could be developed.
The Mark II exerciser was provided as a backup to the Mark I exerciser.
The Mark III exerciser was a modification of a commercial device
celled the "Exer-gym." This exerciser consisted of a length of rope
which passed through a cylindrical shell containing a capstan. The rope,
which had a handle on one end, wound around the capstan and the number of
turns could be varied. By manipulating the free end of the rope, rela-
tively constant or widely varying forces could be applied to the handle.
_,ree such devices were on Skylab and have been part of every Apollo and
Skylab flight.
\ A,2 POLAROID SX-70 CA._gA
The Polaroid camera was basically a co_mercial Polaroid camera model
SX-70 with _he leather covering removed. The camera was a medium format
motor-driven still ca:era provided for photosraphy of the Apollo Tale-
scope Hount television displays (solar coronagraph and extreme ultravio-
let monitor).
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The film pack used with the camera contained i0 self-developing color _
pictures and a battery which provided power for the camera. The film pack
n
and battery were discarded after i0 exposures and a new pack was installed.
_ Figure A-2 shows the camera, the extreme ultraviolet monitor adapter
assembly, remote control switch, closeup lens, and a persistent image
scope discussed in the next paragraph. Figure A-3 shows the camera in
the operational configuration.
: A.3 PERSISTENT IMAGE SCOPE
t
The persistent image scope _as an optical imaging system designed for
low light levels. The phosphorus of the tube was selected to provide aslow decay of the image. The scope could be mounted on the extreme ultra-
i violet monitor bracket, and was used with the extreme ultraviolet monitor
to provide a persistent image of the monitor display. The unit was pow-
ered by two alkaline "C" size batteries that were replaceable in flight.
A.4 STABILIZED IMAGE BINOCULAR
i The stabilized image binocular provided the capability to negate theeffects of vibration when binocular viewing was required. Either log or
20X magnlfi_ation could be selected. A magnetic precassor provided a
perfectly stable Image while tracking targets at an angular slew rate of
up to 0.087 radian per second.
§ The binocular was completely self-contalned in that there were no
external power supplies, lens attachments, or special mounts. The stabl-
lizing optical element was an integral part of the inertial reference
system. The reference element was balanced in all planes, a]lowin8 the
instruaent to be used in any position. Figure A-4 shows the binocular.
A.5 DIGITAL MULTD'A_ER KIT
A digital multimeter kit was provided for use by the crew to monitor
circuits and troubleshoot electrical system. The kit cnnsisted of an
off-the-shelf solid state digital multi_eter and a non-in_la_able cover
which remained in place during operation of the _ltiaster. A pocket
on the side of the cover contained one set of leads and one tethered
Jeweler's screwdriver.
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: The digital multlmeter incorporated 20 scales of measurement which -
, ranged from 0 to I000 volts ac/dc, 0 to 2.0 milliamperes ac/dc, and 0 to
20 megohms. The multlmeter was powered by four alkaline "C" size bat-
teries. Additional batteries were available from the tape recorder bat-
tery supply in the Orbital Workshop off-duty activities equipment.
A.6 HAND-HELD _C_)PHONE
!
The hand-held mlcro_hone assembly consisted of a microphone connected ._
to a lightweight headset amplifier through a 4.5-meter twisted shielded icable. The assembly was provided to overcome a problem experienced on
i the first visit wherein proper distance and orlentatiov could not be main- .talned when the llght_ight headset was used as a band-held microphone
| to voice anotate the video tape recorder.
A. 7 ARTICULATED MIRI_OR SYSTEH ADAPTER FLANG_
_ The articulated mirroz- _ystem adapter flange wa_ provided to pormit
the articulated mi=ror system for experiments $063 (Ultraviolet Air_lov
• Horizon Photography) and S019 (Ultraviolet Stellar Astronomy) to b_ used |
in 8ccompllshln s the alr81ow photosraphy objectives. The adapter flange
i was alumlnumand provided a sealed interface between the articulated mirror
system end the experiment S063 scientific 81rlock window. This conflgura-
tion allowed experiment operation from the nail-solar scientific elrlock.
A.8 EXTRAVEHICULARACTIVITY BRACKETASSEMBLY FOR EXPERIMENT S149
The extravehicular activity bracket aueubly allove4 experiment S];9
(Particle Collection) to be mounted to the Apollo Telascope Hount for data
collection. One end of the bracket lnterfacedwlth the experiment cae-
setteu while the other was attached to the Apollo Telescope Hount ri_.
The cassettes were attached to the bracket and manually deployed and re-
trieved by the crew.
i
A.9 DOCKING PROBE MODIFICATION
The euergency dockim8 procedure implemmted durtn 8 the first Skylab
visit, required deprasgurtsim8 the cabin, tenor/us the coumnd nodule for-
ward hatch, and mmually renovl_ the probe pyrotechnXc co,mr so that the
_ probe could be _etrac_ed with the capture latc_ss in the cockod position.
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For the second visit, the pyroteci,nlc covet was modified by replacing
, the built-in capture latch release handle with an alignment bushing so the
probe could be retracted with the capture latches in the cocked position
without the preliminary procedural steps required on the first visit.
A new removable capture latch unlocking tool was provided for the
second visit to replace the deleted built-in release handle. The tool's
function was to release the probe capture latches for probe removal and
for normal transfer through the tunnel.
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APPENDIX B - SPACECRAFT HISTORY
i The history of command and service module (CSM-II7) operations atthe manufacturer's facility, Downey, California, is shown in figure B-I,
and the operations at Kennedy Space Center, Florida, is _hown in
figure B-2.
.
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APPENDIX C - POSTFLIGHT TESTING
Postfllght testing and inspection of the command module and crew
! equipment for evaluation of the inflight performance and investigation
J of flight problems were conducted at the contractor's and vendors facil-
ities and at the Johnson Space Center in accordance with approved Space-
craft Hardware Utilization Requests (SHUR's). The tests performed as a
result of inflight problems are described in table C-I and discussed in
the appropriate systems performance section of this report. Tests being
conducted for other purposes in accordance with other SHUR's and the
basic contract are not included.
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APPENDIX D - MASS PROPERTIES
Mass properties for the second visit are summarized in table D-I.
These data represent the conditions as determined from analyses of ex-
pendable loadlngs and usage. Variations in the command and service mod-
ule and Saturn Workshop mass properties are determined for each slgnlfi- I
cant mission phase from llft-off through landing. Expendable usage are
based on reported real-time data. The weights and centers-of-gravlty of I
the individual modules were measured prior to flight and inertia values icalculated. All changes incorporated after the actual weighing were
:_, monitored, and the mass properties were updated, i
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orbit.l ...,,y pri .... , 707 -bO?.9/_ -7.'_ 65.;6 190_ ?l+ 6 i02 2gO _J,J .6_, PIT _0, 38t, _56 2_ _78 !
comnd ind _ervice
haturn Wo, ksh_.p re_,_tn- 73 397 -82B.t,9 -9,|9 19,19 _,_ b2! • _/_t oI_ J ?lb 825 6_ 869 525 _0 27 335
! 1
Co_nd and _rvl _, mud )2 _2 2_70.5_ 6.62 502 2t 222 59 N9 _9 _7 =I 116 l +++J -I _I_
ule at CI4/SH sep_ratlon
Command _ _le at entry ';JJ 26Jg,8_ -0, 13 I_+.b) g 106 7 019 6 ,37 _* -59_ -311
Inter(ace
C_md I_Jule _t drolu_ _ 5 7_ 2636.01 --_,30 14._0 7 916 _ 597 _ 93tl 5_ +5e4 _3(I
mortar firing
Cow.lad Iodule It landing 5 505 2630.32 -0.33 15.UI 7 806 o It8 $ .$4 53 -536 -29
I ,
\
|
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APPENDIX E - CONVERSION DATA
g
The values shown in this report conform to SI standards. Relation-
i ship to conventional units of measurement is shown in figure E-I.
\
i
i
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1973 Date Day_ _m VlsltO_
m
_ly 28 209 1
29 210 2
_0 211 )
31 212 4
Aug I 213 S
2 214 b
) 21S 7 Oe_es Degre
4 216 8 Centi_ade Kelvi5 217 9
6 218 10 "500"
7 219 11
8 220 12 200-
9 221 13
10 222 14 "
11 223 15
12 224 16 150-
13 225 17 400-14 226 18
15 227 19 100-
i 16 228 20
17 229 21 .
i 18 2_0
22
19 2)1 2) 50-
20 2_2 24| 21 2_ 25 300-
22 234 26| 2) 235 27 0-
24 236 26
25 2_7 29
26 2)8 30
27 239 31 -50"
28 240 )2
29 241 33 O0
_0 242 )4
)1 243 )5 -lO0-
Sep 1 244 )6
2 245 37 " "
3 246 38 -150-
4 247 )9
5 248 40 '100"
6 249 41
7 250 42 -200-
8 2S1 43
9 252 44 .
10 25) 45
11 254 46 °250-
12 255 47
13 256 48 "273.2" 0 "
14 257 49
IS 258 SO
16 2S_ 51 (b) Tempen
17 260 52
18 261 S3 coflver
i lg 262 $4
20 263 55
21 264 56
22 265 S7
23 |66 58
24 |67 59
|S 268 60
(a) Dateconversion
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Lowpresswe
HKIhpeessufe Pounds/ Newtons/ M
s¢uate square e!
Degrees Degrees Degrees b,t_t Po,,,,ds/ ._,,_s/ inch ce_Ue'ss4Fa_
Centigrade Kelvin Farenheit vii Mikes Metm_ Cemk_tas Inches Millimeters Inch cmlhmi(e;_
100 •1000 1000- "700 - 80'500' 1300- 700 -1300 000 40 - 11
. (1 mtw)(1 meter)200- 400 zs- -75
1200- -1200 000 I.(1 yad), -6S0 - 10 -,
• 901. )5 - -900 gO0- 14-
"600 "70,
1SO- -300 11oo-" 600- -11ooooo 13-- ') "-6_
80"1 800- . SbO,400, .0oo
1ooo- •1oooooo f 30 - 12
8 ,-q 60_
100- -200 - soo- - -oo
• goo - - 900 000 70 - 700 700- 11, ss
50- ZS - -4so 10- " 7 -50
.30G -100 coo- -eooooo 60 :'f_)" .6oo 600-
- 400 - - 400 9- • 45(
0 - 700- .700 000 6
. - 0 so- 2o - .soo soo--35o 8 .4o
-50- 600. .600000 ; - s
• 300 - - 300 . )5
•200, --100 3oo- .5oo ooo 40- -400 400-IS - 6- :_0
-100- -2so - 4
S- ;lSl
• . 4oo- .4ooooo 30. _k,,_ .soo 3oo-
--200 .2oo. -2oo . s
-150- _00- -)00 000 10 - 4- "_0(
20. ,2oo 2oo- .15o
100,..300 s-. 2 -ls_
-200 - 2oo- .2oo ooo -soo
- 100 - 5 2- .IOL
• . 10 - .100 100- - 1
100 - -100 000 "30 1 - ' SO
-250- -.400
-273.2-, 0"--459.4 o- o --o o- o ,o o- o • 0
(b)Temperature (c) Linearmeasurementconversion (d) Pressureconversion
conversion
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Low prgssuQe
Pounds/ Newtons/ I_;hmt_s
HwhWessum square _ olmecury
Pounds/ Newtons/ ,rich cdmtIn.lters
S4U,Ve _: Rad_,llnS ;-_t Gins Ovnces PoveMf, li(ilMem_l_¢hes llllimtws
_ncN cemimeqws - 6. _ - 2800
1.0 1 450 116
40 -1000 1000 .,_"?00 11 "800 360 6000 •
(1 metro) 1S - - 750 "_' o 15 "2600
-650 10 o.9-_ Sgoo"
1 yad). 3_,; : 400 14 -240035 -qO0 900 14- "700 - 5.5
-600
13 .... 9 -650 300 0.8- 1_ 5000 -2_00
-800 800 -550 ,5.0 350 -
30 12 - -600 270 - -1;_ 45008 - 20OO
• SO0 .4.5 0.7-
• 700 700- 11- -550 300 . -11P40 - 4000 • . 1800
25 "450 10- " 7 -500 4.0 "100.6-
2 feet -600 600- 210 = .q _'.,00 -1600
-400 9- . 6 -4SO "3.5 . _SO -
8 - 0.5- -1400
20 -500 500- -350 "400 180- -S 30OO
-3.0
7- " 5 200 " -1' -1200
• )SO _.
-300 15o- 0.4- 25')0
-4no 40o° -2.S
15 6-. 4 . -300 '_' -1ooo
-250 120= 150 - 2000
5- -2S0 -2.0 0.3- -5
-800
1 bet) -300 300. -;too . $ .
-4 1500
,10 4= -ZOO 9o= -l,S
• 100 ° -tO0i
_;eoo 200- "150 0.2-3" - ;! . _lSO "3
60- -1.0 1000-
-400
5 -10o 2- 100 o.1- - 50 • :P
•100 100- - 1 - 30- o.5 soo.-JPO0
"5O 1 - fO ' 1
0 0 O- -0 0 '0 O' -00 ,0 O- "0 O' - O 0
,ersion (d) Pressureconversion (el Angular If) Massconversion
conversion
FigureE-I.- Conversiondata.
I
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APPENDIX F - GLOSSARY o
o
i Accomodation Adjustment of the eye for various distances.
t i A1dosterone A steroid hormone secreted from the adrenal cortex.
Bacltracln An antlbacterlal polypeptlde active against hemoly-
: tic st_ptoeoooi, et_h_oooo_, and several types
of Gram-posltlve aerobic, rod-shaped organisms.
, Binocular stereo- Ability to see objects in three dimensions.
scoplc acuity
Biocide An agent destructive to 1lying organisms.
Cariogenic The process of decay in teeth.
_ Cerenkov rad_.atlon Polarized light produced by particles traversing a
'I solid or liquid medium having an index of refrsctlont
greater" than one at a speed greater than that of
_ light in the s_me medi;m.
Chloral hycrate A hypnotic sedat&vo and antic_nvulsant.
Cirrtm A white filmy variety of cloud in the highest cloud
region, usually consistin_ of minute ice crystals.
Cortisone A potent hormonal substance influencing the biochem-
ical behavior of wet, if not all, tissues of the
body. Its therapeutic action 18 due to the phanm-
colosicel effects of hormonal excess.
Dernstolos£c Relattn8 to the skin and skin dlseasas.
Dextroasphetmstne A coupound used as 8 central nervous 8ysteu stimulant.
Distal Farthest from the utdline or trunk.
\ IMteric Pertaining to the intestines.
/_terob_t_r A germ8 of bacteria which includes many animal pare-
sites, so_s plant parasites, and frequently oc_ u
seprophyt_ which decompose cerbohydrete-contatnin8
plant materials.
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- Emollient An agent which softens or soot[_es irritation in skin .
or raucous membrane.
I
Epinepherine Adrenalin; a most potent stimuian:.
Fissure A longitudinal opening or groove.
Footprint Outline of the predicted landing area.
Glutathione A ¢oenzyme of 8yoxalase. It appears to be a ubiqui-
tous reducing agent, involved in many oxidation-
reduction reactlons.
Hematocrlt a. A centrifuge or device for separating the cells
and other partlculate elemnts of the blood from the
plasma.
b. The volute, of erythrocytes packed by centrifuga- i
tion in • given volume which consists of erythrocytes
or as the volume in cubic centimeters of ezTthrocytea I
packed by centrlfugation of blood, i
f
Hesoglobtn The iron containing pipent of the red blood cells.
Its function is to carry oxygen from the lungs to the '
tiSSUeS •
Humeral Pertelnln8 to body fluids or substances contained in
them.
Ippnmoglobullns A group of protein molecules Important to the body's
immnologic 8ysteu.
Immunology The science dealing with the various phenomena of
imaunity, induced _eneitivtty, and allerID'.
In vitro In glass, as a test tube.
lntreoculsr Within the eyeball.
IeokimL_c Bqual notion.
\
Isolation (Klcrobiology) 1 The successive propogetiou of s |
8tenth of ulcroorsen£81 until 8 pure culture is
obtained. !
)
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Isotope injection Injection of one of two or more nuclides that are _ .
chemically id,,ntical but differ i,_mass number.
# (Radioactive isotopes have av un._table nuclear com-
_" position and decompose spontaneously by emission of _,_
a nuclear electron, thus achieving a stable nuclear
composition, l_dioactivc isotopes are widely used
t _ in medicine as _.-acers.)
K_ebsielZu A microorganism causing a severe form of pneumonia.
pneumoni_
Lumbar The last five vertebrae or pertaining to the loins.
Lysozyme An enzyme with antibacterial activity that is ozesent
in sal_.va, tears ano other body fluids. _ "
Malaise A vague feeltng of body discomfort, uneasiness or
indisposition, often indicative of infection.
Hycological Relating to fungi.
, Near point of Coordinated movement of both eyes towards fixation
convergence of the same near point.
i An antibacterial substance active against a variety
,_ of gram-positive a_d gram-negative bacteria.
Neutrophil(e) 8. Staining easily with neutral dyes.
b. A leucocyte which stains easily with neutral
dyes.
Norepinephrine A hormone produced by the adrenal medulla. It i8
chiefly s vasoconstrictor
i Oculogyr81 The apparent movement of an image in space in theillusion seas direction as that in which one seems to be _unt-
InS v hen the seatctrculsr canals are stimulated.
Orsanolepttc Stimulating any of the org_us of sensation.
OrthOltltiC relating to or caused by erect posture.
Omwtic fralility Increased susceptibility of the blood cells to break
st the blood down when the proportion of the 8slin_ content of the
fluid Is altered.
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Oxymetazoline A vaso constrictor used topically to reduce swell_ng ! °
hydrochloride and congestion of the nasal mucosa. |
r
Paresthesia An abnormal spontaneous sensation such as numbness,
burning, pricking, etc.
I
Polymyxin A mixture of antibiotic substances obtained from cul-
tures of Bacillus polym_jxa, a microorganism found in
water _md soils.
PR internal The period of time between the onset of atrial exci-
4 ration and the onset of veutricular excitation.
Presyncopal The state immediately preceding a brief loss of con- -
sciousness associated with transient cerebral anemia.
Prochlorperazine A tranquilizer, used in the treatment of anxiety and
tension and to combat nausea and vomiting.
Pseudomonc_ A microorganism causing certain antibiotic _esistant
c_genosa secondary infections.
QRS vsctor Direction and magnitude of the Q, R, and S points or _, _"
deflection of an electrocardiogram representing car-
diovascular contraction.
Rad A unit of absorbed dose of ionizing radiation equal
to an energy of 0.01 Joules/kilogram of irradiated
material.
Radius The lateral and shorter of the two bones of the
forearm.
REM Rapid eye movement in a stage of sleep.
Rem A radiation bio!osical effectiveness factor of bio-
logical injury to h,man tissue for any dose of ion-
ized radiatio_ equivalent to one roentgen of X-ray ,
or gamma ray.
\
Scopo£amine An alkaloid found in the leaves and seeds ef :"
H_oe_m_s niger and used am _ _edative.
Secobarbital A sedative and short-actin_ hypnotic. I_ ,
Se,_m complement One of the factors involved in the raaction of anti-
_actor C3 biotic and _housht to be the most important factor
for activation of immune response.
i
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i Staphylococcus A microorganism causing boils and other skin lesions. •
I
Sternum The breastbone.
j Streptococcus A genus of bacteria of which there are many types.
Ulna Elbow bone; the medial and larger of the two bones
of the forearm.
Venipuncture Puncture of a vein for any purpose.
Vestibular Pertaining to a small space or cavity at the entrance
to a canal.
Virological Relating to viruses and virus deseases. _
Visceral Stomach intestinal awareness.
I
1
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